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     To my friends behind the veil. 

 

 

This is a positive book about a quest, about seeking, rather than about negative persons or things.  

 

All persons who are my intellectual and moral superiors, who have helped me in my quest are gratefully thanked. 

Indeed, I have sought them them out. Throughout my life I have tried to find the absolute best in any field that 

interests me in order to learn from them. This led me to Sir Ernst Gombrich in Art History, Kenneth Keele in 
Leonardo Studies, to Ingetraut Dahlberg in classification. It also led me to meet Douglas Engelbart, Ted Nelson 

and Tim Berners Lee in Internet studies and so on.  

 

Throughout the book I offer verbal portraits of mentors, teachers and friends, who have helped me, attempting to 

identify their essence; their special qualities, and what I learned from them. These portraits range from a few lines 

to a few paragraphs and in five cases to a full page. I am grateful to each of them.  

 

Acquaintances whom I do not know well, about whom I have nothing positive or original to say are named, but 

not discussed. 

 

Those who consider their intellectual or moral superiority as grounds for not helping me, and those who consider 

themselves enemies, are not named, nor are their stories told.  
 

My view of Christianity is concerned with trying to help all who seek: e.g. “You will seek me and find me when 

you seek me with all your heart.” (Jeremiah 29:13) and "Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; 

knock and the door will be opened to you.” (Matthew 7:7).3 If we refuse to help our fellow humans, who ask us 

for help, then we love ourselves more than our neighbours and we cannot fulfill his commandment that we love 

god with our whole heart and soul and our neighbours as ourselves. Such persons may call themselves Christians, 

but if they refuse to help us on our quest, if they respond to questions and prayers with silence, then they have no 

place in this story or indeed in all stories of seekers. Disdain, and rejection of seekers miss the point. Christianity 

in its deeper sense, like all true religion, like the Sanatana Dharma, is about going beyond our petty ego, beyond 

ourselves, helping others and moving towards the infinite. Only truth and spiritual love are true guides.4 

https://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwimiYCVqZnRAhWMMVAKHQ7qA4YQjRwIBw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/alexaherrera969/quotes/&psig=AFQjCNFya3JgHXNGUgIpAYnhAReON3mZ0Q&ust=1483096365700470
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"If you do not expect the unexpected 

you will not find it, 

for it is not to be reached by search or trial." 

— Heraclitus (544 — 483 BC) 
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0. Preface 



On the surface, I live an ordinary, normal life. I live on a quiet street in a quiet town. I ride a 

bike to the market and shops. On the weekend, I go for long walks with a friend. Once a week 

Nel6 collects my wash. Once every two weeks that friend comes to dinner. His name is Nino 

(Lord Ninus).7 Sometimes other friends come to visit and sometimes I travel. That is my façade 

(mask, persona) and that is how most persons know me. Below the surface, behind the invisible 

veil, is a person with no interest in the normal, who is concerned instead with wonder, magic, 

the memorable, the remarkable, the incredible, with genius, heroes, angels, gods, goddesses; 

with the miraculous, the eternal, the infinite, with friendship, love, joy, bliss, especially with 

God. If my neighbours met this person behind the façade, they would almost certainly call me 

unusual, unnormal, abnormal, even mad. Veils have their uses, even if burkas are forbidden. 

This is a portrait of ideas behind the façade. Some stories of this genre are quite famous. For 

instance, the Secret Life of Walter Mitty, tells a story of a man who leads a boring outside life 

and an immensely adventurous inside life. But, alas, it is ultimately an egocentric story about a 

man with an overactive imagination, with no real interest in others. Paolo Coelho’s The 

Alchemist is better. It tells a parable of a man’s quest for something precious. But it is much 

more. Part one of his book begins with the line: “The boy’s name was Santiago”, and is an 

homage to Ernest Hemingway’s Old Man and the Sea, where the old man’s name was 

Santiago.8 It is also a reference to his walks in Northern Spain on the pilgrimage route to 

Santiago da Compostella. Coelho’s genius is to tell his story in the manner of the mediaeval 

Everyman stories. It happened to him but it could have happened to any of us. It is: “a fable for 

following your dream”. We read the book, not to learn how he won the jackpot, but to learn 

how we might become winners ourselves.    

In the lives of the rich and famous, autobiographies are a matter of course. They are used to 

assert their importance on the world stage. In the case of politicians, autobiographies are often 

a chance to express views that were not possible while they were in office, or a need to tell their 

side or view of a complex story. In our case, this is not an autobiography of the outer life. This 

one leads away from a seeming path of outer fame and glory, to an inner path, towards core 

values, and underlying motivations of life: away from the physical world of the flesh, towards 

the spiritual and God. It uses me as a case study, but is not really about me at all. It is a series 

of pointers towards the other, order, and the beyond. If the key to the outside is often inside; a 

key to the inside is ultimately in helping outside; in going beyond the ego to love others. 

There are early reflections on the development of personality using sketches, some reflections 

on knowledge, teaching and culture (the role of art, music, literature). The leitmotifs are three:  

truth, friendship, spiritual love (agape), and the three theological virtues (faith, hope, love) 

Ultimately the three leitmotifs explore one question: how can earthly friendship and love take 

us to a love of God? The jackpot, in this case, is not a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, but 

an exploration of what it really means to be human. It is not, in the manner of Frank Sinatra, to 

tell you about how I did it my way. True confessions and a full list of failures are largely 

omitted. For as Nelson Mandela said:it is not in the falling that makes a man, but in the getting 

up. If you like playing God, you are free to judge whether I am worthy. Ultimately, the book is 

an invitation and a challenge to ask: what will your way be? If you succeed, then your ordinary, 

everyday lives could well be transformed into encounters and meetings with remarkable men,9 

extraordinary and memorable men, a meeting with yourself behind your own veils and masks: 

the greatest miracle of God ‘s creation, and perhaps even a personal meeting with God himself.  



                                  

                
Figure 1. Ladder of Intellect and Great Chain of Being.10 



1. Introduction 

The Mediaeval world had its own explanation for everything. There was a scale of nature, also 

called a ladder of the intellect (figure 1a) that led from a stone to God, a kind of Jacob’s Ladder 

of natural creation. It was also called the Great Chain of Being (fig.1b), the history of which 

was masterfully studied by Lovejoy.11 The ancient ladder was organized according to 

consciousness. Aristotle, for instance, identified three kinds of souls: vegetative soul, animal 

soul, human soul. The Chinese have 3 huns. Vegetables have only 1 hun, animals two huns and 

humans 3 huns.  

Our story looks at this ladder or chain in a new way, in terms of relation to the other, inner-

outer and space-time. A stone is complete in itself. It has height, width, depth, size, weight, 

colour. However, it is not conscious of its own properties. It lies often in a heap of other stones, 

but has no awareness of other stones, no interest in learning about other stones, working with 

other stones, helping other stones, loving other stones. It is lowest on the ladder, not because of 

its weight, but because it is metaphorically egocentric. If it could think, it would be concerned 

only with itself. It has a defined inner and outer, but cannot play with these. It has no sense of 

time, nor sense where it is situated in time-space. Although it changes slowly in time, it remains 

timeless with respect to consciousness thereof 

Birds and beasts are considerably higher on the ladder, not just because of their physical 

properties, but again because of their relations. Birds are conscious of themselves and can learn: 

e.g. learn to fly. When they fly, they are very conscious of other birds especially when flying 

in formation, flocks or in swarms. But this is also where their interest ends. A sparrow does not 

study its place in the classification of birds. A sparrow does not study swallows, parrots or other 

birds, let alone animals or humans. Their awareness of inner-outer is limited to knowing that 

they have stomachs, which sometimes need to be fed, and other bodily functions. Their 

awareness of space-time is largely concerned with their patterns of migration, when to fly 

North, when to lay eggs, when to fly South again. They have no records, no history books.  

A human is different. A human explores the other all his life and in different ways with respect 

to body, mind and spirit. At the level of body, it is about learning where he ends and the other 

begins, his physical limits: where his foot ends and his shoes begins, the boundaries of his house 

and property. At the level of mind, he explores the written forms of law with regard to property, 

with regard to dealing with others in society. But this only the beginning. While a sparrow only 

studies things pertaining to sparrows, only things that help it directly, man, since the time of 

Adam has been naming all birds and animals and plants. He studies them even though they are 

other than him and he never plans to become them. Humans have records of their personal 

musing, records of their groups, of their societies, cultures. They have histories of towns, cities, 

provinces, countries, continents and of the world. They also record studies of animals, birds etc.     

At the spiritual level, this quest for the other goes even deeper. It is the beginning of real 

relationships, accepting the other as other, different, unique, for a relation as I and Thou which, 

as Buber12 so eloquently showed, is also the path that leads us towards a relationship with God.   

If the level of body is about learning where to move within limits, and the level of mind is about 

defining limits, writing them down, codifying them, then the level of spirit is about going 

beyond them (cf. Appendix 5). Objects such as rocks exist in a fixed scale, usually between 100 

and 102. Birds and animals grow but their size is fixed. Physically it is the same for man. 

Metaphysically he is different as William Blake (1803) proclaimed, with an ability:  



                   

 

                                                         

 

Figure 2. Saint Francis,a. Preghiera and b. Preghiera semplice.13  
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 To see a World in a Grain of Sand 

 And a Heaven in a Wild Flower, 

 Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand  

               And Eternity in an hour.14 

This ability to change scale has increased in the past centuries. In the book, Cosmic View (1957), 

which became the Cosmic Zoom (1968), then Powers of Ten (1977) and Cosmic Voyage films 

(1996), the scale went from 101 to 1024 and then from 1024 to 10-24. In the past decade, these 

scales have increased further to include the range from 1027 (xenottabyte) to 1048 (mbbyte).15 It 

is this human capacity to change scales that allows us to imagine a range from the tiniest thing 

or organism to the immensity of the cosmos, which is now estimated to be 92 billion light years 

in diameter.16 We can imagine and study fast radio bursts (FRBs) that “can emit as much energy 

in a millisecond as the sun does in 10,000 years.”17 At the intellectual level, it is this ability to 

change scales that allows us to study the whole gamut of human, avian and animal activities, as 

well as the world of minerals that leads to natural sciences, astronomy and space sciences. 

But even these are only some dimensions of the human. We have an ability not just to recognize 

the other, but also to enter into the other’s world. We can stand in the shoes of another. “Don’t 

judge a man until you have walked a mile in his shoes” says the Cherokee tribe. “You never 

really know a man until you understand things from his point of view, until you climb into his 

skin and walk around in it.” is the saying in To Kill a Mockingbird.18 This leads to a putting 

oneself in the other’s place (Sitz im Leben), loving kindness, sympathy, empathy, compassion, 

mercy and forgiveness. It is this ability that allows us to turn hatred, injury, doubt, despair, 

darkness and sadness into peace, love, pardon, faith, hope, light and joy (figure 2a). In the Little 

Prayer of Saint Francis, the quest is for direct faith, certain hope, perfect charity, profound 

humility, wisdom and knowledge (figure 2b).    

The essence of objects is defined by what they are. The essence of living birds and animals is 

in their potential to become adult birds and animals. The essence of humans lies not only in 

personal growth, but also in going beyond ourselves, in helping individuals, in changing the 

negative into positive, in doing good. This human ability allows us to strive for paradise, which 

is etymologically connected to the concepts of garden, protected enclosure, and the beyond.19  

In a sense, every human is trizophrenic. As a body, a human is limited to kilos of flesh that 

grow old, die and are buried or burned. As a mind, a human can imagine and study all creatures 

great and small. As a spirit, a human can transcend all limitations of body and mind of inner 

and outer, of time and space. Culture, his most important expressions as art, music and 

literature, are all experiments in this direction, as is religion. Religion is not simply a passive 

reaction to the immensity of a Creator beyond us: it is a path by means of which we go from a 

body that dies to a spirit that is undying. It is an exercise whereby we grow beyond the limits 

of the flesh to imagine and to understand the immensity of the universe, which is also a first 

glimpse into imagining the immensity of God. In the words of Psalm 139:7-9: 

Whither shall I go then from thy Spirit? * or whither shall I go then from thy presence? 

If I climb up into heaven, thou art there; * if I go down to hell, thou art there also. 

If I take the wings of the morning, * and remain in the uttermost parts of the sea; 

Even there also shall thy hand lead me, * and thy right hand shall hold me. 

We are not God, cannot become God, yet we can try to become one with God in whose image 

we were created. Whether it is enough, depends ultimately on Him alone.  

http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=370037
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=370037
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=370037
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=370037


         

            
Figure 3a. Anatomia oculta; b.Anatomia occultus20    
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Figure 4a-b. Two photos as toddler in Workum: at home; preparing for travel.21 



2. Beginnings 

I was born as Keimpe (horizon)22 Henricus Joseph Maria on 5 September, 1948. The earliest 

stories about me are all second hand. By all accounts, colloquially speaking, I was a handful. 

The earliest photos show a toddler alert and ready to travel (fig. 4a-b). When I was two, I 

committed my first serious crime. Mother23 had sent me to the store to buy a dozen cookies. I 

was deeply in love with a local girl. On the way back from the bakery, I encountered my 

beloved. Unable to resist her charms, I offered her a cookie and then a second. When I returned 

home, I handed my mother the bag of cookies. Mother opened the bag and quickly noticed that 

there were eight rather than twelve. She mentioned the discrepancy. I feigned ignorance with 

the excuse that I had not bothered to count. As so often happens, there was a flaw in our perfect 

crime: we had decided to commit it on the steps of the local bank and the local bank manager 

was a friend of my parents. By the time I had returned home with the semi-full bag of cookies, 

the crime had already been reported. We had been caught in flagrante, but fortunately only in 

the childhood sense. On future occasions, I recognized the burden of responsibility that even 

humble cookies can bring. Even cookies deserve truth. 

I started walking seriously at 9 months and was soon a hiker. One day I went missing. I had 

gone out to a local field. Alas, I was not alone. There was also a bull. Since, from my viewpoint, 

the bull looked friendly, I decided to stand directly under him. It was considered fortunate that 

I was not wearing my red sweater. When father found me, he was both relieved –to find me-- 

and terrified. For adults, the bull’s reputation was much less friendly. Indeed, he was renowned 

for being cantankerous and difficult. Any sudden move on my father’s part could lead to my 

being trampled. Any inaction on my father’s part could lead to my being trampled. He never 

did quite tell me how he got me out of that predicament. It was my first fearless act. 

Father24 had been born in Zeeburg,25 50 meters from the Ijsselmeer which, until the building of 

the Afsluidijk (1932), was part of the North Sea. I had been born in the centre of Workum, some 

200 yards inland. Some ten meters from Zeeburg, was a bridge and a canal. One day I received 

new wooden shoes. Perhaps, as an early sign of interests in Archimedes’principle, I threw my 

shoes into the canal and watched them float. Then I decided to leave the bridge and follow them 

along the canal, which had very steep, vertical banks. Soon afterwards my parents arrived. 

Mother was particularly terrified, because she realized that any unexpected movement could 

lead me to lose my footing and fall into the canal which, for a non-swimmer, was hardly 

advisable.  She tried to make light of the situation and asked what in heaven’s name I was doing. 

Not to worry, I said, if I fall in I will drown and meet Jesus sooner than expected. Fortunately, 

from mother’s viewpoint, my father managed to reach me and so I was “saved.” But my curious 

reply was the subject of stories for decades to come. It was my first religious statement. 

When I was three, my parents decided to leave the Netherlands. Father loved mother. Father’s 

family was linked with religion and learning. In the 19th century, the Veltmans had married into 

the De Vries (De Vreese) family). Mother’s family was in commerce. Her brother founded the 

first supermarket in the North of the Netherlands. Another brother was the top sports reporter. 

This was considered below the Veltman standard. Father finally left for Canada. They took me 

along in 1951 on my first transatlantic flight of 26 hours: Amsterdam, Iceland, Greenland, 

Newfoundland and finally Montreal and then a train to Toronto. I was already schizophrenic: 

with mother’s love for the worldly and father’s quest for the eternal: for philosophy and religion. 

At two, it was clear that I was imperfect. I had also learned the first two words of my philosophy: 

fearlessness, religion and the need for a third: truth.  



 
 

                       
 

Figure 5a-b. Tractor at 6 years of age; My first trip to New York alone at age 16.26  



My parents moved from Workum, a small town in the Netherlands to a farm in Malton, Ontario, 

Canada. When I was six, on returning from the first day of school and a two and half mile walk 

each way, we had dinner. I was about to rush off to play, when my father stopped me: a 

gentleman, he said, has conversation. It matters not what the topic is, but you will tell me 

something of the day for the next five minutes. And so began a new phase of life, where there 

was something more than chores, play and sleep: a time of reflection, discussion, conversation.   

Also, when I was six, I began driving a tractor (figure 5a). I was so small at the time that I had 

to stand with both feet on the clutch to change the gears. By the time I was nine, I ploughed, 

disked and seeded sixty acres alone on that tractor. Nine was an important age. Since my second 

birthday, I had been drinking beer, not gallons, usually just a glass or less. When I was nine I 

announced to my father that I was now too old for beer and that it was time to drink wine. My 

father took this completely in his stride: I am glad to see you are growing up, he said and since 

then I have been drinking wine.  

During the summer preceding my 16th birthday I worked hard and, on the day that I turned 16, 

I announced to my parents that I was going to New York on my own. Father was very alarmed 

and explained that I was too young and that it was much too dangerous. If I am old enough to 

earn the money to travel, then I am old enough to travel was my answer. No said father. Very 

well, said I, if you do not let me go, then I will simply run away. My father was a wise man. 

Two weeks later he announced that I was allowed to go, knowing full well that the running 

away was not a hollow threat. And so, I flew to New York and stayed a week, seeing two operas 

(La Traviata and Rosenkavelier), Himmel meine Schuhe as a film, Absence of a Cello as a play, 

did a tour of New York, saw Wall Street, visited the Metropolitan Museum, the Frick Gallery, 

Guggenheim Museum, and went to the top of the Empire State Building (figure 5b).  

It was not all idyllic. On my first day, someone was literally shooting a gun in the streets as one 

sees in the movies. Coming back from the opera, I was aware that someone seemed to be 

following me. I walked a little faster. They walked a little faster. I broke into a run. They broke 

into a run. Fortunately, I was 16, a winner of minor prizes at school, and managed to get back 

safely to the Times Square Hotel, which was not quite in Times Square. Danger here, danger 

there, New York ignited an almost insatiable thirst for travel and adventure.   

In university, I was confused and transcendent. I had excellent teachers27 and spent time with 

others who were not my formal teachers. There was, for instance, Professor John J. Conway,28 

Fig. 6a), who had been at Harvard and was Master of Founders. He had a home on campus. His 

wife was a vice-president of the University of Toronto. In my fourth year, I spent a long evening 

explaining my “new” interpretation of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel. There was also Mavor 

Moore fig. 6b), one of the scions of Canadian literature. The day my mother was buried in 1981, 

he had me come for copious drinks and impressed on me the need to continue as if nothing at 

happened, while remaining fully conscious of the caesura that had just occurred. I was attracted 

to older figures because they seemed to have more wisdom than my contemporaries.29 One of 

these was Dora De Pédery Hunt. or Auntie Dora,30 Canada’s leading medallist (fig. 7a). She 

was 35 years older, would come to our dinners, made a medal for Trudeau to carry to Mao Tse 

Tsung and of Pauline McGibbon (fig. 7b), and organized a ball, where I literally danced all 

night.  I also made real friends nearer my age such as Mary Lynn (fig 9a) to whom I first wrote 

on body and mind and later Mark (fig 9b) to whom I first wrote on spirit. 



                      

             

                              

Figure 6 a-c.  Professors John J. Conway; Mavor Moore; author at B.A graduation.31 



Serious signs of not being quite normal began in my third year of university. We were required 

to do five courses. I chose to do seven for which I received 4 As, a B+, a B- and C+. The 

university took the lowest five marks and threatened to cancel my scholarship. I protested. If a 

student who manages 4 As and a B is given cum laude, why is a person who achieves this while 

doing 7 courses to be considered as inferior? There was a special sitting of the senate to consider 

the matter. In the end, I won, and my scholarship was extended. I graduated cum laude (fig.6c). 

In fact, the really irregular dimensions of my life lay elsewhere. I loved culture and was 

chairman of the cultural affairs committee of the college organizing concerts (Dave Brubeck,32 

The Tijuana Brass,33 Celia Franca,34 Vida Peene35) and other events.  I organized a conference 

on French Canada.36 My night life began to compete with my day job. It was an alternative 

world, for which I gained no credits and yet it opened a whole universe of new experiences. 

Every evening I went to a performance of a play, concert, opera or ballet. On Wednesdays, I 

typically also went to a matinee and on Saturdays often went to two matinees. That made ten 

performances a week. The city was an hour away by bus and subway, which meant 14 hours in 

transit weekly, even though I lived on campus. As the pressures of courses increased, I wrote 

my essays on the bus and during intermissions. For my M.A., I was in a student hostel in the 

city, so the transit time was drastically reduced, but the performances continued. 

When I went to London for my doctorate the number of performance decreased, but the quality 

rose. The first year I was undisciplined and I chose almost randomly, seeing the complete 

Gilbert and Sullivan operettas at the D´Oyly Carte Opera Company and the complete ring cycle 

by Wagner at Sadler´s Wells. Thereafter, I became more specialized. One year I focussed on 

theatre, another on opera, a third on ballet, a fourth on symphonies, and a fifth on chamber 

music, mainly trios and quartets. By the end of my six years in London, I had seen some of the 

best that the world had to offer in the arts. I had been to a world premiere of Shostakovich, had 

been introduced to Rudolf Nureyev,37 had met Sir George Mayer,38 the founder of three of 

London’s five symphony orchestras, who drove himself to work every day until he was 101. I 

had a friend (Ian Stuart), who later worked with Karl Heinz Stockhausen. Culture was no longer 

an abstract term, it was part of everyday life. I had discovered an infinite world of acting and 

play: into the beyond.    

 

But the real beginnings of my inner life are more closely connected with letter writing. Letters 

are a mysterious, almost a mystical experience. One writes as if the person were there in front 

of one, but of course the person is not there. One raises a number of points. The letter is sent. 

A few days, a few weeks and sometimes a few months pass until there is reply. To call it a 

conversatio interruptus is to be overly polite. And yet, at some point there is an answer and the 

discussion goes on. When I was a boy, or more precisely from the age of 12 onwards, mother 

would travel around the world once or twice a year. One of the stops was Hong Kong and so it 

came to pass that I had a pen friend in Hong Kong. While there, she had acquired for me a 

bilingual copy of the Analects of Confucius. This became a sort of Bible of my early teens. With 

respect to the pen friend in Hong Kong, it allowed me to begin each letter with a quote in 

Chinese -- using a Chinese quill of course. More importantly, with respect to my father, who 

identified with Lao Tse, the elder contemporary of Confucius, it gave me “ammunition” to 

counter his quotes from the Tao Te Ching. Hence, the imagined debates between Lao Tse and 

Confucius five centuries before Christ, became the starting point for real debates in the age-old 

tradition of father and son rivalry.     

 



                            

                         

Figure 7. Dora de Pédery Hunt, C.M., O.Ont. and cast for a medal of Hon. Pauline McGibbon.39 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_Ontario


This correspondence with Hong Kong was one the first of many. In university, there were a 

handful of persons who became faithful penfriends, and who, through their pen correspondence  

gradually became much deeper friends. One was Mary Lynn. After graduation, she went on a 

volunteer programme to Malawi. Then she moved to Nepal, where she lived for a number of 

years, got married, had a son and then led the first women’s expedition to Annapurna before 

eventually returning to live in Kirkland near Seattle. When I was 27 (06 March 1975), I wrote 

a long letter to Mary Lynn (fig. 9a), which gave a first sketch of a new approach to the study of 

man: 

Meanwhile, the inner search continues. The inputs are more controlled, more 

concentrated. There is a process of clearing the mental air of distracting and petty 

matters. Higher civilization, I am beginning to think increasingly has nothing to do with 

any specific content. It does not mean, however, that we give up earlier subjects. The 

difference lies in the level of reality that we attribute to our experiences. For a primitive 

man the gods are real, tangible almost; for the civilized person, there is an awareness 

that the gods are psychic projects and represent a level of reality quite different from 

that of the physical world.  

What intrigues me is the way in which persons in civilized contexts tend to gravitate 

back towards a more primitive level. As the levels become the more carefully defined 

there is the greater tendency to drop out. I find myself becoming ever more interested 

in just how man has established his relation with the universe beyond him which, in 

comprehending, he thereby renders as part of that which is within him. Once the heavens 

were beyond, but having peopled them with gods the Greeks established a relation with 

the heavens and the heavens became contained within the realms of our consciousness.  

The whole of science, I am coming to believe, is much more than a mere record of 

objective facts about the universe. It is the record of the expanding horizons of the 

individual consciousness and entails with it the great paradox that at a certain level the 

human being must consciously isolate himself from the object of his study if he is to get 

further. That is how I read the subject-object distinction of the 16th and 17th centuries 

about which Cassirer was so eloquent.  

But perhaps we have now temporarily reached the frontiers of studying objects in 

isolation and need to return to a state of interrelation between subject and object at a 

higher level. For all that is outside ourselves, insomuch as we are conscious of it, is an 

aspect of ourselves. We are as much as we dare to imagine, as much as our minds can 

embrace, we are as transcendent as we can imagine transcendence possible. In a 

paradoxical way, we become God to the extent we dare conceive of him. The Hindus 

are right: The gods depend as much on us as we on them. And thus, if God is ultimately 

our Creator, we are His reciprocal: His existence depends on our belief, on our re-

creating Him who brought us into being. At another level, He is God on His own.     

The individual as I see him is a mirror and the larger and more polished he may be, the 

more profound he is insomuch as he reflects more and more clearly. We are made in the 

image of God who reflects everything in himself. 

Is it not curious how the neat distinctions between inner and outer break down the more 

deeply one probes? It would at first appear an easy task to separate inner imaginings  



               

                            

Figure 8a-b. The Hon. Pauline McGibbon and Don McGibbon.40 



from outer objects, but on a dark night we need only be alone to discover how the two 

realms merge: our minds “people” nearby trees and objects. The two realms merge. 

Indeed, this strikes me as one of the crucial aspects of all deeper experiences: inner 

phantasies and outer realities conflate and in investing the outer world with our own 

phantasms we assure ourselves at once that we become a part of the world outside us 

and at the same time that the world outside is paradoxically us.     

Herein, I glimpse some of the mystery of love, of going beyond ourselves, It is only 

when we subject ourselves to the beyond that the beyond somehow reciprocally 

becomes subject to ourselves. Let us go back to the example of the Greeks. At one level, 

they invented a number of gods to whom they pledged fealty and by whom they agreed 

to be controlled in some senses. But that is only half the story. For in peopling the 

heavens with gods, the infinite realms of heaven were systematically challenged/ 

channelled into a limited number of set gods with defined roles and thus the agreement 

to subjection by these gods brought a reciprocal and balancing factor of power to those 

believing in these gods. For they now had a way of relating to that which was beyond, 

a way of intercession with the unknown, a means whereby the universe came under the 

control of man’s consciousness. And thus, every stage of consciousness beyond 

ourselves is necessarily a simultaneous journey deeper into ourselves. Our discovery of 

the universe is at once our uncovering of the universe that is ourselves.   

The existentialists may be right in insisting that no particular system of human thought 

is true per se. But they are writing as if they see this as a sign for dismay, In truth, the 

deeper reality is surely that we are pattern constructing in our being: the content matters 

little. It is the process that is us.  

I was speaking just now of the merging of the inner and outer aspects as an expression 

of our deepest experiences. Perhaps that is why art is so precious. For is not the great 

painting on the one hand an externalization of a very concentrated inner vision of a 

single person, whereby it can be shared by many? And is it not, on the other hand, one 

of the prime means of taking us “safely” back to the boundaries where inner and outer 

are blurred? It is perhaps appropriate that most of this letter has been written while 

listening to a symphony – which is another of those methods.  

What culture offers in a civilized context, ritual performs at an earlier stage and in the 

spectrum linking the two, in turn with its own levels of abstraction, is organized religion. 

Belief in the beyond must always remain with us, but it may well be that as we become 

more committed to our individual universes, we find it practically impossible to 

integrate all this under a single rhetoric.  

Two months later (May 1976), these ideas were pursued in a fragment of a letter again to 

Mary Lynn: 

And yet in the midst of all this there is a wonderful peace. There is an awareness of an 

unfolding process. We are all in ways but mirrors rough at first wanting polish to better 

reflect the glory of our Eternal Creator. In the beginning, our egos stand in the way of 

our transmitting His messages. Our own sense of importance keeps us from seeing that 

beyond us, keeps us from simply reflecting his light, the problems that concern us all. 

The challenge is to become so clear that there is nothing of ourselves that obfuscates the 

greater purpose, that we become His messenger…. 



                  

 

                              

 

Figure 9a-b. Mary Lynn Hanley; Mark Cameron.41 



The challenge is to put oneself in the place of all sorts of persons. (Incidentally, this 

ability of putting oneself in the place of another, empathy, standing in their shoes, this 

ability I now perceive as one of the prime human concerns, as one of the, nay, perhaps 

the unique human quality. Birds study how to fly better as birds, but who has ever heard 

of a bird that studied the attempts of parrots (or walking dogs)? But we as humans can 

ascend and descend metaphorically the entire scale from bestiality to the divine. We can 

be dogs, bull(ies), birds. We can classify the butterfies, the creatures on land and sea in 

ways that they could never hope to do themselves. So, I have initiated a group that 

discusses how we expand our horizons to accept implicitly customs unfamiliar, religions 

different, patterns unknown, symbolism undecoded. How can we become simply, 

universally human, expressive of the truth that human problems, aspirations, joys, 

sufferings are common to us all? To this international simplicity I aspire. … 

I spoke earlier of putting oneself into the place of others. Is not the concept of metaphor 

another expression of this same theme – being and yet imagining being something or 

someone else at the same time? Objects are restricted to time and place. In our efforts 

to manipulate objects we must needs concentrate on the frameworks of time and place. 

But if we will to understand the human we need to shift our frame of reference where 

we can see eternity in a moment, where we can feel close across the realities of space. 

It is possible to argue quite justifiably that most of what is written re: mysticism and 

horoscopes is bunkum and a waste of time. But surely there must be an underlying truth 

that is expressed in this concentration; surely there is a reason why we constantly wonder 

just how we relate to planets, stars and cosmic influences?  

The reality as I see it is that the planets, the stars, the universe are but contours of our 

consciousness. As our consciousness expands, we shift the distance, we shift the 

distance of stars from musical tones and neat small numbers, to light years and 

dimensions we pretend are beyond us. But, in fact, it is not beyond us. If we can imagine 

it, then it can exist. The dilemma of our own culture is that we live too vicariously, we 

assume someone else, some expert, must understand the whole pattern. We are often too 

lazy to look for ourselves. We should have eyes that look to all the dimensions of being, 

that treat the realms of psychology, sociology, philosophy, not as mystifying barriers 

but rather as contours of our awareness, methods of establishing some pattern to link 

together the various categories of our imagination, to link together the strands of our 

expression.  

These two notes were a first sketch for the ideas explored in this book, at least as far as body 

and mind were concerned. The ideas re: the spirit came much later when I was 42, in a letter 

(fig. 9b, see below §20) to my friend, Mark, who had attended an undergraduate course on 

Science and Social Responsibility. From these notes emerged the basic format for this book, 

that man’s threefold being of body, mind and spirit, is linked with three basic discoveries of the 

other, order and the beyond respectively. And each of these in turn is linked with at least three 

stages of development. 

The discovery of the other begins with a paradoxical process: determining that our inner body 

is not literally all that is outer and then creating a series of analogies, whereby the inner is  

 



                                    

                                 

Figure 10a-b. Nefertite (Nofretete); Apollo Belvedere.42 



linked, nonetheless, with the outer. We work within boundaries, create microcosm- macrocosm 

in order that we can claim: as above so below (figure 12). So, the whole process of separating 

our bodies from the world is also an attempt to create a timeless truth, and the beginning of 

religion, linked with ligare and its related terms: 

Ligare: to bind, as in Ligature. 

Legare: to bestow, as in Legacy. 

Legêre: to read, as in Legend. 

Legere: to choose or gather, as in Legion. 

Rem Legere: to choose that which is right. 
Re-Ligare: obligation or bondage to the established Rule.43 

The commitment to mind, shifts the inner-outer to an intellectual level, and the definitions of 

outer, limits, to a defined level in terms of laws, rules and customs. It also places everything 

within space-time. The third discovery, in the spirit, leads to spiritual frameworks, moving 

beyond boundaries, beyond space-time, moving beyond oneself through friendship and love 

towards God: the unlimited, the boundless and the infinite.  

3. Corporeal Inner – Outer 

The discovery of where the body ends and the other begins is one of the main lessons of 

childhood and youth. We stretch our finger towards a flame and it is pleasantly warm. We 

stretch it too far and we are unpleasantly burnt. We sit on the back of the horse and it is as if 

we were one with the horse, especially at full gallop, and yet if we urge the horse to jump too 

high or too far, we suddenly discover that the horse has a set of plans different from ours. We 

are close to the horse, but there is a limit beyond which we are one body and the horse is another 

body. We wrestle with a close friend. In some moments, it feels almost as if our two bodies 

were one, but then one gains the advantage and it is clear there are two bodies: I am one, the 

friend is other. I hug my girlfriend. In some moments, it feels as if we are one, united, in 

complete union. Then I say something (wrong), or she says something and suddenly, once more 

we are two bodies: no longer united with one another, but one and an other.   

At a metaphysical level, almost every culture creates a second “body.” There is man and there 

is cosmic man (Purusha, Adam Kadmon, First Adam). The points in the former’s body are 

typically aligned with points in the cosmic body (figure 3). Obvious alignments include the 7 

chakras of the body with the 7 planets; 10 qualities of man with 10 Sephiroth; 12 parts of the 

body, 12 elements (tattvas), 12 letters with 12 zodiac signs. In some versions, called occult 

anatomy, the whole body is likened to the temple of Solomon, and divided into three parts: the 

portico, the temple and the sanctuary (cf. figure 3).44  

Some figures are standing (figure 48), others are seated, but the overall purpose is the same in 

each case: the alignments mean that a small physical body of under 3 meters is aligned with a 

temple (180 x 90 x 50 feet),45 where the body prays, and with a universe, 92 billion light years 

in diameter, in which the body lives. The discovery of one’s physical limits, the other, is thus 

linked with the beginnings of myth, cosmology, and religion. 

This same exploration of inner-outer leads to early examples of art. In primitive cultures, it 

leads to a timeless depiction of animals as if they were objects, where myth, magic and religion  



  

 

                       

Figure 11a-b. Meteora, Greece; Balance on the North coast of Jersey. 46 



are inextricably intertwined, where the animals are at once symbols of the cosmos they depict 

(figure14). In early cultures, the process is subtler (figure 10a). The head of Nefertiti (1345 

B.C.) is a wonderful example. I look at the statue and I see a wonderfully beautiful woman. 

“Nefertiti (meaning ‘the beautiful one has cometh forth’) was the 14th-century B.C. Great 

Royal Wife (chief consort) of the Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaten of the Eighteenth dynasty of 

Egypt. Akhenaten initiated a new monotheistic form of worship called Atenism dedicated to 

the Sun disc Aten.”47  I know that she is from the 14th c. B.C. and yet her overwhelming beauty 

makes me think of her as if I were seeing a Hollywood star. I know that she may have been 

modelled using grids, the golden section and artists’ tricks and yet I see her as a woman.48 I 

know she is a sculpture and yet, under certain lighting, I think of her as physical, sensuous.   

The ability to inspire such plays been inner-outer, physical copy and physically real, is one of 

the hallmarks of art. The Apollo Belvedere is another case in point (figure 5b). It is a copy (circa 

120–140 A.D.) of a bronze original by Leochares (ca. 350–325 B.C.). “The Greek god Apollo 

is depicted as a standing archer having just shot an arrow.” There are debates about the 

context.49 Even so, I see before me a god, with the body of a man (pace a missing middle part). 

I know I am not that man, let alone the god and yet something in me identifies with this beautiful 

statue. In becoming aware of what I am not, I also learn more about what I am, another 

dimension of art. In mental and spiritual forms of inner-outer this goes further. 

4. Within Boundaries 

 

The key activities of early man, connected with the body and the other, entail working within 

boundaries. The creation of a microcosm-macrocosm connection, noted above, defines not only 

his own boundaries, but also the boundaries of the world within which he lives. It is also 

something more profound. It re-enacts the act of the ancestor, gives him a model with which to 

identify, create a myth, which allows him to become a Homo religiosus: 

In archaic societies, all acts, even those of everyday life performed by man, must, in order 

to have meaning, be either the re-edition of the act performed by a great ancestor, or the 

actualization of a Myth. Putting in scene the action that a founder god realized in the 

beginning, in illo tempore. 

"In so doing, the archaic man identifies himself with his model. 

"He lives, therefore, without fear, sheltered in the Sacred *, in a mythical world of a cyclical 

nature, for "the periodic updating of these primordial acts assumes a reassuring and 

regenerating aspect "(Eliade). "Brewer. 

This could be a definition of Homo religiosus. 

…."The most essential notion in Eliade is the distinction between the sacred and the profane, 

a schema of founding thought from which man builds all his cosmology. He did not envisage 

the sacred from a phenomenological angle, in the manner of a Rudolf Otto, but as a 

substance existing in itself and manifesting itself by hierophanies. He has consistently 

shown consistency and stability. This is what allowed him to write, in nostalgia for origins, 

that the word "religion" can "still" be a useful term provided that it is remembered that it 

does not necessarily imply a belief in God, in gods or spirits, but refers to the experience of 

the sacred and consequently, is bound to the ideas of being, of meaning, and of 

truth."…."The sacred is found, it can not be decreed! Interview with Alain de Benoist, in 

the magazine Antaïos, December 1996.50 

 

This working within boundaries plays a fundamental role in the life of early man. It defines his 

home, and property. It is linked with his creating a temple, linked etymologically with time  
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Figure 12. As above so below.51 



(tempus) and limit, boundary (temenos) and in separating positively and the negatively sacred 

spaces (cf. 20 below). The churches and temples are often built on high cliffs and mountaintops, 

such as Meteora, where, on the one hand, they are close to heaven and, on the other hand, the 

boundaries between heaven and earth are rendered foggy (fig. 11a, cf. figs. 52, 98a).  

In Iran and Iraq, it leads to the building of ziggurats which are both temples and models of the 

universe (fig. 33). The seven stories of the ziggurat now correspond to the 7 planets of heavens. 

In various systems, the planets are linked with heavens, prophets, qualities, colours. Meanwhile 

ziggurat-like shapes stem from Indian models, recur in the cosmological models of India, 

Armenia and Mesopotamia (figure 47a-c) and ultimately the same shape recurs as Purgatory in 

illustrations of the Divine Comedy (figure 47d, cf. 39). The same instincts and efforts of working 

within limits that lead him to fence off his property, are those which lead him to fence off the 

universe, imposing on it a series of neatly defined spaces which, having mapped out, he also 

controls in a manner of speaking.    

At the personal level, this quest for working within boundaries entails learning one’s limits, 

finding one’s balance (figure 11b). Without balance, we fall. In interpersonal relationships, the 

working in boundaries is like the fencing ritual of the schlagende Verbindungen. The 

companion slashes my forehead with his rapier, without injuring me. If I move I can be harmed. 

If I am fearless, then I have learned the limits of trust at new levels. 

5. Mirror and Mask 

As a boy, I was fascinated by the challenge of fitting in, of adapting to the situation, imitating, 

mimicking. One of my heroes was Alcibiades as described by Plutarch:  

He had, as they say, one power which transcended all others, and proved an implement 

of his chase for men: that of assimilating and adapting himself to the pursuits and lives 

of others, thereby assuming more violent changes than the chameleon. That animal, 

however, as it is said, is utterly unable to assume one colour, namely, white; but 

Alcibiades could associate with good and bad alike, and found naught that he could not 

imitate and practice. In Sparta, he was all for bodily training, simplicity of life, and 

severity of countenance; in Ionia, for luxurious ease and pleasure; in Thrace, for 

drinking deep; in Thessaly, for riding hard; and when he was thrown with Tissaphernes 

the satrap, he outdid even Persian magnificence in his pomp and lavishness. It was not 

that he could so easily pass entirely from one manner of man to another, nor that he 

actually underwent in every case a change in his real character; but when he saw that 

his natural manners were likely to be annoying to his associates, he was quick to assume 

any counterfeit exterior which might in each case be suitable for them. At all events, in 

Sparta, so far as the outside was concerned, it was possible to say of him, " 'No child of 

Achilles he, but Achilles himself,' such a man as Lycurgus trained"; but judging by what 

he actually felt and did, one might have cried with the poet, " 'Tis the selfsame woman 

still!"52 

For a while, I was nicknamed chameleon, not just because of my actions, but also because of 

the swiftness with which I shifted positions in a debate. In the Bible, I learned that God created 

us in his (mirror) image and in the cabala, I discovered that this image was the basis of the 

saying: as above, so below (figure 12). As my studies progressed, the image of the mirror, 

especially as professed by Rumi, became one of my ideals. Rumi changed me. He taught me  



      

 

      

 

Figure 13a-b. Travelling scholar and playful adventurer, Jersey.53 



that life was something more profound than simply copying others in order to fit in. The wise 

act as a mirror and adapt to situations out of respect for the integrity of a weaker individual, 

who could feel threatened:  

Now these people who come to us, if we keep silent they are disgusted and hurt, whilst 

if we say something it must be appropriate to their attainment. We fret, and they go away 

and reproach us, saying, ‘He is bored with us and runs away.’ How should the fuel run 

away from the cook pot, unless the cook pot runs away? It cannot. So, the running away 

of the fire and the fuel is not running away at all. The truth is, that when it sees that the 

vessel is weak, he withdraws some distance from it; so, in reality it is the pot that runs 

away in every case. Therefore, our running away is their running away. We are a mirror: 

if there is a move in them it appears in us; we run away on their account. A mirror is 

that in which people see themselves; if they see us as weary, that weariness is theirs. For 

weariness is an attribute of weakness. Here there is no room for weakness: For what has 

weariness to do? 54 

 

Rumi also taught how the mirror could become something positive, using reproach as an 

incentive to improve and better a friend: 

Someone said: I have been remiss. 

The Master replied: When this thought enters a man’s mind and he reproaches himself, 

saying, Ah, what am I about, and why do I do these things? When this happens, it is a 

sure proof that God loves him. ‘Love continues so long as reproof continues’: one 

reproves friends, but one does not reprove a stranger. … 

If you perceive a fault in your brother, the fault which you perceive in him is within 

yourself. The learned man is like a mirror in which you see your own image, for ‘The 

believer is the mirror of his fellow believer.’ Get rid of that fault in you, for what 

distresses you in him distresses you in yourself55 

As a postgraduate student, my manners had inspired the nickname Swelledman and a fellow 

student had painted a withering satirical portrait: 

I think I may have been unduly harsh in recording my first impression of De Kimbo 

Swelledman, whom I described as a ludicrous fop…. 

Lounging in his silk dressing gown, sipping exquisite Bokhara tea and listening to a rare 

recording (78 r.p.m.) of a late Bartok Violin Sonata, Swelledman is surely right when 

he describes himself as the living embodiment of civilization and breeding in London 

House. 

I have often seen him entertaining many aging, though still lovely ladies in London 

House and had often wondered to myself where he could possibly have acquired the 

polish and savoir faire, which distinguished his every action. Many a young girl of Boris 

Goodunov House had been heard to wonder aloud why no gentleman of her 

acquaintance could match the “olde worlde” courtesy of “Doctor” Swelledman (as he 

always allows himself to be addressed by his familiars, amongst whom I am numbered).    



 

 

                        

Figure 14a-c. Stag and Reindeer, Bronze Stag, Deer with Elaborate Antlers.56 



I was shocked by this caricature, which was the opposite of what I intended and so, gradually I 

changed. At 41, I wrote a short paper: Why I am not really a chameleon in which I gave four 

reasons (Appendix 2). One involved truth: adapting is fine, but it should not challenge or 

threaten one’s truth. A second was that while joking, irony and humour are wonderful, when 

dealing with the existential layers of being, there is a need for sensitivity and caring for the 

other’s spirit: a profound respect for the otherness of others and their freedom therein. A third 

had to do with the need for silence and retreat. A fourth, has to do with being an egalitarian of 

the spirit: treating persons equally in spite of different backgrounds and titles: there was a quest 

to bring out the best in others irregardless of class, nationality or any surface characteristics.   

Gradually a fifth reason emerged. I discovered that potential friends who were atheists, were 

less able to trust and be trusting. Their denial of God was a denial of something fundamental 

that affected how they treated everything and everyone in their lives with a tentativeness full of 

lingering doubts. My goal, I realized, was not just truth, but integrity, not a partial commitment 

but a complete commitment and dedication. Accordingly, I began to sign my letters, Wholly. 

This new ending was the beginning of a new phase, in which I realized that belief in God was 

now a condition of friendship and that any friendship no matter how good and close, was 

eclipsed by an infinitely greater friendship with God. In my youth, the seeming chameleon 

played the role of all religions. Now slowly, I was firmly a Christian, ready to say: Here I stand, 

though less dramatically than Martin Luther. The prerequisite to taking the integrity of my own 

position seriously was to acknowledge and hold as sacred the integrity, the otherness of others. 

6. Timeless 

Becoming human also entailed distinct steps with respect to time and space. In primitive 

societies, there was a quest to depict animals, as if they were timeless objects. The reindeer at 

Lascaux are a case in point (figure 14a). Various theories have been offered by way of 

explanation, notably sympathetic magic in hunting and initiation rites:   

Another theory offered as an interpretation of the Stone Age art at Lascaux is the so-called "sympathetic 

magic theory". Championed by Abbe Henri Breuil, one of the leading French scholars of prehistoric art, 
it claims that Lascaux artists created their drawings and paintings of animals in an attempt to put them 

under a spell and thus achieve dominance over them. In other words, artists painted pictures of wounded 

bison in the hope that this type of primitive "visualization" might make the imagined scene actually 

happen. Unfortunately, this interpretation of Lascaux's cave art is not very convincing. First, there are 

many images that have no obvious link to hunting (the swimming horses, for instance, plus all the signs 

and symbols). Second, at Chauvet cave, in the Ardeche, very few if any of the animal pictures relate to 

animals that were hunted: most were predators, like lions. 

Arguably the most convincing explanation for the cave paintings at Lascaux is that they were created as 

part of some spiritual ritual. According to analysis by the paleolithic scholar Leroi-Gourhan, Lascaux was 

a religious sanctuary used for initiation ceremonies. Its seclusion and isolation would make it an ideal 

place to conduct this type of ritualistic ceremony. Furthermore, this explanation is consistent with the fact 

that some chambers at Lascaux are more heavily decorated than others, implying that certain areas (like 
the Apse) were especially sacred. The theory is also supported by a number of footprint studies, showing 

that virtually all the footprints in the cave were left by adolescents: a typical category of initiates.57 

 

Petroglyphs in North America have been linked with vision quests.58 In Australia, by contrast, 

the petroglyphs were linked with a magical alphabet ‘that allowed “action at a distance by the 

manipulation of matter and space using utterances in the Urngi language.”59 

In Turkey, the stag had great symbolic and cosmological significance (figure 14b-c). So too 

among the Hungarians who claimed that this came from the Scythians:  
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Figure 15a-b. Panchatantra, Elephant and Hare, Jataka about a Tigress60 



Wondrous headed doe, with horns of a thousand branches and knobs 

Thousand branches and knobs and of a thousand bright candles  

Amongst its horns it carries the light of the blessed sun 

On its forehead there is a star, on its chest the moon 

And it starts along the banks of the shining heavenly Danube  

That it may be the messenger of heaven and bringer of news  

About our creator and caring god.61 

Scythian examples from the Russian Steppes have been conjectured to have been made “to 

wait as guardians, or to carry the dead to the afterlife:” 

These are, in fact, no ordinary deer, but supernatural animals with a strange amalgamation of 

features, such as a goat-like beard and tail, long, outlandish ears and tubular, flat nuzzles. Their 

bodies are decorated entirely with deeply carved spirals, a motif that is emphasized in the 
enormous, highly curved antlers. These, in turn, terminate in birds' heads, in a manner we have 

seen on many of the Scythian artifacts, although the overall ornamental style of these creatures 

resembles that of art found much farther east, in the Altai region and in western China.62 

 

Thus, depiction of timeless animals, both predators and those hunted, were a reaching out of 

man from his caves and grottoes, partly to control them, partly to encompass their strength and 

majesty, and partly to see in them embodiments of the supernatural, of the cosmos, of the 

universe itself. Encompassing them in depictions was a step far beyond Adam’s mere naming 

them. It was a symbolic step in his asserting man’s mastery over all animals and the whole of 

creation. 

7. Animal Symbolism and Panchatantra 

A next stage was writing stories about them. The use of animal symbolism is typically 

associated with the Indian Panchatantra (figure 15), a corpus of allegorical stories of animals 

which goes back to the 3rd c. B.C. and is based on much older oral traditions:  

...there are recorded over two hundred different versions known to exist in more than fifty languages, and 

three-quarters of these languages are extra-Indian. As early as the eleventh century this work reached 

Europe, and before 1600 it existed in Greek, Latin, Spanish, Italian, German, English, Old Slavonic, 

Czech, and perhaps other Slavonic languages. Its range has extended from Java to Iceland...63 

The structure of Panchatantra inspired the stories of Aesop, influenced both Boccaccio’s 

Decameron and Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales qua structure and inspired the work of La 

Fontaine. After the Bible, it is said to be the most translated work in the world. 64 We tell stories 

of animals to make implied observations about the stories of humans. Peter Rabbit still does it. 

  

7.1. Book of Enoch 

In the West, such use of symbolic animals has been traced back to the Book of Enoch which 

Ethiopian sources trace back to the year 3,200 B.C.65 A sample passage gives insight into this 

approach:  
Sheep are the faithful; Rams are leaders; Herds are the tribes of Israel; Wild Asses are Ishmael, and his 

descendants including the Midianites; Wild Boars are Esau and his descendants, Edom and Amalek; Bears 

(Hyenas/Wolves in Ethiopic) are the Egyptians; Dogs are Philistines; Tigers are Arimathea; Hyenas are 

Assyrians; Ravens (Crows) are Seleucids (Syrians); Kites are Ptolemies; Eagles are possibly 

Macedonians; Foxes are Ammonites and Moabites.66 

In the New Testament, animal imagery continues. The 4 Evangelists are associated with 4 

animals: Matthew as a winged man, Mark as a lion, Luke as a winged ox or bull and John as an  
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Figure 16. Space filling doodle by author.67 



 

 

 

Figure 17. Space filling doodle by author.68 



      

 

Figure 18. A sitting bird.69 



               

 

                

 

 

Figure 19 a-b. Flying birds.70  



                                         

            

Figure 20a-b. Images of birds, where the higher is figure and the lower is the ground.71 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 a-b. A. Gold Armlet from the Oxus Treasure, British Museum; Birds in real life, 

Florida72 



      

              

 

 

 

 

Figure 22a-b. Swans.73 



 

 

                                   

Figure 23a-b. Kangaroos “wrestling.”74 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Flying birds within a flying bird.75 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



eagle.76 Elsewhere, these four animals are linked with 4 royal stars, Regulus, Aldebaran, 

Fomalhaut, and Antares, corresponding to 4 zodiac signs, Leo, Taurus, Aquarius, Scorpio and 

4 parts of the human body: heart, eye, head, heart. In other contexts, they are 4 angels, 4 

archangels, 4 horses, 4 beasts of Ezekiel, 4 tribes of Israel,77 also symbolized by the quatrefoil78.  

Christianity fostered animal symbolism.79 The fish became a symbol for Christ; the lamb a 

symbol for Christ as the Paschal lamb; the dove as symbol for the Holy Ghost and hope; the 

peacock as symbol of immortality, Christ and the resurrection; the pelican as symbol of 

atonement and the Redeemer; the phoenix as a symbol of Christ; the butterfly as symbol of the 

resurrection; the unicorn as a symbol of chastity and Christ himself; the ermine as symbol of 

“moral purity, and the Christian's desire to die rather than commit a mortal sin;” the turtledove 

as symbol of fidelity; the scarab as symbol of regeneration;  the owl as Christ; the cock as 

harbinger of the dawn and  hope.80 Other examples of animals entail internal alchemy.81 

8. Personal Doodles   

At a highly personal level, I began with birds rather than animals. It is instructive to examine a 

series of doodles which I made. The early examples were made as a teenager, then when I was 

between 26 and 27. Later examples range from 28 to 40. 

8.1. Personal Birds 

In my own case, I doodled from the time of my early teens. At first, they were nothing in 

particular. Then I sensed a need to control the space by filling it with increasingly complex 

details, as if I were in the Middle Ages, where there was a belief that Nature abhors a vacuum 

(figures 16-17). Soon there were two trends, which began to emerge. One was towards a certain 

realism wherein the so-called subject of the drawing was very clear. Sitting and mainly flying 

birds were the result (figures 18-19).  

The other strand appeared to be more abstract and more contradictory (figure 20). A leitmotif 

became two birds moving towards uniting, uniting or in union. But this was not all: soon there 

were two sets of birds: a higher and a lower set. In the higher set, the birds were the figure of 

the drawing. In the lower set, the bird figures were the ground of the drawing (Appendix 1). I 

drew them quickly, instinctively, with no awareness of deep philosophical roots in the idea of 

two natures governed by a charioteer (figures 40-41, cf. below pp. 62, 70-72).   

Then something unexpected happened. When I went to study in London, on weekends, I would 

visit the British Museum. One day I came across a Gold Armlet from the Oxus Treasure, British 

Museum (5th -4th c. B.C., figure 21a). It was a strange form of déja vu, because I realized that 

the theme of winged creatures approaching yet not touching each other had been around for 

nearly two and half millennia. A couple years later, there was an even bigger surprise. A 

photograph of birds in an aerial “fight” in Florida, showed the same basic theme in nature 

(figure 21b). Subsequently, I began to see the theme in many places, in swans or even in 

kangaroos, engaged in a sort of animal “wrestling match.” (figures 17-20, cf. 64). 

And yet it was clear that my own goal lay elsewhere. Capturing a snapshot of a symbolic combat 

or struggle between birds or animals was relatively at the level of a rough sketch. But I was 

drawing flying birds within flying birds (figure 19). Hundreds of drawings followed (e.g. 

Appendix 1). Gradually it became clear that this was not snapshot of a given moment. It was a 

collage of different possibilities, some subliminal and idealized, some suppressed, others closer  



 

 

The bird flies free into the unknown towards the open, but through the closures, at once the 

securities and bonds of society. Below, rising more directly, more ideally, are two spirits 

commingled, joined utterly and harmonically. This is the desire that draws us towards others 

but remains unfulfilled probably of necessity for a complete satisfaction would render ancillary 

the upward quest, the struggle for unity. Below these figures are two other merged more 

metaphorically– metaphysically expressing the innate oneness that we intuitively feel. But one 

step lower the single bird emerges, more aggressive, less highly motivated towards the upward 

realms, more elemental. This is the first vision of the self, emerging from out the archetypal 

artichoked folds of feeling and experience. This is the inflated self, rough and ill defined, 

unbalanced by the polarity of the direct upwards, unfettered and uninformed by the discipline, 

the thrust and the beauty of human interaction that constrains, defines and gives lines of shape 

comely and character full to the individual now unique and open through experience of others 

in his midst. 

Figure 25. Birds and explanation. 82 



to what takes place in real life. In one case, I tried to spell out this collage of different 

possibilities (figure 25) and, in the process, became more conscious of my humanity. We are 

not one pre-defined, pre-destined thing: we are a range of possibilities, with only some real. 

9. Culture 

An object has one set of qualities. A machine is designed to perform a specific task. If it does 

not perform that task, it is broken and needs to be fixed. In this sense, a human has no single 

task and if a human chooses not to do a given task, they are hardly broken. It simply means that 

they have made other choices and adopted other goals. Or as T. S. Eliot put it in The Hollow 

Men: 
Between the idea 

And the reality 

Between the motion 

And the act 

Falls the Shadow.83 

 

There are stages between thought, word, and deed. A same thought can branch into different 

words and different words branch into different deeds. A human is a spectrum between 

thoughts, possible words and possible actions; combinations of suppressed and controlled parts, 

explored and expressed parts. We are not one thing. We are a number of possibilities that are 

difficult to classify. And ultimately, we are more than that because we are spirits who ultimately 

choose a path amidst all this puzzling, almost distracting number of alternatives. Therein, lies 

our uniqueness. We have a lower and higher path and if we are fortunate, the higher wins. 

All culture entails objects that transport us beyond ourselves. 

9.1. Art 

The same trends noted in the doodles above, apply more deeply to great works of art. We look 

at a statue. It is other, not us, and yet we identify with it: in our imagination, we are the hero, 

the god or the figure in the statue, fully conscious at the same time that we are flesh, while the 

statue in front of us is marble, bronze, metal. We look at a painting. On the one hand, it is 

merely a canvas on a wall in front of us. On the other hand, we look at the scene and enter into 

the scene. I am viewing in the year 2017 and yet, one second, later I am plunged into the 13th, 

14th, 15th or some other century. Art is a bridge across time and space and culture.     

9.2. Music 

Music is even more mysterious. Rostropovich84 plays Bach. He has internalized the music so 

intensely that there is no music score. He plays. He and his instrument are the music and we as 

audience are the listeners. He is the outer, which comes to us as the inner. And yet it is his inner 

mastery that reaches our outer ear. All attempts to separate neatly where the musician ends and 

the listener ends are hopeless, while at the same time, it is obvious: the musician is sitting in 

front of the listener. All great music and all culture transforms our sense of inner-outer.   

9.3. Literature  

My first encounters with literature were via classic comics when I was 6. But it was in high 

school that my reading began in earnest. In grade 13, I developed a fascination with Dostoevsky. 

During the day, I was busy at school. In the evening, I would excuse myself early and retreat to 

bed, where I read Crime and Punishment. Within moments of beginning to read, I was no longer 

lying in a bed on a farm near Toronto: I was wandering the streets of Saint Petersburg in the 

person of Raskolnikov. I was much too young to know the full story: that this was the first  



 

                        

                        

 

 

Figure 26 a-c. Crime and Punishment; The Brothers Karamazov; The Idiot.85 
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mature novel of an author who had just spent 10 years in exile in Siberia. I had never been to 

Saint Petersburg (Leningrad) but, somehow, I was there. After an hour’s reading, it was 

bedtime, the lights went out and suddenly I was an adolescent snuggled in his bed on a farm in 

Canada, while it snowed outside. The next day was a normal day at school but the next evening, 

just by opening the book, I was, as if by magic, back in the streets of Saint Petersburg.   

There was much that escaped me as a 16-year-old. I knew nothing of different versions:  

Because of these labors, there is now a fragmentary working draft of the story, or novella, as initially 

conceived, as well as two other versions of the text. These have been distinguished as the Wiesbaden 

edition, the Petersburg edition, and the final plan, involving the shift from a first-person narrator to the 

indigenous variety of third-person form invented by Dostoyevsky. The Wiesbaden edition concentrates 

entirely on the moral and psychological reactions of the narrator after the murder. It coincides roughly 

with the story that Dostoyevsky described in his letter to Katkov, and written in a form of a diary or 

journal, corresponds to what eventually became part II.86 

But ultimately this did not matter. The novel took me to another world. That year I also read 

the Brothers Karamazov, largely set in Staraya. Each novel, each work of literature plunges us 

into another world. Rudyard Kipling’s Kim takes us to India, the foothills of the Himalayas, and 

Nepal. Dickens plunges us into London life. Austen takes us into the English countryside. 

Around the World in Eighty Days, literally takes us around the world. At one level, we are still 

snuggled into our bed or reading chair. At another level, every cover is the uncovering of 

another adventure, whereby we are simultaneously at home and far away from home.  

 

The Russian odyssey had other messages: the need to avoid lying and the need for truth (fig. 

26b). Even my spare time reading was pointing me in the direction of a quest for truth and 

veracity. Without knowing it I had embarked on one of the leitmotifs of my life. The Idiot, 

brought a further message: this quest for truth, even if it brought unhappiness, was preferable 

to living in a fool’s paradise (fig. 26c).  It was similar to the message of Saint Augustine in the 

Confessions, which I read when I was 19: 

Augustine tells the story of passing by an inebriated beggar on his way to deliver a 

speech. As, he passed the drunk, he noted that this beggar was making jokes, in great 

spirits, possessing a joy, albeit temporary, that he himself did not possess. Augustine 

recollects his feeling of being “dragged along by his unhappiness,” in pursuit of glory, 

recognition before men as a great orator. The beggar was full of temporary joy and 

Augustine with persistent worry. Augustine was concerned about the outcome of his 

speech. Would it rouse the applause, the awe of men? 

He pondered the estate of the beggar. He was torn. Partially envious of the beggar, of 

his joy, and on the other hand, assured that he had the more noble vocation and higher 

learning. Augustine wanted to be both himself and the beggar, joyful and praised. The 

beggar found his joy in wine, Augustine in glory. In his reflection, Augustine concluded 

that they were both bereft of true joy and true glory.87 

 

At two, I had learned fearlessness, religion and a need for truth. Now I was almost 20. I still 

had not yet developed my own strategies for pursuing truth, but it was quickly becoming clear 

that there would be no easy shortcuts. Wise men said that this quest might be at the price of 

happiness. Even so, I assumed that with study, all would become clear: the answer was yes, but 

it took a lot longer, and was much more complex than I had imagined. Body and Other was 

easy. Mind and Order was more elusive. Spirit and Beyond was the real test. 



           

      
 

Figure 27a. Threefold Nature of Man; b. The Three Tabernacles.88 
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Kaya     Vac     Citta 

Body     Speech    Spirit 

Body     Mind     Spirit 

Body     Soul     Spirit 

Soma     Psyche    Pneuma  

Carnal     Natural    Spiritual 

Deed      Word     Thought 

Figure 28a-d. Trikarnashuddhi, Symbol of the Holy Trinity, Shema in Trefoil, Threefold list.89 
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10. Body, Mind, Spirit 

In Indian thought, there are three basic elements in man: body, mind, spirit (kaya, vac, citta). 

Conceptually, it is linked with the series: soma, psyche, pneuma. These three elements appear 

in slightly different combinations; body, speech, spirit; body, soul, spirit. They are aligned with 

the carnal, natural, spiritual. They are closely related to deed, word and thought, which are 

combined with 3 triangles in the trikarnashuddhi (figure 28). In Indian thought, these 3 

elements become a basic framework for their cosmology. There are 3 gods, 3 goddesses. 3 times 

of day, 3 flames, which correspond to 3 energies, 3 energy channels, and so on (figure 29, cf. 

50).  

Three is the basis of a number of tri- prefixes (e.g. trikona, trinetra, tripundra) and -traya 

suffixes (e.g. lokatraya, trayatrimsa heaven, vizvatraya, bhUmitraya, zata-trayam). In the 

West, the same tri- prefix is also found (e.g. triangle, trigon, trigram, tripartite, triplicities). In 

the West, there are also 3 divisions, 3 elements, 3 knowledges, 3 letters, 3 principles, 3 rulers. 

In the Renaissance, Cornelius Agrippa has a scale of the number 3.  

This threefold ordering system is found throughout the world. In Scandinavia, 3 directions are 

linked with 3 lines, 3 nadis, 3 pillars, 3, roots, 3 staves, 3 threads, 3 worlds. In Persia, the 

sequence of deed, word and though is reversed to thought, word, deed, and the idea is adopted 

in Christianity. The three gods of Hinduism (Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva), the trimurti, linked with 

three phases (creation, preservation, destruction) become three kinds of gods in Persia (root, 

sacrificed, savior-creator, figure 118). In Christianity, the three gods become the members of 

the Western Trinity of God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy spirit. Indeed, the same 

configuration of three triangles is the basis of one of the classic images concerning the Western 

Trinity. In the place of trikarnashuddhi, we now read Divine Will (figure 28ab).  

In another version, the three circles are inverted (figure 28c). The three circles now become 

Love, Word and Joy, with the gematrias 13, 2 and 43 respectively. Inside these circles, the 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit are defined by a triquetra figure and the numbers 559, 26 and 86 

respectively. The central space of One God is linked with the number 1118. So, we have a 

verbal trinity of words, linked with a visual trinity of circles and a further trinity of (symbolic) 

numbers. We shall see later how this is only the beginning of a much more extensive approach 

to threes (figure 30, 89).   

3 Ages of Man    3 Oceans 

3 Ages of Woman   3 Parts of Soul  

3 Cauldrons    3 Phases of Moon 

3 Constituent Essences   3 Pillars   

3 Creative Fires    3 Powers   

3 Divisions    3 Principles   

3 Elements     3 Pure Ones 

3 Energies     3 Stages of Consciousness 

3 Forms of Inner Instrument  3 Styles of Life 

3 Goddesses      3 Tendencies  

3 Gods      3 Times of Day 

3 Gunas     3 Tresures 

3 Hypostases    3 Trees 

3 Movements    3 Vital Energies 

3 Nadis      3 Ways of Conduct 

Figure 29. Some examples of associations of the number 3.90 
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3 Sons of Adam  

1st Son   2nd Son  3rd Son 

A    K    Sh  

Abel    Kain   Seth 

Abel    Cain    Seth  

Habi   Kabil   Shish 

Body    Mind    Spirit 

Belly    Chest    Head 

Carnal   Natural Spiritual 

Homo carnalis  Homo rationalis Homo spiritualis 

Irrational   Rational   Spiritual  

Soma   Psyche   Pneuma 

Red   Black    White  

Body    Blood    Soul 

3 Sons of Noah 

Ham   Shem   Japheth 

Ham    Shem   Zapheth 

Hamitic   Semitic  Japhetic 

Power    Understanding  Righteousness 

Carnal    Natural  Spiritual 

Carnal    Rational  Spiritual  

Africa   Asia    Europe 

Destructive   Constructive   Magical 

Warriors  Creators  Magicians 

Peasants   Priests    Warriors 

Vaisyas   Brahmans  Kshatriyas 

 

Figure 30a-b. Some associations of the 3 sons of Adam and Noah; c-e. TO maps.91 
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11. Define Boundaries  

At the level of body, the quest is to discover where I ends and the other begins and to work 

within boundaries. At the mental level, there is a quest to define boundaries. The most obvious 

way is through laws, rules, customs, prohibitions, taboos. In the New Testament (1 Thess.  5:23, 

Heb. 4:12), there is the image of the 3-Fold Nature of Man (figure 27 a). Hereby, the body, soul 

and spirit are aligned with soma, psyche and pneuma as well as the carnal (1 Cor 3:1-3), the 

natural (1 Cor 2:14) and the spiritual (1 Cor 2:1). The tabernacle of man is aligned with the 

earthly tabernacle (the temple) and the heavenly tabernacle entailing God. So, the 3-fold nature 

of man aligns with 3 tabernacles (figure 27b), and shows how the threefold metaphor of body, 

mind and spirit leads towards a universal cosmology. 

Meanwhile, the distinctions of the 3-fold nature of man become linked with the 3 sons of Adam 

(fig 30): Abel, Cain and Seth (or Adam, Kain, Seth; Habil, Kabil, Shish in Arabic), who are 

hence aligned with body, mind, spirit; belly, chest, head; carnal, natural and spiritual; homo 

carnalis, homo rationalis, homo spiritualis; irrational, rational, spiritual; soma, psyche, pneuma; 

red, black, white; body, blood, soul.   

This also applies to the 3 sons of Noah. So, Ham, Shem and Japheth become linked with the 

Hamitic, Semitic and  Japhetic peoples; power, understanding, righteousness; carnal, natural 

spiritual; symbolically as Red Bull, White Bull, Black Bull and geographically as Africa, Asia, 

Europe. Other proposed associations include destructive, constructive, magical; warriors, 

creators, magicians; peasants, priests, warriors; vaisyas, kshatriyas, brahmans 

 

Hence, the 3-fold nature of man, leads to 3 tabernacles ,92 3 sons of Adam, 3 sons of Noah, 3 

body parts , 3 classes, 3 races and 3 continents. The latter 3 names, which we associate with the 

Old Testament become linked with the three continents of the mediaeval T and O maps (figure 

30 b-d). Remarkably, the same 3 sons of Noah recur with slight variations in name in   

Armenian,93 Russian,94 Hebrew,95 and Arabic96 sources. Indeed, they recur in Sanskrit sources 

in an account relating to the Flood, which appears to antedate the Biblical flood by many 

thousands of years:  

To Satyavarman, that sovereign of the whole earth, were born three sons: the eldest 

Shem; then Sham; and thirdly, Jyapeti by name… 

'And since thou wast a laugher in their presence, from laughter thou shalt acquire a 

name. Then he gave Sham the wide domain on the south of the snowy mountains.  

'And to Jyapeti he gave all the north of the snowy mountains; but he, by the power of 

religious contemplation, attained supreme bliss.'97 

The Old Testament speaks of the three sons of Noah: Ham, Shem, and Japheth, who are 

typically linked with Africa, Asia, Europe; peasants, priests, warriors; in moral terms with 

power, understanding, righteousness and linguistically with Hamitic (Cushitic), Semitic and 

Japhetic languages. Other traditions link Ham with Egypt and Israel, Shem with Saudia Arabia 

and Japheth with what is now the Ukraine.98 In Hensel’s Africa Polyglotta (1730),99Japheti, 

Semo, Chami are all in Africa.  Hence, depending on one’s source, Shem and Semites are linked 

with Africa, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and even India.100 Here, the full details of this complex 

history, are not our concern. It is the principle how names that we associate with one sacred 

book recur elsewhere and that these basic names can serve to define countries and principles in 

our initial ordering of the world.  

http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=309953
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=309953
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=258015
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=236357
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=288976
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=288976
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=223159
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=313689
http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=334003


 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31a-b. Breughel, Hunters in the Snow (Winter); Vincent van Gogh, Wheatfield with 

Crows.101  



12. Mental Inner-Outer 

The corporeal inner-outer, which dealt mainly with isolated objects was discussed earlier (§ 3). 

The mental inner-outer is different. It focusses mainly on contexts, landscapes, views, etc.  By 

way of introduction, two examples will suffice. In the sixteenth century Brueghel the Elder, 

painted a series of allegories of the seasons. One of the most famous is Hunters in the Snow, an 

allegory of Winter, (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, figure 31a). We see a winter 

landscape. But it is more than a simple picture. It is so lovingly rich in its detail, that we are 

tempted to identify with the hunters in the foreground, or with the figures on the rooves or to 

imagine ourselves as one of the skaters in the middle-ground or even as a bird exploring the 

peaks in the background. The painting is not merely a depiction of a scene. It invites us to enter 

into the scene and become part of its space. In Norman Bryson’s parlance, this about the gaze.   

The paintings of Van Gogh are similar. His Wheatfield with Crows (Van Gogh Museum, 

Amsterdam) (figure 31b):  

is a dramatic landscape painting with a dark sky and yellow wheat. A winding road curls from the 

foreground of the painting, and appears to be cut off, leading to nowhere. It is unclear where the path 

originates as well, but it is composed to complementary colors. Above the fields flies a murder of crows, 

moving further into the dark blue sky. The large number of crows is slightly overwhelming and 

concerning; a viewer might wonder where they came from, or where they are going. Like most of Van 

Gogh’s art, the painting is oil on canvas. He used an elongated double-square canvas, which draws out 

the vastness of the fields; this is said to symbolize Van Gogh’s isolation and loneliness late in his life.102 

Here again, we are looking at a canvas which, at one level, is merely an (outer) object. But is 

an object that invites us into its inner space. We want to walk up that path and explore what 

lies above the horizon.  

These examples are the more interesting because they have both been included in experiments 

in new media of the past half century. In 1961, Stanislaw Lem wrote a book called Solaris. In 

1972, Andrej Tarkovskij created a famous film version of Solaris. This contained a famous 

levitation scene where, at one point, one of the heroines of the movie looks at the painting and 

then begins to wander, metaphorically, within the spaces of Brueghel’s landscape. 

The set design of Solaris features paintings by the Old Masters. The interior of the space station is 

decorated with full reproductions of the 1565 painting cycle of The Months (The Hunters in the Snow, 

The Gloomy Day, The Hay Harvest, The Harvesters, and The Return of the Herd), by Pieter Brueghel the 

Elder, and details of Landscape with the Fall of Icarus and The Hunters in the Snow (1565). The scene of 

Kelvin kneeling before his father and the father embracing him alludes to The Return of the Prodigal Son 

(1669), by Rembrandt. The references and allusions are Tarkovsky's efforts to give the young art of 

cinema a historic perspective of centuries, to evoke the viewer's feeling that cinema is a mature art..103  

Such examples with reference to painting are paralleled with others in related fields. The ability 

to move from a scene in one medium to a scene in another medium was explored by the 

producers of Laterna Magica (Prague, 1961). It became a motif in films such as the The Purple 

Rose of Cairo (1985), where one of the protagonists jumps down from a scene on the screen, 

into the audience and begins to interact with a member of the audience. Last Action Hero 

(1993), takes this theme a dramatic step further. A young boy is a great fan of Arnold 

Schwarzenegger. By means of a magical ticket, he moves from being an observer of an action 

film, to being in the backseat of the action hero himself. Subject and object, viewer and viewed 

are melded into the same space. Thus film, like art, plays a curious game. It shows us an image 

of reality, into which we enter, and then allows its characters to move into our space. We are 

they and yet we are not them.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Masters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pieter_Brueghel_the_Elder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pieter_Brueghel_the_Elder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landscape_with_the_Fall_of_Icarus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunters_in_the_Snow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Return_of_the_Prodigal_Son_(Rembrandt)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rembrandt


 

                            

                     

                      

Figure 32a-c. Claude Monet, Etrétat.104 



The idea of painting a scene of a specific season had developed during the Middle Ages. Series 

of four paintings, one for each of the four seasons became popular during the Renaissance. 

There were also series showing a different scene for each of the months. Hereby, the general 

idea of showing a landscape shifted into particular paintings of seasonal landscapes, which 

became further diversified through becoming regional and local landscapes. As a result, the 

range of images in art history expanded enormously and the number of potential mental inner-

outer experiences increased apace.  

Three centuries passed between the landscapes of Brueghel and those of Monet. Breughel chose 

a given place at one given time. Monet, by contrast, chose a given place and then explored it at 

a number of given times. By way of illustration, we have included three views of Etrétat, a rock 

formation along the coast of Normandy (figure 32). The first shows a painting in which the sun 

is setting. The second shows a sunset where only the light of the already set sun dominates the 

horizon. A third painting, shows a series of boats in the same context by day. Monet was very 

fond of this landscape/seascape and painted it at least 30 times in the course of his lifetime. 

Monet does the same with his bridge over the lily pond at his country home in Giverny. It is 

also a view of which there are some 30 images. Other views such as riverside scenes and bales 

of hay in a field have less versions, but the principle is the same.  

In Brueghel, there is a quest to capture a given landscape, scene at a given moment as if that 

alone was sufficient to capture the essence of the scene. In the case of Monet, the rules of the 

game have changed. There is no longer a single image that could hope to capture the miracle of 

a site such as Etrétat. The same scene needs to captured in the morning, afternoon and evening, 

in calm periods and in storms. As a result, Impressionist paintings typically have titles reflecting 

time and/or weather: Argenteuil in the sun, Paris in the rain, London in the fog. The rise of 

photography, which theoretically fixed the image to a specific time and place, increased this 

trend towards ever more images of a given scene, a trend that continues to this day as persons 

try to capture each moment of experiences on social media platforms such as Instagram, Twitter 

and Facebook. Each multiplication of images multiplies our inner-outer experiences.  

 12.1. Mental Inner-Outer in Music 

The same trend towards including time and place occurs in music. The mediaeval monks 

composed music for each of the times of day: Invitatory, Matins, Lauds, Terce, Sext, None, 

Vespers, Compline.105 In the 14th, century, Francesco Landini composed Ecco la primavera. In 

1724, Vivaldi composed the Four Seasons. In modern times, there are contemporary composers 

such as Philip Glass with his music of Hours. Each increase in further complexity between time, 

space and music means a greater richness in the inner-outer experiences of listeners.  

 12.2. Mental Inner-Outer in Literature 

In literature, also, this trend can be found. The early stories are typically told from a given 

standpoint: e.g third person narrative. Later stories, have multiple forms, sometimes moving 

between 1st person and 3rd person narratives, also moving between simple storytelling to 

intervals recounting what the protagonist is thinking or dreaming, with psychological 

dimensions. So, the movement is not just from the (outer) reader to an inner story, but further 

to characters within that story and dreams sequences and thought patterns of those persons. 

Culture is not just a collection of art, music and literature. It is a cumulative story of ever richer 

interplay between self and other, inner and outer, time and space.     



                                                   

     

                           

 

                                           

Figure 33a. 7 Patalas, b. Cosmos of Simorghian Mithraism, c, detail, d. Link between 7 

planets, 7 colours and 7 floors of Ziggurat.106 



1. Atomic Form Patra or Anu one appears as innumerable objects  

2. Space  Desh division is produced in Ever-Indivisible  

3. Time  Kal change in the Ever-Unchangeable  

4. Vibration  Aum creative force: obscures Ever-Uncreated  

5. Jana Loka  abode of Sons of God Alakhsa, the Incomprehensible.  

6. Tapa Loka,  Holy Spirit, Eternal Patience Agam, the Inaccessible  

7. Satya Loka  abode of God, Sat Anam, the Nameless  

Figure 34. Descent into Individuality.107 

13. Space-Time 

In the material world of objects (body) there is a quest to represent everything as eternal, 

timeless, outside the range of time and space (e.g. figures 10, 14). In the mental world, time and 

space are both integrated.  

In the Indian creation stories involving 7 places (sapta loka) the evolution downwards is via 

vibration (AUM), time (Kal), space (Desh) to atomic form (Patra or Anu, figures 34, cf. 89). 

In this model, time and space belong to the third and second places/levels/planes. 

13.1. Cosmology  

The development of the mental world entails the creation of visual models of the cosmos. This 

appears to happen in all advanced cultures. But there are also striking differences, with a trend 

to become more physical as we travel West. In India, the cosmology frequently remained 

mental. For instance, the seven places (sapta loka) are arranged as 7 planes (sapta patala) 

whereby each of the planes is aligned with one of the planets (figure 33a). In the cosmos of 

Simorghian Mithraism108 the idea of flood is replaced by an idea of a long dark winter that lasts 

40 months and is intended for the rejuvenation of the world. The creator god, Mitra, instructs 

Yima to build Vara, a vast underground cave in which to house two of each of the birds and 

animals of the world. Accordingly, he builds Vara and, in its centre, he places a patala-like 

structure (figure 33 b-c).   

Elsewhere in Persia and then, most famously in Babylon, the patala, Vara building becomes the 

ziggurat, where the seven floors are linked with seven colours and seven planets (figure 33 d).  

In a slight variant, the square platforms become round platforms and recur as the sapta loka in 

India (figure 87a, cf. 44); the triple decker universe of the Khaldean astronomers (figure 87b) 

and the three-part Mesopotamian cosmos (figure 87c). This circular version becomes, in turn, 

the mountain of Purgatory, in illustrations of Dante’s Divine Comedy109 (figure 44, 87d). 

A next stage in this symbolism is to create a portable version. So, the Babylonians made a 

candelabrum of 7 candles, each linked with one of the planets110 and hence also with one of the 

days of the week. In the Hebrew tradition, this became the menorah. In the Christian tradition, 

the 7 branches became aligned to the 7 days of creation, the 7 planets, the 7 metals, the 7 

chakras, the 7 Pythagorean notes, the 7 liberal arts and the 7 stages of alchemy.111  

Ziggurats and candelabra are two simple illustrations how the quest to define limits in 

cosmology leads to a spectrum of expressions ranging from spoken and written words, to 

objects and physical constructions intended to represent the world symbolically. Each such 

attempt to describe the plan or framework of the universe may not ultimately correspond to 

reality in all its details, but each such effort increases in man a sense that he understands and in 

a sense controls that which is beyond him. He is like a child with a lego set. There are many 

iterations: each more interesting and comprehensive. 



1)   பிரத்தியட்சம் = Pratyakṣa = Direct perception; 2) அனுமானம் = Anumana = Inference;  

3) ஆகமம் = Agama = Sacred Texts; 4) உவமானம் = Upamana = Analogy;  

5) அருத்தாபத்தி = Special Quality = Inference from Circumstances = (presumption,  

Belief on probable grounds, Special Quality); 6)  அபாவம் = Abhāva Non-existence;  

7) அனுபலத்தி = anupalaththi Indirect evidence; 8) சம்பவம் = Sambhava = Probability 

evidence;  

9) ஐதிகம் = Aithikam Tradition; 10) சுபாவ பிரமாணம் = Svabhāva Piramānam = Nature. 

Madras University Lexicon. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Means of certain knowledge or acquisition of knowledge.112 



Hinduism                        Christianity 

Brihaspati (Jupiter)    - Shukra (Venus)     Gnostic-Ophite          - Nazarane 

Suras      - Asuras      Works Without Faith - Faith Without Works 

Exoteric      - Esoteric     Old Testament               – New Testament  

Law      - Spirit      Law                                - Spirit  

Dead-Letter Form of Worship   - Spiritual     Letter of the Law       - Spirit of the Law 

Ritualistic Faith             - Mystic Knowledge                Written on tables of stone - Written on human hearts 

Religious Observances    - Spiritual Knowledge             justification through works of Law- justification   

karmayoga     - bhaktiyoga                                                                                       through faith 

Figure 36. Two traditions of knowledge (cf. fig. 139).113    

14. Knowledge 

In one of the Indian stories of creation, there is a churning of the sea of milk (Milky Way) with 

suras and asuras using the cosmic serpent Vasuki in a tug of war (figure 37, 139). Underlying 

this tug of war were two approaches to knowledge espoused by the two preceptors of the gods. 

Brihaspati (Jupiter) was preceptor of the suras, while Shukra (Venus) was preceptor of the 

asuras (figure 36). The suras emphasized exoteric knowledge, law, dead-letter form of worship, 

ritualistic faith, religious observances which became karmayoga on earth. The asuras stressed 

esoteric knowledge, the spirit and the spiritual, mystic knowledge, spiritual knowledge which 

became bhaktiyoga on earth.114 Their differences led to a war in heaven, before the Bible.  

In the West, the Gnostic-Ophites emphasize Faith without works while the Nazarenes 

emphasize works without Faith (or Grace) in the creation story.115 In the Bible, these contrasts 

return in several forms. The position of Brihaspati is taken over by Moses; the position of 

Shukra is represented by Christ. The Old Testament stresses Law (letter of the law), while the 

New Testament stresses spirit (spirit of the law). In the New Testament, one tradition emphasizes 

what is written on tablets of stone (2 Cor. 3:7), another emphasizes what is written in human 

hearts (Heb. 8:10).  One emphasizes justification through works of Law, the other justification 

through faith. Some see this as a contrast between Petrine and Pauline Christianity or between 

Catholicism and Protestantism. Elsewhere, both works and faith are seen as necessary: Body 

without the spirit is dead - Faith without deeds is dead (James 2:13-26).116 So qualities 

associated with creation in India and among the Western gnostics, become associated as criteria 

for salvation in the Bible (cf. Appendix 6).   

14.1. Ten Means of Certain Knowledge 

Indian learning also introduced distinctions between ten means of certain knowledge: 1) Direct 

Perception, 2) Inference, 3) Sacred Texts, 4) Analogy, 5) Inference from Circumstances, 6) 

Non-existence.  Others are 7) Indirect Knowledge, 8) Probability evidence, 9) Tradition, 10) 

Nature (figure 35).  One of the problems today is that we typically receive information with no 

clear reference to its provenance and no clear links to its sources (cf. fake news).  

14.2. Cubbyholes 

Too often we focus on the contents, without regard to the cubbyholes. In the computer world, 

these are the fields of a database. But at the mental level, each person has their own cubbyholes, 

(fields, categories, Schupläden) for organizing their experience. An American tourist who only 

has categories for male and female, will not be able to see the two-spirit persons of the American 

Indians.117 As we move towards the other, we need to listen not just to their words, but also to 

their cubbyholes to understand their horizons. We may both know the same words, but not their 

meanings.118 



 

 

 

Figure 37a. Brahma emerging from Navel of Vishnu, b. Churning the Milky Way.119 



15. Imagery of Creation  

The Old Testament gives a seemingly easy version of creation. In the beginning, God created 

the heavens and the earth. In the opening versions of Genesis, it gives us further clues. God 

said and something was created: i.e. words were the beginning of creation. In the opening 

verse of the Gospel of Saint John the Evangelist (John 1:1-4), this message is restated  

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

The same was in the beginning with God. 

All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made. 

In him was life; and the life was the light of men.120 

 

The Sanskrit term for word is Vac. There is also an Indian source. 

In the beginning was Vâk, and Vâk was with Yahva, and Vâk was Yahvî. 

In the beginning, Yama was with Yamî, and the Yamau was Yahvî. 

All things were made by her; and without her was not any thing made that was made. 

In her was life; and the life was the light of men. 

And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not. 

That was the Âtmâ, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world. 

He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not. 

He came unto his own, and his own received him not. 

But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become Nârâyanâs, which were born, 

not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of Nârâ (Yahvî). 

And Vâk was made flesh, and dwelt among us (Yeshu), and we beheld his Yajña as Yahva, the 

only begotten of Yahvî, full of Shiva and Satî. 

And of his Brmhanam have all we received, and Namah Shivâya (grace for Grace). 

No man hath seen Nara at any time, the only begotten Nârâyana, which is in the bosom of 

Yahvî, he hath declared him. 

 

How this passage would have reached John in Ephesus, is not documented. One would suppose 

it came via the Silk Roads and the Persian Royal Road, which went from Susa to Sardes near 

Ephesus.121 In any case, there can be little doubt that the Indian source, which speaks of the 

word becoming flesh as Yeshu and the Yeshu or Jesus of the New Testament are related. Here, 

the interest is not in denying the great value of Christianity, but in asserting that if we speak of 

a universal God and universal religion, then we need to look beyond the events in 5 cities in the 

Middle East and Europe. We need to compare sacred texts of other great religions fairly, lest 

we are seen as following another example of a particular hobbyhorse, or using cubbyholes 

which are too limited to capture a more complex reality. 

Hence, a brief detour concerning Sanskrit notions of deity will be necessary, all the more so 

because it will reveal how a notion of controlling, taming contrasting forces was there from the 

beginnings of creation. This leads to the concept of a charioteer holding in control higher and 

lower forces, an imagery that recurs in the Mahabharata and makes its way to Europe via 

Plato’s charioteer in the Phaedrus and the Symposium with respect to love.  

The Old Testament begins with God’s creation of the physical world. The Hindu stories begin 

with the creation of the gods, who create the world: e.g. the birth of the creator, Brahma, from 

the navel of Vishnu (figure 37a) or the churning of the Milky Way or the sea of milk in the 

Mahabharata, with 92 asuras and 88 devas, with 14 precious things (figure 37b).122  



                              

    

Figure 38a. Murugan/Kartikeya, Kumara Purnima, b. Kartitkeya/Murugan, with consorts.123 



Elsewhere, India developed a complex imagery based on creation from sound, which entails a 

peacock and a cock:    

Cock and peacock represent nada and bindu. The peacock displays the divine shape of Omkara 

when it spreads its magnificent plumes into a full-blown circular form, while the cock proclaims 

loudly the Pranava sound OM. Muruga shines as the very essence of the Vedas and mantras.124 

In some versions, there are 7 places (sapta loka) in this process beginning with the Nameless, 

the Inaccessible and the Incomprehensible, then vibration AUM, which obscures, the Ever-

uncreated, then time, space and finally atomic form.125 In this framework, the sound of 

creation, via words, of which speaks the Bible, is only at the fourth level (figure 34).  

The peacock and the cock are said to have resulted from the killing of a major demon. In some 

cases, this entails the vedas, represented as a mango tree, which is split into four (figure 39). 

In the stories about Kartikeya (Murugan, Skanda), the peacock is his mount and represents 

the destruction of the ego. Sometimes, he is shown alone (figure 38a). In Skanda symbolism, 

this esoteric meaning is further elaborated in the Skanda-tattva. Here the god Murugan and 

his two consorts represent three forms of power: power of knowledge, will and action (figure 

38b):   

His vehicle, the peacock, represents the Vedas; and He is the Pranava (the syllable Om), the essence of 

the Vedas. His weapon, the sakti, is Brahmavidya,[15] jnana-sakti (power of knowledge). Valli, His 

consort to the right, is iccha-sakti (power of will), and Devasena, His consort, to the left, is kriya-sakti 

(power of action). The Vedas being the sabda or sound form of the universe, the peacock symbolizes 

the universe or the evolutionary trend of Maya. The cock on Skanda’s banner stands for nivrtti or the 

path of wisdom leading to the knowledge of the Self. Sri Sankara, in his Bhujangaprayata-stotra, praises 

Skanda as Mahavedabhava (the essence of the Vedas) and Mahavakyagudha (the Truth enshrined in the 

great Vedantic maxims).126 

This threefold knowledge, which leads to creation, becomes part of a threefold cosmology 

encountered earlier (figure 28). There are 3 phases of the moon, 3 seasons of the year, 3 phases 

of life, 3 goddesses of the sacred thread, 3 threads, 3 fates, the triple goddess. This leads to the 

trivium and the trinity, themes of such depth and complexity, that they could entangle us 

forever. In India, three (tri) leads to 3 dots of origin (tribindu),127 the trident (trishula), 3 nadis, 

3 qualities ( tri-guna: sattva, rajas, tamas); 3 bodies (trikaya: body, speech and mind), which 

link the 3 worlds (triloka) with the 3 gods (tri-murti).  

This threefold symbolism becomes central to goddesses, including triple-goddesses,  and gods. 

“Goddess Kali Ma is the supreme feminine manifestation of compassion.”128 She is the Kal of 

Kala and a mother of the alphabet letters. Often described as a goddess of death, she is primarily 

concerned with death to the body. She kills the I am of the ego to help us achieve liberation 

(moksha). The Kali yantra represents her as the downward triangle of the feminine, symbolising 

also the yoni, the 3 gunas and, in the tantric tradition, the 3 bindus. 

The threefold is also the source for the Sri Yantra, which shows the cosmos as 43 interlocking triangles 

framed by 9 enclosures. It has two basic forms, Bhu (2-dimensional, flat) and Meru (3 dimensional). A 

special rite brings life to the Sri Yantra:  The rite installs the 35 tattvas into the yantra. It also gives the 

yantra the full set of senses and the Antahkarana, or subtle body. It is said that engraving a Shri Yantra 

on gold is said to hold good for life, on silver for seven years. The process also imbues the yantra with 

the matrika, the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet which are the goddess as sound.129 

So, the alphabet, linked with creation, continues its life-giving role through fundamental 

symbols. In India, 3 also leads to 3 powers or 3 energies: the power of desire, will, love; the 

power of action; the power of wisdom, knowing (icchha, kriya, jnana shakti) represented by 

the trisula (trident). “From these arise the five powers of revealment, concealment, dissolution, 

http://murugan.org/research/venkataraman.htm#_edn15
http://www.shivashakti.com/table.htm


 

 

 

 

Figure 39.a-b. Splitting of mango tree into 4 Vedas; Mango tree of Kanchipuram.130 



preservation and creation.”131 Hence, one leads to three and three leads to five: cf. the 1 3 5 7 

sequence. In terms of our story, the concept of three, also leads to three names of god, a principle 

found in many cultures (figure 89).  

15.1 Tripartite Hypothesis  

This threefold creation matrix has unexpected connections. Georges Dumezil studied various 

pantheons of gods.132 He argued that all Indo-European religions have three hierarchical 

functions: "sacred sovereignty, force, and fecundity, represented by the categories of brahman, 

rajan (or kshatra), and vish."133 Or as Wiki puts it: "The hypothesis states that Indo-European 

religion has societies and religions divided into three similar roles: warriors, priests, and 

farmers." ..... This hypothesis is attractive in explaining one phase of a complex tradition in 

which the 3 Twice Born Classes subsequently became the 4 Castes, 7 Castes, and led also to 9 

Inferior Castes (navazAyaka). The Hindus themselves speak of 5 original tribes.  

The hypothesis is misleading because it separates warriors (Rajans later Kshatriyas), priests 

(Brahmans) and Farmers (Vaishyas). One of the greatest achievements of India was to link 

these three functions. The farmers were concerned with cultivation of their fields (ksetra). This 

quest for dominion over the land extended to dominion over peoples. This led to a parallel 

between kSetra and kSatra (cf. kshatriya). In addition, the dominion of physical soil became a 

metaphor for dominion of the body. Hence the word kSetra, also meant the Body (as field of 

the indwelling Spirit) and Soil of Merit. So, physical dominion became a metaphor for spiritual 

conquests and metaphysical dominion.  

In this context, the seminal battle of the Mahabharata in the field of Kurukshetra is obviously 

much more than a story of warriors dominating priests and farmers. It is also about how 

metaphors of farmers (Vaishyas) concerned with cultivating land, were used especially by 

priests (Brahmans) to outline a vision of spiritual perfection, whereby there were fundamental 

connections between becoming: cultivated, subdued, accomplished, fulfilled, perfected. This 

quest for self-mastery led to images of becoming a King in the spiritual sense. There was also 

a challenge of looking after others. This led to the image of a Shepherd – a metaphor that was 

adopted by Christ as the Good Shepherd. There was also a deeper challenge of actually saving 

others. This led to images of a Boatman (Guru, Guide, Teacher, Preceptor). From this emerged 

3 Paths of Buddhism in terms of King, Shepherd and Boatsman, which in a sense reflect the 

three great strands of Hinayana, Mahayana and Vajrayana Buddhism.  

Closer study of the roots underlying these metaphors shows that they are intimately connected 

with the roots ks and kr, the latter of which leads also to kRSNA as in Krishna, to kRSTi and to 

kRSTIhan, roots which bear comparison to Christ, and Christian. We discover also that this 

quest for Perfection transformed not only the religious programme, but shaped also the image 

of the military class. 

As these ideas went West, the Kshatriyas became Yima Khshaeta, literally The Good Shepherd. 

As the ideas went further West again, this metaphor also became important for Christianity. In 

our day, the social and political dimensions of the trifunctional hypothesis are being studied by 

Eric Bredesen in Gravity. The Theory of Everything. Of interest to us, is a dimension not 

discussed by either Dumezil or Bredesen, namely that the hypothesis may have philosophical 

roots in a distinction of the 3 gunas: sattva, rajas, tapas; potentiality, agency, actuality cf. 

Judiciary, Legislative, Executive.  



                                            

   

           

 

Figure 40a-b. Charioteer (Tuscany); Byzantium.134 
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In the context of ideas, clusters of 3, 5 and 7 have particular significance in India. We are 

concerned with how these clusters become the starting points for cosmologies. A simple cluster 

of 3 (tri-) entailed: Sun, Moon and Fire: 3 (tri-) 3 Nadis (3 veins in the Body) 3 Rivers. These 

have connections with the 3 phases of the moon, but appear to have been developed by a "Fire 

Race" (Agnivamsa). A second cluster of 5 (panj, or pancha) involved: 5 (panj, pancha) 5 Nadis 

5 Rivers (5 paJcanada) also known as Panj-ab, now Punjab. This cluster appears to have special 

links with the "Lunar Race" Chandravamsa). A third cluster of 7 (saptam) involved 7 (saptam, 

sapta) 7 Nadis, 7 Rivers (Sapta Sindhou), 7 Horses of the Sun, 7 Wise Men (Sapta Rishi) This 

cluster has special links with the "Solar Race" (Suryavamsa). There were subsequent clusters 

of 8 (asta) e.g. 8 directions, 8 Winds; 9 (nava) 9 directions, 9 Muses; 10 (dazan, diz) 10 

directions, 10 Labours; 12 (arka, dvAdazan, Aditya) 12 directions, 12 Gods.  

These basic numbers become associated with basic qualities, in the physical (elements, 

directions, winds, planets); moral (aspects of consciousness, virtues, vices) and metaphysical 

worlds (realms, levels of existence, gods, goddesses). Combinations of these simple aspects 

then become the building blocks for complex parallels between microcosm and macroscosm. 

Almost a century ago, Carl Gustav Jung drew attention to underlying patterns in what he called 

archetypes of the human condition. Subsequent scholarly fashions have tried to deny utterly the 

existence of such universals. Jung's work remains important because it had an empirical basis. 

He began a process of collecting images from dreams the results of which continue to 

accumulate at the Warburg Institute in London. Our approach is to focus on the history of the 

couplings of images. These couplings vary in different cultures and change with time. Vishnu 

is not a static god. He has 10 avatars, which are also in some way a record of stages in the rise 

of Indian religion and culture. Our hypothesis is that there is a similar trend in the West as we 

move from simple versions of three gods (e.g. the Capitoline Triad), to couplings of 8 (ogdoad), 

9 (Ennead), 10 (decad) and 12 (duodecad, Olympian Pantheon). Dumezil developed a 

trifunctional hypothesis. Half-facetiously, we would suggest the need for a tri-, penta-, hepta, 

octo-, deca-, duodeca- hypothesis to explore how different cultures have arrived at their 

increasingly complex models of culture.  

16. Choice  

This detour into creation theories and the trifunctional hypothesis is important because it 

suggests that from the time of moving from the non-manifest or un-manifest to the manifest, 

there was implicitly a notion of three forces, one lower, one higher, one steering. One of the 

words for the unmanifest was avyakta:  

Samkhara suggests that “avyakta” here refers to a body that is being compared to a 

chariot in which rides the Self. Not the gross body of course but the subtle body is 

intended and it is called avyakta because it is the potential state of what will become 

actualized in the gross state.135 

There are several parallel terms for this analogy: avyakta - buddhi cf. atman – buddhi, atman – 

jIva, cf. chariot – charioteer. At a more literal level, man was seen as a beast, who needed to be 

tamed. So, there were metaphors of moving from: unsubdued – subdued, unchecked – checked, 

unrestrained – restrained, unbridled – bridled, unharnessed – harnessed, unfettered – fettered, 

unyoked – yoked, wild – tame, cf. sun – dawn, surya – aruna, ox – horse. The training of man 

as if he were an animal, was a key to creating a man, who was above the level of an animal; to 

a new transcendence that strove upwards rather than being moored in a downward path.   



 

 

 Figure 41. Greek Charioteer of Delphi.136 



Meanwhile, another tradition saw the body as a field of/for the indwelling soul. Hence, there 

were metaphors of moving from uncultivated - cultivated. Here, there is a view of the soul as   

the chariot steered by reason (logos, vous), as the charioteer. We find this imagery in the 

Bhagavad Gita, Book 5 of the great epic, the Mahabharata:  

Wherever a being is born, whether unmoving or moving, know thou Arjuna, that it is 

from the union between the field and the knower of the field". (Purusha is the knower 

of the field; Prakriti is the field; Shiva is another name for the knower of the field and 

Shakti is the field; Spirit is another name for the knower of the field and Matter 

(Prakriti) is the field).137 

I am endowed with two Shaktis, namely the superior and the inferior natures; the field 

and its knower (spirit is the knower of the field; matter is the field.) I unite these 

two.138 

 

In other versions, we hear that Arjuna = atman (spirit) and Krishna = buddhi (mind): i.e. the 

protagonists of the Bhagavad Gita are personifications of spirit and mind. Hence, one of the 

greatest epics has as its protagonists two dimensions of God, personified as humans in a battle, 

which poses as a battle on earth, but is ultimately a battle of the spirit for pure spirit; an earthly 

metaphor for a new, complete union with the Divine.   

 

17..Charioteer 

In the Katha-Upanishad, the charioteer is linked with intellect as a way of escaping rebirth:  

'Know the Self to be sitting in the chariot, the body to be the chariot, the intellect (buddhi) the 

charioteer, and the mind the reins 3.' 

'The senses they call the horses, the objects of the senses their roads. When he (the Highest Self) is in 

union with the body, the senses, and the mind, then wise people call him the Enjoyer.' 
'He who has no understanding and whose mind (the reins) is never firmly held, his senses (horses) are 

unmanageable, like vicious horses of a charioteer.' 

'But he who has understanding and whose mind is always firmly held, his senses are under control, like 

good horses of a charioteer.' 

'He who has no understanding, who is unmindful and always impure, never reaches that place, but 

enters into the round of births.' 

'But he who has understanding, who is mindful and always pure, reaches indeed that place, from 

whence he is not born again.' 

'But he who has understanding for his charioteer, and who holds the reins of the mind, he reaches the 

end of his journey, and that is the highest place of Vishnu.' 

'Beyond the senses there are the objects, beyond the objects there is the mind, beyond the mind there is 

the intellect, the Great Self is beyond the intellect.' 
'Beyond the Great there is the Undeveloped, beyond the Undeveloped there is the Person (purusha). 

Beyond the Person there is nothing--this is the goal, the highest road.' 

'That Self is hidden in all beings and does not shine forth, but it is seen by subtle seers through their 

sharp and subtle intellect.' 

'A wise man should keep down speech and mind 1; he should keep them within the Self which is 

knowledge; he should keep knowledge within the Self which is the Great; and he should keep that (the 

Great) within the Self which is the Quiet.'139 

 

In the East, the metaphor of the charioteer is about controlling body, mind and spirit in order to 

reach an ultimate union with the Divine. In the West, the charioteer recurs in Plato’s discussions 

in the Phaedrus (figures 40-41, cf. below § 27), the Symposium and the Republic. In Plato’s 

imagery, the lower and higher urges are a black and a white horse, guided by reason (logos). In 

Plato, the charioteer is merely to keep in rein the horses, that can lead to a high moral life, else 

they could lead to carnal lust with a youth. Classical authors formed stories such as Hercules at 

the Crossroads, which continued to inspire artists into the Renaissance (figure 42a):  

http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/sbe15/sbe15012.htm#fn_116
http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/sbe15/sbe15012.htm#fn_117


          

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 42a-b. Girolamo di Benvenuto, Hercules at the Crossroads; Titian, Sacred and 

Profane Love.140



with two women flanking him, who represent the opposite destinies which the life could reserve him: on the left 

the Virtue is calling him to the hardest path leading to glory through hardship, while the second, a woman with 

worldly pleasures, the easier path, is enticing him to the vice.141 

There were also allegories of sacred and profane love, immortalized by Titian (figure 42b), the 

implication being that there were two paths, one higher and heavenly, the other lower and 

worldly. This same imagery recurs in early Jewish and Christian thought:   

‘You [God] presented him [man] as an ornament of the world, you shaped a body for him from the four 

bodies, you created for him a soul out of nothing, you bestowed upon him fivefold sense perception, but 

over the senses you placed the charioteer of the soul, the spirit.’142 

Similar thoughts are found in Philo. “The idea here is that the rational part of the soul (ψυχή), 

namely the spirit (νοῦς), enable mankind to take control over the irrational parts, the senses 

and their perception, that might otherwise lead us to sin.”143 

So, the charioteer image leads to at least three fundamental positions: 1) to lead the atman and 

buddhi back to union with god (India), 2) to keep the lower forces in check and lead us to a 

higher path (Plato); 3) to save us from sin (Philo). As we go from East to West, the link with 

God shifts from being almost inevitable to being almost unreachable. 

17.1 Free Will 

All three positions entail free will. The Indian version assumes success. Plato pleads for a higher 

path. Christianity sees the charioteer as saving from sin, but not guaranteeing salvation. Indeed, 

the Christian position is complex because it changes the whole story and there are many 

interpretations. Traditionally, early cultures had a series of ages of man. India, for example, had 

a cyclic series of 4 yugas: Satya, Treta, Dvapara, Kali also known as the Golden Age, Age of 

Knowledge, Age of Sacrifice, Age of Discord. Hesiod (750-650 B.C.) described 5 ages of man: 

Golden, Silver, Bronze, Heroic, and Lead. Ovid described 4: Gold, Silver, Bronze, Iron Age.144 
Saint Augustine (c. 400 A.D.) described six ages of man.145 Other sources speak of 7 ages of 

the world.146 The Old Testament initially depicted two ages: Paradise and Earth, and free will 

as a term is absent from the Old Testament account.  

17.1.1. Bible  

The Biblical story concerning free will is very short, almost as if it were a set up in the form of 

a straw man/woman. God creates man (Genesis 1:26-27). God creates woman (Genesis 1: 27, 

2:21-23). He commands against eating from the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil 

(Genesis 2:16) and one chapter later the fall has occurred (Genesis 3:1-22).  There is no great 

struggle. Indeed, a search for the term free will in the King James Version produces not one 

precise match.147 Strong´s Concordance provides one entry for Hebrew148 and none for the 

Greek.  

17.1.2. Pharisees and Sadduccees 

The reasons for this absence are easily found. The Essenes believed in predestination. The 

Pharisees believed in free will, but also that God has foreknowledge of human destiny.149 The 

Sadducees believed that people have total free will: 150 

According to Josephus, whereas the Sadducees believed that people have total free will and the Essenes 
believed that all of a person's life is predestined, the Pharisees believed that people have free will but that 

God also has foreknowledge of human destiny. This also accords with the statement in Pirkei Avot 3:19, 

"Rabbi Akiva said: All is foreseen, but freedom of choice is given". 151 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%BD%CE%BF%CF%85%CF%82
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predestination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Destiny
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Figure 43a-b. Fra Angelico, Annunciation, Prado, Madrid, (1430-1432); San Marco, (1433).152 



17.2. Greece 

The problem of free-will is associated with Aristotle, but it is his commentator, Alexander 

Aphrodisias (third century A.D.) who is associated with a development of the idea:  

In particular, he held that man is responsible for self-caused decisions, and can choose to do or not to do 

something...Alexander denied three things - necessity (ἀνάγκη), the foreknowledge of fated events that 

was part of the Stoic identification of God and Nature, and determinism in the sense of a sequence of 

causes that was laid down beforehand (προκαταβεβλημένος) or predetermined by antecedents 

(προηγουμένος).153 

 

16.3. Christianity  

Christianity was slow in exploring the importance of free will. Adam and Eve were told the 

rules: what they could and should not do. In theory, nothing forced them to eat the apple. They 

had a choice and with their free-will took the wrong one. It is man’s first action in the Old 

Testament. Some have seen this as a mise-en-scène of the story of Christ’s salvation.  

Some factions of Christianity emphasize the importance of good works, justification by works 

of the law (cf. karma yoga, cf. legalism), a position rejected in the New Testament (Galatians 

2:16), which emphasizes instead justification by faith (cf. bhakti yoga, sola fides) – oppositions 

which, as seen earlier (figure 36) have their roots in India. More radical factions wanted to argue 

that since God was all good, he could harbour no evil. A gnostic and Neo-Platonic solution was 

to make God light, spiritual, and good, whose work gradually became tainted with matter, which 

was dark and evil. Extreme factions such as Manichaeism, Bogomils and Cathars therefore saw 

the created world as bad and evil. In this approach, there was often an original God and then a 

Demiurge, a world producing God, a cosmic Creator, Craftsman, Creative Fabricator 

responsible for the creation of the physical universe. By the Renaissance, the expulsion from 

Paradise of Adam (the first man), became a theme in the background of the Annunciation (of 

Christ, the last man, fig. 43). Hence, all the harm caused by the fall, now has an antidote, in the 

form of Christ. A few major figures re: free will have been identified 

 17.3.1. Saint Augustine (354-430 A.D.) 

Saint Augustine began his life as a Manichaean, but then converted to Christianity in 387. He 

proceeded to write On Free Choice of the Will (De Libero Arbitrio, 387-393). We may have 

lower and higher natures, tendencies, urges, and yet there is nothing that predestines us along 

one path or the other. We are essentially free to choose.   

17.3.2. Boethius (480-524 A.D.) 

Boethius was more assertive in his Consolation of Philosophy  

“There is free will,” Philosophy answered, “and no rational nature can exist which does not have it. For 

any being, which by its nature has the use of reason, must also have the power of judgment by which it 

can make decisions and, by its own resources, distinguish between things which should be desired and 
things which should be avoided. Now everyone seeks that which he judges to be desirable, but rejects 

whatever he thinks should be avoided. Therefore, in rational creatures there is also freedom of desiring 

and shunning.”154 

Thomas Aquinas (1224-1274) was more cautious but found “general sorts of empirical data 

indicating that the human will is free, at least some of the time.”155 William of Ockham 

(1285-1347) was more forceful. He:  

maintained that free will preceded reason and will in such a way as to move them to their acts.  ‘For I can 

freely choose,’ he said, ‘to know or not to know, to will or not to will.’  For him, free will was the prime 

faculty, anterior to intelligence and will as well as to their acts. (331).156 

http://www.informationphilosopher.com/solutions/determinisms/religious/
http://www.informationphilosopher.com/freedom/determinism.html


 

                                   

 

 

 

Figure 44 a-b. Astapad Teerth; Domenico di Nicolo, Purgatory.157 
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17.4. Muslim Free Will 

The Muslim tradition, claims man has a free will in the manner of his actions.158 The Holy 

Quran has 41 references to free will.159 In the mystical tradition, the Sufi philosopher, Rumi, 

offers subtle reflections how the quest for goodness via free-will must necessarily accept the 

role of evil by way of temptation. There can be no light without shadow:  

For commandment to do good and prohibition against evil rightly to apply one cannot dispense with a soul desiring 

evil. To will the existence of such a soul is to will evil. But God does not approve evil, otherwise He would not have 

commanded the good. This is parallel to the case of a man who desires to teach: he desires that the pupil be ignorant, 

for one cannot teach except when the pupil is ignorant. To desire a thing is to desire the prerequisites of that thing. 

But the teacher does not approve of the pupil’s ignorance, otherwise he would not teach him. Again, the doctor desires 

that people should be ill, since he desires to practice his medicine; and he cannot display his medical skill unless 

people are ill. But he does not approve of people being ill, otherwise he would not attend them and treat them.…  

Similarly, a man desires the provocations to evil within himself, because God loves him who is grateful, obedient 

and godfearing, and that is not possible without the existence of those provocations within himself; and to desire a 

thing is to desire its prerequisites. But he does not approve of those provocation, for he struggles hard to banish these 

things from himself. 

Hence it realised that God wills evil in one way, and does not will it in another way. 160 

Rumi also answers the objections of opponents.161 

17.5. Protestant Views 

The Protestant quest to go back to the original texts of the Bible (sola scriptura), led to a new 

emphasis on bondage of the will. Erasmus attacked Martin Luther’s approach in De libero 

arbitrio diatribe sive collatio (1524),162 which prompted Luther to write On the Bondage of the 

Will (1525): 

the power of "free-will" is nil, and it does no good, nor can do, without grace. . . "free-will" is obviously 

applicable only to the Divine Majesty If "free-will" is ascribed to men, it is ascribed with no more 

propriety than divinity itself would be-and no blasphemy could exceed that! 163 

Calvin’s position is even more gloomy: 

So depraved is [man’s] nature that he can be moved or impelled only to evil.  

If man has been corrupted as by a deluge, and if sin permeates every recess so that “no part is immune 

from sin,” then it follows that man’s will is in bondage to sin. “For the will is so overwhelmed by 

wickedness and so pervaded by vice and corruption that it cannot in any way escape to honorable 

exertion or devote itself to righteousness164 

Luther and Calvin’s viewpoints are troubling. For if God’s foreknowledge brought events into  

being, then why was Eve’s sin of such great consequence? If she had truly had free-will should 

she not have struggled more vigorously against the suggestions of a mere snake? And if she had 

no free-will, why is she being blamed? Some were more positive: e.g. Jacob Arminius (1560-

1609):  
Free-will or human ability. Although human nature was seriously affected by the fall, man has not been 

left in a state of total spiritual helplessness. God graciously enables every sinner to repent and believe but 
does not interfere with man’s freedom. Each sinner possesses a free will, and his eternal destiny depends 

on how he uses it. Man’s freedom consists in his ability to choose good over evil in spiritual matters; his 

will is not enslaved to his sinful nature. The sinner has the power to either cooperate with God’s Spirit 

and be regenerated or resist God’s grace and perish. The lost sinner needs the Spirit’s assistance but he 

does not have to be regenerated by the Spirit before he can believe, for faith is man’s act and precedes the 

new birth. Faith is the sinner’s gift to God; it is man’s contribution to salvation.165 

The Brethren or Anabaptists also espoused free-will:166 

Hubmaier placed extraordinary influence on the will, arguing that if a person does not willfully follow 

God, she or he will not be saved. Other Brethren writers agreed with Hubmaier and even argued that God 

cannot refuse a person who [11] honestly strives to follow the will of God. In "Two Kinds of Obedience," 

Michael Sattler described filial obedience, which comes from the love one has for God, and wrote "the  



 
 

 
 

Figure 45a-b. Egbert II van Heemskerck Luther and Calvin in Hell.167 
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filial strives for and attains perfection, and for that reason the Father cannot reject him. "(27)….. Hubmaier 

argued that the soul of an individual who has heard and heeded the scripture gains complete freedom: "So 

now, the soul, after restoration, is whole, through the sent Word, and is truly made free."(28) He wrote of 

the will of the soul in powerful, active phrases; paraphrasing I Corinthians he called it "a celestial, 

indestructible, glorified, and spiritual body for action and fulfillment."(2)(9) It can "command the flesh, 

tame it, dominate it."(3)o Hubmaier emphasized the believer's ability to do good: 

[The soul] can now freely and willingly be obedient to the spirit against the flesh and can will and choose 
the good, just as though it were in Paradise, and it can reject and flee from evil.(31) 

John Denck, of the South German Brethren and a baptizand of Hubmaier, particularly emphasized free 

will in his writings and agreed with Hubmaier that the soul can will for good. … 

If he already takes away the creaturely [that is, the evils of unbelief], as often hap-pens for many, then he 

gives man absolute free choice, as he gave in the begin-ning, in such a way that man might grasp either 

the good or the bad.(32) 

Human beings have the choice for salvation and the ability to choose good over evil…. " 168 

 

And so, by the latter 16th century free-will had become an important theme in Protestant as well 

as Catholic circles, notwithstanding the influence of Luther and Calvin. Ironically, these two 

men, who wanted salvation, inspired new imagery re: damnation (figs.  45-46). 

  

17.6. Freud 

Sigmund Freud produced a secular version of this age-old struggle between good and evil. Now 

the balance of body, mind and spirt has become a quest to balance Ego, Superego and Id (1923):  

Sigmund Freud recast this image less than a century ago, when he figured the human personality as made 

up of Ego, Superego and Id. In Freud’s case, the Superego (das Über-ich) was the noble steed, and the 

Ego (Das Ich) was the driver. The Id (das Es) was the other force that would upset the chariot. Freud was 

writing presciently for a secular twentieth century. In contrast to Plato and the Christian Idealist heritage 

his view of the human removed all element of blame. He said, that’s how we are. At our most basic level 

what we want often conflicts with what the correctnesses of society (the Superego) lay down. The power 

of the anti-social Id, literally the anonymous and unspeakable ‘it’, surges through us all. The only question 

then is how we can live a relatively happy life in which we can still play a fulfilling part in society, 

courtesy of our more moulded and tempered ambitions. That achievement is the work of the Ego, the 

power that speaks the name ‘I’.169  

Freud’s “contribution” was that he made the whole struggle between good and evil look trivial. 

No one was to blame: inborn qualities and societal factors made me do it. By making the ego 

(the separating quality that leads to individuality) as a key factor, he undermined the possibility 

of a return to selflessness and reunion with the Divine.  

17.7. Two Models of Man and God 

Roman mythology tells the tale of Hercules, who came to the crossroads, where he had to decide 

between two paths, one of virtue, the other of vice. In a sense, we are all Hercules and all have 

to make that choice, but as humans. we all have to face another crossroads first. The Bible, as 

source of almost all Western religions, has inspired two views: predestination and free-will. For 

Hebrews at the time of Christ, this was a choice between being a Pharisee or a Sadducee. Today, 

more is involved.     

17.8. Predestination  

The view of the Pharisees, revived by Luther and Calvin, insists that there is predestination, 

that God has foreseen everything and that there is no free-will. This position has several 

corollaries known to some as the TULIP:170 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46. Stradanus, Inferno Canto 8.171 



a) Total Depravity  

Human beings are totally depraved. The optimistic version is “Not necessarily that 

he is intensely sinful, but that sin has extended to his entire being.”172 Linked with this 

is a notion of Bondage of Will. The sin of Adam, which caused the fall has led to a 

bondage of free will and, according to some, darkened all our faculties. A cynic 

might note that this denial of free will and responsibility of the individual means that 

one could theoretically do evil with a vengeance and get away with it. 

A fervid Calvinist on reading that God “created mankind in his own image” (Genesis 

1:27) might ask himself whether a) God is therefore also totally depraved or b) 

whether his own image of man and God might need revision. Similarly, if the same 

extreme Calvinist encounters:  'Love your neighbour as yourself' (Mark 12:31) he 

could ask himself whether this is another suggestion towards total depravity, or 

whether the neighbour might possibly have nobler intentions. One could argue that 

with such a low esteem of himself, he cannot love others in the Christian sense. He 

is more likely to assume that everyone is such a sinner that they all belong in hell. 

However, why then would Strong’s Concordance have 54 references to hell and 550 

to heaven?173 

b) Unconditional Election 

Fortunately, the Calvinists have a belief that God has chosen a few people to be saved 

anyway. Even more fortunately, the Calvinists and their ilk always know what God thinks, plans, judges and 

has foreordained and know that they have a ticket. I have met Methodists in Toronto, 

who viewed life as a ride in the first-class compartment of a train to heaven, from 

which they could look out at Native American Indians and others who 

“unfortunately” did not belong. There may well be Australians who ride in the first-

class compartments of real trains, who look out at the Aboriginals in a similar way.  

c) Limited Atonement (Particular Redemption) 

This explains for whom Christ died on the cross, namely, the sum total of all those 

who would ever rightly bear the name "Christian" (Ephesians 5:25).174 A pity that 

continents such as Africa, and countries such as India and China, which comprise 

more than 3 billion persons, have no chance, with the exception of pockets of 

converts.  

d) Irresistible Grace 

“God's Irresistible Grace is the certain response by the elect to the inward call of the 

Holy Spirit, when the outward call is given by the evangelist or minister of the Word 

of God.” 175 It is a pity that this grace is only available by those who have decided 

they are worthy thereof.  

e) Perseverance of the Saints 

“Perseverance of the Saints is a doctrine which states that the saints (those whom 

God has saved) will remain in God's hand until they are glorified and brought to 

abide with him in heaven.” 176 Unlike the Catholic Church, where sainthood is a long 

and arduous election after the person has died, those in the Calvinist fast track have 

this privilege the moment they are on the right track and in the right train. In any 

case, a person who insists that all men are totally depraved and yet calls himself a 

saint either has a double standard or an unusual concept of truthfulness.  

 

http://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Eph%205.25


 

 

Figure 47 a. Plan of the Road from the City of Destruction to the Celestial City, Adapted to The 

Pilgrim's Progress, by John Bunyan, 1821, b. The Pilgrim’s Progress.177 

17.9. Free Will as a way of Life 



The alternative is to assume that “Human beings have the choice for salvation and the ability to 

choose good over evil.” 178 Simple efforts are not a guarantee. (Remember the case of Ignorance 

in Pilgrim’s Progress). Simple efforts (works, karmayoga), are in the language of economists, 

a necessary, but not sufficient condition. Ultimately everything is in the hands of God. This is 

the view espoused by the Sadducees, and championed by Augustine, Boethius, Thomas 

Aquinas, Rumi, William of Ockham, Erasmus, Luis de Molina, Arminius and Hubmaier. This 

is the approach visualized by Dante Aleghieri in the 13th (figure 44b, 46) and Paul Bunyan 

(figure 47) in the 17th century. This returns some of the decisions concerning the game of life 

and life eternal back into the ballcourt of the individual and also has a number of consequences, 

which are considerably less attractive than the predestination model:  

a. Individual responsibility179 

There is no free lunch, especially when the lunches of eternity are at stake. Each 

individual has to work hard, pray hard and do their best to earn their wages both on 

earth and for heaven.  

b. There is no first-class ticket. There is not even a train.   

There is certainly no fast-track way to avoid the discomforts of travel. There is no 

advance booking. At best, we are all in the same boat, hoping that we shall survive 

the storms. Most of us have to walk. 

 

c. Faith alone is not enough. 

In the predestination model, the first-class compartment served free doses of faith, 

and grace, directly from God himself, who serves as bellboy on the train to eternity. 

In the free will model, faith is hard to come by, is possible for all, but not all manage. 

Nor is faith alone enough. Hope and love are equally needed. 

 

d. There is no hotline to God’s intentions.  

Most disconcertingly, we have no hotline to God’s intention. Yes, there is a 24/7 

connection via prayers and personal comments, but he is even better than the priest 

at confession. He sees everything, hears everything, comments on nothing. Perhaps 

in imitation of him, even some elders, when faced by a difficult or awkward 

question, believe that silence will resolve things and make the situation go away.180  

 

e. There is no sainthood in advance, only when there is product.  

In the film, Terry McGuire (1996), there is a now infamous phrase by Tom Cruise, 

“Show me the money.” In the business world, the marketing department can make 

attractive promises, but until there is a product, nothing happens. No university 

would give a degree to someone, before they passed the tests. Why should God have 

a double standard, one for persons from the first-class compartment, another for the 

rest. Even Gandhi, who preferred the third class, could have explained that problem.   

The free-will181 model seems more a nuisance than a solution. We lose both our ticket and the 

first-class train ride. We no longer get to play God, we are not even board members in the game 

of heaven. We have no fast-track, no sainthood now, pay later. We have no pretexts or excuses, 

no one else to blame. If I do something wrong it is mea culpa, But I have gained one vital thing: 

I have free will, choice, I am truly human, falling maybe, but also standing up anew.   

 



                                     

  

Figure 48a Adam Kadmon, b. Baptism of Christ, Ravenna.182  

  



 17.10. Against Predestination 

Predestination and predestined are words not found in the KJV. Foreknowledge occurs twice. 

The word elect is used 17 times in the KJV, 4 times in Isaiah with reference to Jacob, and 13 

times in the New Testament,183 mainly with respect to new Christians (early adopters in modern 

terms) in Turkey and Greece. In Revelation 7, God puts a seal on 144,000 Hebrews, 12,000 

from each of the tribes of Israel.184 There is no mention of a seal for Gentiles. It is fully possible 

that God envisaged predestination. The problem is he published no lists and hence, only persons 

who presume that their finite minds can read the infinite mind of God, can feel assured that they 

can read his invisible lists, which in their interpretation typically also include their name.  

If God had really wanted predestination,185 then He would have been advised to create robots. 

(Some claim that the view of God with complete foreknowledge, reduces human beings to 

robots).186 Then everything would have worked as planned and if not, then the robots would 

have needed to be repaired. Creating a so-called predestination in which Luther is free to add 

his theory and Calvin is free to add his own theory of what God foresees and wants is actually 

a version of free-will in disguise. In an efficient, strict and narrow version of predestination, 

everything would be written down and there would be no possibility of misinterpretation. If 

God could create humans, he could certainly have created a lawbook posing as a users’ manual.    

But God created persons with the ability to do two versions: one higher, the other lower; one 

good, one bad. This extra feature, this new app, inevitably threatens to sabotage any carefully 

organized predestination plans, because new users are invariably bound to try new variants that 

were not foreseen in the plan. Why have predestination and then have a bug which is constantly 

threatening to upset or even destroy the predestination plan? It would be to impute bad planning 

to God’s infallible nature.    

If the plans are made at the level of God, then only someone at God’s level of intellect can hope 

to master the myriad and seemingly infinite details to put in place a form of predestination that 

applies across the 92 billion light years of the universe. The Magi might claim that they have 

glimpses into this thanks to their magical studies. But how can a Pharisee, a Luther or a Calvin, 

for all their earthly cleverness, have the hubris that they can understand God’s system, let alone 

discern who, of all God’s creatures, should appear on lists of unconditional election and decide 

who is eligible for the so-called limited atonement of Christ’s sacrifice? As humans, we have 

enough challenges organizing everyday life. We cannot believe in the infinite and then also 

assume that in all our finitude, we belong to the board of directors of a company that has only 

one Director, God Himself. 

 17.11. In God’s Image 

God created man in his image, which should mean that man is fundamentally good. Citing a 

few passages of the New Testament out of context, may appear to provide a case that man is 

totally depraved.187 But as in detective novels, there is always the problem of motives. What 

motive would an omnipotent, good Creator, have for creating totally depraved creatures? 

Creating creatures, who have the ability to be totally depraved and then seeing if they manage 

to avoid the worst-case scenario has the makings of the equivalent of a cosmic video-game. But 

creating people whose heart is evil (Mark 7:21-23) and sick (Jer. 17:9), who is a child of wrath 

(Eph. 2:3), who is a slave of sin (Rom. 6:20) and cannot understand spiritual things (1 Cor. 

2:14) has little to do with being created in the image of God.188 Why then create man with body 

mind and spirit? Why not just create robots of evil, devils? God’s motives must be more noble.  



                                          

 

                                     

 
                      “The truth is not always beautiful, nor beautiful words the truth.”  

                     ― Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching 

 

   
Figure 49a-d. Definitions of Truth by the Romans, Paolo Coelho, Lao Tzu and 

Buddha.189 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/2622245.Lao_Tzu
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/100074


And what of God’s promises?:  

So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am your God. I will strengthen you and help 

you; I will uphold you with my righteous right hand.” (Isaiah 41:10).  

 “I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in me, though he die, yet shall he live, and everyone 

who lives and believes in me shall never die” (John 11:25-26). 

That promise cannot be thwarted by anyone or anything (John 10:28-29), not even death (Rom 

8:38-39):190  
All that the Father gives me will come to me, and whoever comes to me I will never cast out” (John  

 6:37) ….this is the will of him who sent me, that I should lose nothing of all that he has given me,  

 but raise it up on the last day (John 6:39) 

Through these he has given us his very great and precious promises, so that through them you may 

participate in the divine nature, having escaped the corruption in the world caused by evil desires. (2 Peter 

1:4).  

There are clearly two ways to read the Bible. One is as a source of hope for salvation, if we use 

free-will wisely. The source of hope acknowledges the role of grace of our Lord, but also claims 

that anyone (everyone, all) who believe(s), calls the name of the Lord, fears him, obeys him, 

does what is right, has faith, loves the truth, is holy, will be saved.191Another reading is as proof 

of predestination and doom. These two alternatives led to many sects: more than 39,000.192 

17.12. Threefold Nature of Man 

The claim that man is total depravity denies the threefold nature of man, of body, mind and 

spirit (figures 21, 24). Even if we were to dismiss the body as evil in the manner of some 

gnostics (Manichaeism, Bogomils, Cathars), then there is still the mind and spirit. For this 

reason, almost all cultures, divide man into “parts.” In India, there are seven lower chakras, 

below the middle section and seven higher chakras above. (In seated yoga figures, only the 

seven higher chakras are visible). In images of Adam Kadmon, the lower is below the planets, 

the higher above (fig. 48a). In traditional baptism, lower chakras are in water, the higher in air 

(figure 48b), a metaphor for airing the one and washing the other.  

17.13. Personal Experience 

It is ultimately my personal experience that has convinced me of free will. As a human being, 

I am capable of almost anything. I have committed murder, but limited it to mosquitoes, a few 

flies and, as a boy, to some mice. In the sexual domain, there were many temptations. I was 

approached by married women, married men, mature women, beautiful young women, young 

men, students and even underage boys. There were teachers, a Lady of the realm, a judge, a 

professor, a medical student among others. If I had total depravity I would have said yes to all 

of these and asked them for addresses of their friends. Instead, I turned all of them down because 

they were interested only “in my body,” in pleasures of the flesh, which as I explained in my 

poem at age 16, were not my goal (figure 114).  

More importantly I take joy in doing good. If a friend is sad, I am sadder. If a friend is happy, 

I am happier and even more so if I have had something to do with it. A former student, Barbara, 

with whom I considered marriage, had a conscious project of “random acts of kindness.” With 

friends, I think about how I could do something that would ease suffering, help them, show 

them spiritual love, bring them joy. I may not do this as well as Buddha, Christ, or Saint Francis 

(figure 2), but I try each day. I have a higher nature, that requires a charioteer to keep on track, 

just as Krishna with Arjuna, just as us all. We have a wish for salvation. Fortunately, we have 

exemplars such as Buddha and Christ. We need Divine help, and partners in virtue. 



 
Figure 50. London Conversations Questions.193 



18. Truth 

There are thousands of quotes that praise truth (e.g. figure 49). None is sufficient. Truth is its 

own standard, and those who are true will recognize their kin. Ultimately, one of the only 

standards we have in a higher quest that entails free-will is a commitment to truth.194 Excuses, 

alibis, pretexts are easy to find, but if truth is our goal, then we must be prepared to admit all 

our failings, our mistakes; be prepared to look wanting, silly and, at times, even ridiculous. 

Those who hide behind facades, who prefer grace at the expense of truth, will try to use every 

scrap of such situations to gain the upper hand, to make us look even sillier, stupider and weaker 

than we are. Some will be taken in. But the companions of truth, although seldom in the 

majority, are always attentive and are likely the see through any ruses such as insincerity – 

which is subtle form of lying. If it does not happen sooner, then it will happen later, because 

although rumours are faster, truth, like the tortoise, is steadier.   

19. Conversations: 1. London  

In London, I lived for two years in Commonwealth Hall, a residence for young medical students 

and Commonwealth students. Then I spent four years in London House, which had c. 330 of 

the brightest students largely from the Commonwealth, some from the U.S. and a few from 

Europe. All were male, all were postgraduate, many doing an LLM in law, or an MRCP in 

medicine or a PhD in one of the traditional disciplines. The Warden was Colonel E.C.T. 

Wilson.195 Across the square, Mecklenburgh Square, also known for the Bloomsbury Group,196 

was William Goodenough House, which was roughly the equivalent for young ladies. Here a 

group of friends developed, boys and girls together. In London, I had become friends with 

Colonel Harold and Mrs. Alice Hemming,197 who had a large home at 37 Elsworthy Garden, 

London NW3, complete with 26 fireplaces. Once a month, we were given the ground floor of 

this lovely home for an evening. Usually a group of three prepared a meal and the rest of us 

enjoyed, knowing that next time round it would probably be our turn. It was not a huge group. 

In theory, we were 12, but due to schedules, only about 10 came on any occasion. There were 

wonderful conversations on many topics. This led to one of my closest friends: Ronald Ng.198  

A handful of us dreamed of something more. We were all too familiar with the chatter of 

cocktail parties. No, it was not just about the weather. But, yes, the list of interesting topics was 

witheringly small. It was as if everyone was reading scripts written by someone else. It was 

always polite, proper, sometimes witty, but it was if it were a dance to skirt around any real 

issues. We decided we wanted a different kind of conversation, which would get beneath the 

surface of politeness and explore our real values. I was asked to prepare ten questions (figure 

50): e.g. 3. It appears that in civilized society the consistency of one’s personal front is more 

important than a commitment to truth concerning any particular facts (cf. truth at the expense 

of virtue). Is this so? When we met, after each person had examined the questions, a vote was 

taken, and thus the most popular question on that day became the subject for the next two hours. 

If energy and interest remained, the discussion went beyond two hours.   

Next came questions from Rob Bircher (fig. 107c), a young South African, who was studying 

education, married and eventually become a protestant minister. He asked questions concerning 

the role of a comedian, of a teacher and marriage (figure 51). The conversations were wonderful 

and a revelation. There was a young solicitor, Mark Hulleat James, whose professional façade 

might well be described as a course in being poker-faced. He adapted the cloak of being a 

counsel so well that it seemed at times as if there nothing there but an eloquent cloak. And yet 

at these discussions, the cloak, or rather a series of veils slowly came off, and we were  



 



         

Figure 51. Robert Bircher’s questions for the London Conversations.199           

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 52a-b. Two views from the Mediterranean Journey: Meteora. View from the River of 

Knowledge in the cave of Heaven near Silifke, Turkey.200 



confronted with a wonderfully sensitive, receptive and extremely acute mind, that could do 

much more than tear the opposition’s arguments to shreds. He could reveal underlying motives, 

assumptions, and sometimes also pitfalls therein. He went on to become the only person 

qualified as a solicitor in both London and Paris. Each time, we entered questioning. Unlike the 

Oxford Debating Club, there was no winner, there was no triumphant side. What was wonderful 

was that we all learned. All our positions had been challenged somewhat, adjusted somewhat. 

Sometimes, we touched on raw nerves of someone’s belief system. But there was no incentive 

to cause harm or even discomfort. So, we would rally to take the discussion to a higher ground, 

where all felt safe again. Gradually, in the course of a year we came to know a number of each 

other’s secrets, not of the true confessions type, but we saw how professionals with impeccable 

facades, had another world, with many more wrinkles than their carefully starched shirts would 

have led one to imagine possible.   

   19.2. Wolfenbűttel Conversations 

 One of the students at London House, Andreas Vorster,201 was doing his LLM. When he 

returned to Cologne he kept in touch and when he announced his pre-nuptial party I was invited. 

There I met Rolf,202 with whom I became friends. For the first time in the near 33 years of my 

life, I felt able to speak about effectively anything. It was a liberating experience for us both 

and hence we decided to create the Wolfenbüttel Conversations. Our first topic was Vita Activa 

and Vita Contemplativa (figure 53, 54a-b). There were helpers: e.g. Frau Comes.203 I gave a 

brief history of conversation (Appendix 4). A second meeting explored how our group might 

interact within the historical town of Wolfenbüttel. A third meeting addressed the topic of 

isolation, with three sessions: 1. What are the factors that lead you personally into isolation? 2. 

To what extent do you think that isolation is necessary for your personal development? What 

dangers lie in these choices? 3. What personal solutions are possible? This was with scholars 

(e.g. Maria Münding,204 Sara Dewhirst,205 Michael Giesecke206 and Philipp von Moreau207) and 

young businessmen destined to be “captains of industry”: e.g. Heino von Have.208  

In 1981, Rolf and I continued the conversations on a personal level. The original plan was a 

four-month trip to India, but his girlfriend, and later wife to be, Catherine,209 put her foot down. 

He would be allowed three months, but not a day more. Accordingly, we eventually we spent 

90 days travelling 19,000 km. around the Mediterranean. Rolf drove. I read travel guides and 

history books. We began in Spain, planned to go to Morocco, but there were visa mixups, so 

we went back via Spain to Marseilles, took a ferry to Tunisia, spent 3 weeks there, took a ferry 

to Palermo, went along the coast of Sicily, crossed over the boot of Italy took a boat from Bari 

to Patras, saw Greece: Epidaurus, Athens, Delphi, Parnassus, Meteora, Olympus, Mount Athos, 

Edirne, Istanbul then the West and South coast of Turkey till Tarsus then up210 and through the 

heart of Turkey, Cappadocia, Ankara, back through Istanbul, Bulgaria, the Austrian Alps and 

to one of Rolf’s homes along the Lake of Constance (cf. figure 52).  

The whole trip almost did not happen. Just before we left, my mother had learned that she had 

terminal cancer. Rolf was prepared simply to cancel the whole thing. Mother pointed out that a 

young man in his position, -- he was the only son and heir apparent of a major firm -- would 

probably never in his life have so many months at his disposal. So, mother made a bargain. His 

side was that he had to continue with the trip. Her side, was that she promised to stay alive until 

we came back. She kept her bargain, but only just. Within days of our return, I flew back to 

Canada and spent three weeks resolving loose ends. Then one day she announced: now I am 

ready, please tell the children that I will die tomorrow. And so it happened.   



                                 

Figure 53. Wolfenbüttel Conversations.211 



A result of these experiences was to reflect anew on the meaning and potentials of conversation, 

which led to a brief essay and 15 levels of conversation (cf. figure 55). Most persons never get 

beyond the first four. 

19.3. On Conversation 

Once upon a time it seemed that conversation was a straightforward process which 

happened whenever two or more individuals met in good faith to share experiences, 

thoughts, ideas, in the form of words. The key was listening: the desire to enter into 

another world of perception. Sometimes it is still that simple and wonderful. Yet 

frequently conversations bring unforeseen feelings of misunderstanding, even of 

isolation. There follow some reflections why this occurs.  

Culture plays a great role in conversation. Some cultures have an inherent mistrust of 

words such that emphasis is on deeds, not words, and friendship is defined in terms of 

things done together rather than words shared. Other cultures strive to put things into 

words, even if the words are felt to be not quite right. What one verbalizes, the topics 

about which one speaks, even the way in which one deals with them are deeply affected 

by culture.  

Leaving aside mystic and ecstatic states there are at least fifteen dimension which 

individuals can share. These may be seen in terms of five categories (figure 45), which 

become more problematic as one descends from levels of universal experience into 

personal horizons. The first category involves experiences which, albeit individual, are 

also universal insomuch that anyone encountering that experience, be it weather, work, 

a hobby or travel, could potentially react in the same way. And it is appropriate for us 

to speak of such individual actions provided that the listener does not feel left out. The 

second category is immediately more problematic because the nature of knowledge is 

hierarchical such that there are invariably situations where the speaker knows and the 

listener does not – and occasionally the converse. A learned speaker can use this natural 

inequality sensitively to help his listener reach a higher level. Used unwisely the same 

knowledge can pose a threat, which undermines the listener’s confidence and awareness. 

The same applies to art, literature and music. Among spiritual equals, conversations on 

these topics can inspire subtle comparisons of viewpoints. In other circumstances, 

references to a painting or symphony will have a snobbish dimension which will make 

the listener feel ignorant, excluded or even barbaric. Because the listener’s context is a 

prerequisite for such a conversation, those who have most to say ironically often feel 

that they are able to say least.  

A third category of conversation involves communal and societal action and reflection. 

Although politics are theoretically impersonal, they are frequently used to convey 

personal ideals, fears and sources of faith, hope and love. Hence, seemingly unimportant 

issues such as the position of a given politician, or the interpretation of a religious 

passage, become imbued with such significance that cultures frequently seek to remove 

this category from social occasions. A fourth category is even more problematic because 

gender plays a very marked role. Indeed, various cultures pretend that emotions and 

feelings are female characteristics and that it is therefore suspect for a man to cry or 

even express suffering or joy openly. A fifth category is so taboo that most persons  



 

 

 

Figure 54a-b. The Wolfenbüttel conversations group (Erich Hildenbrandt, Philipp von 

Moreau, Florence Bayon, yours truly, Sara Dewhirst, Maria Münding, Rolf Gerling, Michael 

Giesecke) and the girl I wanted to marry.212 



choose to refer only indirectly to their personal ideal, fears, sources of belief, hope, love, 

inner meaning, harmonies and silence.  

Besides formal cultural taboos, there are a number of informal ways to prevent outsiders 

from coming closer than we wish. One is a psychological wall, which renders opaque a 

questioning speaker’s attempts at understanding. Some persons formulate anything past 

level four in the subjunctive, not because they are unsure of themselves, but because 

they are uncertain of the effect their words might have on the other. In dealing with 

levels nine onwards, some go further and exaggerate their uncertainty to test whether 

the listener would take advantage of weakness. This can pose serious problems because 

those who assume that one shows only one’s strengths will misinterpret this to mean 

that the individual is as weak as they seem.  

Some, who are even more sensitive, strive to introduce a sense of humour and irony in 

levels five to nine and will frequently take a flippant approach with a conscious self-

mocking attitude. Some assume that this method should be applied to all levels of being, 

that nothing is sacred, only implicit trust and that everything should be treated as a joke. 

To individuals whose core involves harmony and silence such apparently unnecessary 

frivolity will appear distracting and even a threat. Others distinguish between the upper 

levels where humour is welcome and levels ten to fifteen where another attitude is 

appropriate. But here again there are different views. Some insist that seriousness alone 

is the order of the day. Others strive to achieve a subtle level of irony where everything, 

if taken literally, is nonsense and serves to confirm that the listener is focussing too 

much on the letter and not enough to the spirit of the words to see into the speaker’s 

soul. Those taught to take a man’s word seriously may be driven near distraction by 

such an approach. Indeed, it requires a special maturity to recognize that such irony is 

another manifestation of taking a man’s word seriously. 

Where levels nine and beyond are involved, an individual necessarily opens 

himself/herself to being hurt because the listener could potentially use that knowledge 

to the speaker’s disadvantage. There is no easy solution to this problem. Some advance 

only as far as they can until they see a possibility of hurting and retreat. Some attempt 

to avoid the issue by pretending they have no core, no inner world which can be 

discovered, hence nothing which could be hurt. Others recognize that a possibility of 

being hurt and vulnerable is unavoidable and therefore emphasize the importance of 

acceptance, i.e. mutual trust as a criterion for progress. They recognize a paradox that 

only the truly strong can allow themselves the privilege of being vulnerable and 

appearing weak. For they know that strength lies beyond appearances in inner truth.  

Two persons may be agreed on all this and still not meet in a true sense. For one may 

be preoccupied by a problem and even though he makes a great effort, he may well seem 

superficial, distant, or even arrogant to the listener. Or the speaker may recognize that a 

proper answer would require more time than available and rather than explaining this 

may seek to paraphrase the question or even avoid it, which may be taken fully amiss 

by the listener. Sometimes a speaker may decide that a listener has not yet acquired 

sufficient distance with respect to a problem, hence rather than broaching it head on, the 

speaker may reply indirectly or in silence, which the listener may interpret as diffidence, 

incompetence, lack of sensitivity or many other things far removed from the speaker’s 
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mind. One person expresses his confusion in words before reaching a decision. Another 

in silence. The deeper we go, the more silence becomes natural and the more we are 

confronted with looking into the inner world where sources of actions, temptations, and 

dimensions of consciousness stand together without signposts. What we think we see 

are mapped by our own experience and hence equally a reflection of our personal fears 

and hopes. 

And the deeper we go the more we are confronted with the phenomenon of otherness. 

This seems at first to prove an inherent incompatibility and grounds for rejection 

because ‘tis an exception to a model of friendship which emphasizes sameness. But if 

friendship were truly sameness there would be nothing to learn and no reason for 

meeting. The infinite value of the other lies in their otherness. Most persons are at 

infinite pains to deny this because otherness represents the unknown, something not to 

be trusted, a threat. To become one of the few explorers of these infinite values requires 

paradoxically a trusting and accepting before we know, not after. For only when a 

listener’s acceptance is unshakeable can a speaker say more than what he assumes the 

listener wishes to hear. Only then can he reveal his otherness and take his listener into 

the extraordinary inner landscapes, which are the horizons of his uniqueness. Sometimes 

this will take the speaker into paths, which he would not have explored in isolation, so 

that the listener simultaneously takes the speaker beyond himself. At these levels, there 

are so many possibilities for misunderstanding that complete faith, hope and charity are 

required to achieve the respect for something as sacred as it is mysterious as one 

approaches a level of positive silence, which is simultaneously profoundest union.  

Conversation has become one of the key themes of my life. If eyes are windows to the soul, 

then the voice is a window to the spirit. Having explored the spectrum of possibilities, it is 

sometimes almost amusing to see how earnestly some persons speak about relatively superficial 

topics. Sometimes the topic is one thing and the real theme is something else. Only a very close 

friend can hazard a guess what is happening in the vast corridors of our thoughts. The seemingly 

trite expression: A penny for your thoughts, hides a much deeper exercise. To know a person’s 

thoughts, to know their soul, is worth all the treasures we may have saved. For only then, can 

we be in union at a spiritual level, whether the friend is in the room or 10,000 miles away, 

whether we are speaking with each other physically, or are merely chatting metaphysically.  

Once we know that we are acceptable no matter what we say, then there may be moments where 

we explore the hidden chambers of each other’s hearts and others where we are content to listen 

to the hidden harmonies of each other’s hearts in blessed silence. And as we enter into our heart 

of hearts, there are only one, two or a handful of friends and God, with whom we can speak all 

the hours of the day, in our dreams, our daydreams, in the moments of despair, the moments of 

ecstasy or wherever we may be. The omnipresence of Psalm 139:7-12 means we are never 

alone.    
    The most desired 

gift of  

love is not  

diamonds or  

roses or  

chocolates.  

It is focussed 

attention.214 



 

Notes 
1 I Corinthians 13: https://ohforblogssake.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/1-corinthians-13.png 
2 You: https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/c0/e9/ef/c0e9efb9778104095ef3a6dba25c76f0.jpg 
3 Cf. 85 Bible Verses about Seeking God: https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/topics/Seeking-God 
4 Grace at the expense of truth is attractive and seductive, but it is not truth. Insincerity produces beautiful 

façades but ultimately insincerity is a subtle way of lying.  
5 Seen on a suitcase of French student, while travelling from London to Paris.  
6 Nel Roodenburg is theoretically retired but continues to work as a speech therapist and genrontologist. She has 

spent her life helping those who were on the brink of hopelesseness in order to give them renewed dignity and 

hope. She is an unsung heroine. In my case, she collects my dirty wash brings it to the convent where the nuns 

wash it and brings the clean wash back. She has been doing this for 19 years and it is one of the privileges that 

gives me more time to write.  

She lives in the same house as Ger van Dijk, a well-known local artist who, with his now deceased friend, Theo 
van der Aa, was one of the champions of the Flux movement in the 1970s and more recently has been a pioneer in 

digital art.     
7 Nino Nien is a loyal friend. He has a humdrum day job in a call centre. His real passion is translation especially 

with respect to Arabic. He does not believe in 100% trust personally. He is more an 80-95% man. But he is 

absolutely reliable within those limitations, which makes him infinitely preferable to those who promise more and 

produce less. He is kind, gentle, a superb listener and has a critical acumen, which he often keeps hidden. In the 

hidden world, he is Lord Ninus, a noble king, a leader of peoples and nations, a harbinger of peace and 

understanding, an inspiration for eternity. I trust Lord Ninus 100%, even if his earthly ambassador is still sceptical 

about yours truly.  
8 Paolo Coelho: https://www.bustle.com/articles/201119-paulo-coelhos-the-alchemist-contains-a-major-ernest-

hemingway-reference-that-will-blow-your-mind 
9 Gurdjieff, Meetings with Remarkable Men: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meetings_with_Remarkable_Men 
10 Fig. 1a. Scale of Nature: http://the-great-chain-of-being-

hamlet.weebly.com/uploads/2/4/7/8/24780370/1385091515.png 

  Fig.1b. Great Chain of Being: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b7/The_Great_Chain_of_Being_(1579).jpg 
11 Great Chain of Being: http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674361539&content=reviews 
12 Martin Buber, I and Thou, 1923: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_and_Thou 
13 Fig. 2a. Saint Francis: http://quotesjunk.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/innovative-prayer-quotes-prayer-of-

st-francis-lord-make-my-an-instrument-of-thy-peace.png 

  Fig.2b. http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-

72aHa0LVVnE/UOQrwljXlaI/AAAAAAAAKmc/gdBqYiuZv9o/s400/196858_508550292498913_453410331_

n.png 
14 William Blake: http://www.poetryloverspage.com/poets/blake/to_see_world.html 
15 Scales: Data Powers of 10: http://www.globalnoncompliance.net/news/the-byte-scale-from-1-byte-to-1-

monoicosebyte/; http://bits-to-yottabytes.blogspot.nl/2009/11/list-of-all-datavalues-known-to-man.html: 

10 x 27 = Xenottabyte  

10 x 30 = Shilentnobyte 

10 x 33 = Domegemegrottebyte 
10 x 36 = Icosebyte 

10 x 39 = Monoicosebyte  

10 x 42 = Diemuxbyte 

10 x 45 = Andrebyte 

10 x 48 = mbbyte 
16 Size of Cosmos: https://www.wired.com/2011/12/universe-size/ 
17 Fast Radio Bursts: https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jan/04/radio-wave-source-discovered-space 
18 Walk in Shoes: http://www.planetofsuccess.com/blog/2011/developing-empathy-walk-a-mile-in-

someone%E2%80%99s-shoes/ 
19 Para: http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/cgi-bin/tamil/recherche 

In Sanskrit, para is a complex term meaning distant, ulterior, farther than, beyond, supreme. Paradeza means 

another or a foreign or a hostile country. In Iran, this becomes “pairi-daêza, an Avestan word for garden that 
literally means 'having walls built around'. Thus, the protection of a garden behind walls implies its being hidden 

from the outside.” In English, this becomes paradise. In Sanskrit, another word “for garden or Paradise, جنّة jannah, 

is a cognate of the Hebrew word גן gan 'garden', derived from the same Semitic root. In arid climates, gardens have 
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to be protected against desertification by walls.” In Latin, this becomes the hortus conclusus, which appeared in 

Western art and literature around 1330 A.D. So the idea of paradise is not just a garden from which we have been 

expelled. The very concept is about defining limits, creating a space that is set apart. Cf. Hortus conclusus: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hortus_conclusus 
20 Fig. 3a. Anatomia oculta:  http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-

AFXuIfCkK58/URpF4mc_xgI/AAAAAAAAAi4/VBKkXcblz80/s400/anatomia_oculta.jpg 

   Fig 3b. Anatomia Occultus: https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/236x/f9/ca/af/f9caaf61928068c980caa33ba3d28f27.jpg 
20 Saint Francis http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-

72aHa0LVVnE/UOQrwljXlaI/AAAAAAAAKmc/gdBqYiuZv9o/s400/196858_508550292498913_453410331_

n.png 
21 Fig. 4a. Author with motorcycle, Personal collection.  

    Fig. 4b. Author in front of home. Personal collection.  
22 Keimpe means horizon in Frisian. Kim also means horizon in Dutch and German:  

de kim zelfst.naamw. (m./v.) Uitspraak:   [kɪm] Verbuigingen:   kim|men (meerv.) lijn in de verte tussen 

de aarde en de lucht Synoniemen:   einder, horizon © Kernerman Dictionaries. SpellingCorrect gespeld: 

'kim' komt voor in de Woordenlijst Ne...  

Gevonden op http://www.woorden.org/woord/kim 
23 My Mother was as wonderful as she was unusual. She was born in Wervershof as one of 8 children. Her father 

had died when she was 6. Her mother, Moeder Grietje, was a character in the little town of 3,000. She had never 

remarried and brought up the 8 children on her own. Every day she would go for walk and everyone in town knew 

who she was.  

Mother’s eldest brother was Jan Koomen, who founded the first supermarket in the North of the Netherlands. He 

was a genius at practical math; would go to a wholesale market, buy 20,000 guilders worth of fruit and vegetables 

and do all the reckoning in his head, without any calculator or even a piece of paper. When I returned to Holland 

to meet my family at Christmas in 1970, Uncle Jan occasioned my first encounter with the occult. My parents had 

been friends with a Mr. Jukema, a eccentric lawyer who had one of the two automobiles in town in the 1930s. He 

had a home in Leeuwaarden with remarkable 14th century furniture. He would walk around the house almost as a 

hobo but once a month, a chauffeur would drive him to the Hague where, impeccably dressed, he always won his 

legal case. In my youth, Mr. Jukema had come up regularly in conversation and so, early in 1970, I wrote him a 
letter announcing my plans to visit. There had been no reply. When I visited my uncle Jan in Wervershof he told 

me that he was planning to go to Leeuwaarden and suggested that I could come along and stay at the home of a 

friend of the family. I happily accepted the offer. I tried to phone. When we arrived at the outskirts of the city I 

tried to phone but again the phone was engaged. We arrived at the home. No answer. Then a neighbour appeared 

and asked nervously who I was and what I wanted. I explained. But Mr. Jukema died 6 months ago explained the 

neighbour. And the phone? No one had managed to disconnect it yet.  

Uncle Jan said that he could put me on a train to return to Wervershof, but suggested I might as well saty with him 

for the next three days and take the opportunity to explore the capital of Friesland. For the next two days, I was a 

happy tourist. On the final night, I went to bed as usual. At about 3 in the morning, a small warm hand grabbed 

my left pulse and tried to persuade me to go the deceased Mr. Jukema’s house. I woke up with a start. It was 

obviously a nightmare, I said to myself, but the warm tugging feeling did not go away. I started to get dressed and 
by this tiem I was so terrified that I got on my knees, began praying and continued doing so until shortly after five 

a.m. when there was a signal from uncle Jan that it was time to get up. I was sufficiently terrified that I decided to 

say nothing to my uncle. 

I waited until I next saw my mother almost a year later. She suddenly grew very pale and for the first and only 

time in my life said that it was probably nothing and she did not wish to discuss it. The next time I saw my Aunt 

Gina, father’s sister, I asked her. Well, she told me, it was rumoured that Mr. Jukema had been actively involved 

in the occult. Years later, the topic came up with my aunt Mia, the mother superior at the nearby convent. Mia 

reported that she had only once gone to the house with my father. There had been something most peculiar: 

everywhere there were ashtrays in the form of a small hand. Goosepimples returned. I did not understand anything 

except that there were clearly unknown forces and probably not for the good. The world was much bigger than the 

visible world that I saw around me.  

Over thirty years passed. I was on another continent and had been taken to Ouro Preto, in Brazil, which in the 18th 
century had been the most important gold mining town in the world. Again at around 3 a.m. a small warm hand 

grabbed my left pulse. This time there were three wizened faces whch local legend associated with the 

Inconfidência Mineira (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inconfid%C3%AAncia_Mineira), an uprising which wanted 

more egalitarian rights for the people. The three figures urged to curse my friend who came from a very privileged 

family. I resisted and continued to do so the whole next day, which my firend interepreted as being unhappy with 

his company. He two events were almost certainly not directly connected, except that they shared the same small 

http://www.woorden.org/woord/kim


                                                                                                                                                                                              
warm hand. But once again, I was made aware of invisible wars of the spirit: a theme that would take on increasing 

significance in my life: battles of good verus evil, but without swords, guns and cannons.    

Another brother, Theo Koomen was perhaps the top sports reporter in his day. He had an incredible enthusiasm 

fro sport and was particularly well known for his ability to make even dreary stages of a Tour de France sound 

absolutely riveting. In 1975, he wrote a book on 25 years of Doping which caused a minor sensation in the sports 

world at the time. In the 1970s and 80s, he was a household name in the Netherlands. Everyone seemed to know 

of Theo Koomen. By contrast, the Veltmans who produced serious intellectuals and even a Nobel prize winner 
were completely unknown.   

Mother, was one of the younger children. Her health had been poor as a child and in terms of formal education she 

never went beyond grade four. As a young adult, she experienced tragedy. She married at an early age in 1939. A 

few months later war broke out and her husband was sent off to fight. Nine months later she had her first son and 

was a widow. Single mothers were not really tolerated at the time so the young boy was brought up as if he were 

the ninth child in an already large family. In 1945, Mother met father. They married in 1947 and I arrived in 1948.  

By the time we moved to Canada there were two boys (Jack and myself) and a girl (Margaret). A decade passed 

before another two children arrived (Norman and John). 

When we were growing up, Jack (2 years younger) and Margaret (3 years younger) bonded so it was almost as if 

I grew up as an only child. Jack has always been a model of fairness. He became a tool and die maker, married 

and had two beautiful children: Melanie and Jennifer. Melanie has become a favourite niece. My two youngest 
brothers, Norman (10 years younger) and John (11 years younger) also bonded and by the time they were in school 

I was in university. Even so, Norman, wonderfully gentle and infinitely kind, was my favourite brother. Alas, his 

wonderful wife died of mysterious causes in hospital and he died in his mid-forties of a brain tumour.  

By 1960, Mother had decided to start an import company. Once or twice a year she flew around the world, stopping 

in India, Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan. In 1965, she decided to go to China. She arrived one afternoon at the 

Chinese Embassy, who told her that it would take nine months. Mother told them she would return in the morning. 

When she arrived, the Chinese tried to tell her that she had not understood the situation. On the contrary, said 

Mother, methinks it is you have not understood. We live in a modern world where communciations via telephone 

and telegram are possible with minutes or even seconds. You claim that China is a modern country in which case 

all this should be possible. If not, I shall be forced to conclude that all this talk of progress is merely hot air. I have 

a luncheon appoint now, but when I come back I shall simply sit here until you are done. At 5 p.m. that afternoon 

Mother had her Chinese visa, something that was considered impossible diplomatically because her passport had 
clear evidence that she had been to Taiwan. And all this was 5 years before Pierre Trudeau went and 6 years before 

Richard Nixon’s ping-pong games made China a fashionable destination. Indeed, she was one of only two Western 

women who made it to the Canton fair. 

In Canton, there were new adventures. Her room was one the second floor (in North American terms). One night 

at 2 in the morning the window of her bedroom opened and an impeccably dressed gentleman invited her to be a 

Russian spy. Mother looked at her watch and explained quietly that in the European tradition it was not allowed 

for strangers to enter the bedchambers of married women. You have demonstrated the dexterity with which you 

can enter. If you do not manage to exit with the same dexterity in 60 seconds I shall be forced to scream and that 

could cause a scene. I do not think we want a scene, do we? So, Good Night. The Russian looked puzzled for a 

bout 15 seconds, jumped out the window and that as I am wont to say, is the story of how my Mother did not 

become a Russian spy. Mother was due to meet Mao Tse Tsung but somehow it never happened.    
Mother was a wonderful Mother, a great reader, including of true romance stories, and a fabulous cook. When I 

started university, I was allowed to invite 6 persons for dinner on condition that two of them could talk with my 

parents. That usually meant bringing two professors and 4 students, i.e. 2 boys and 2 girls if it worked out with 

their schedules. By this time, we had left the farm and had a lovely house on Highway 10 in the Caledon Hills. 

When Father died in 1972, the business collapsed, Mother lost the house and moved to an apartment in Brampton. 

A number of persons how had come regularly now suddenly had other commitments. Only John Gordon and the 

McGibbons remained absolutely loyal. One evening, a rather snooty wife of a professor was just at the point of 

entering the apartment building, when a chauffeur driven stretch limousine pulled up. Good Heavens, exclaimed 

the wife: what have you done, Kim, invited the Premier? No, I countered, just the Lieutenant Governor. By nature, 

I am not vindictive, but sometimes my Scorpio ascendant asserts itself. Thereafter, the snooty wife was 

considerably more agreeable.   

Mother was in no way an intellectual. I do not think that she ever once asked any details about what I was doing. 
But the wonderful thing was that she supported me 100% and never cast the slightest doubt about whether I was 

doing the right thing. All the children were treated this way. There was no pressure to do anything. Only pressure 

to do whatever we chose with all our heart and soul. She was as wonderful a Mother as one could imagine. 
24 Father, as one of the younger children, had no chance to study after the eighth grade. He was not lacking in 

intelligence. Each week he and mother would go to the local library for a half-dozen books. When professors came 

to visit, Father loved to debate with them and usually won.  



                                                                                                                                                                                              
In 1939, when the Second World War began, he was taken off to a work camp in Germany near Koblenz. Within 

a few weeks, he had managed to escape. He slept by day and then, using hollow weeds as a snorkel, he swam 

underwater down the Rhine from Koblenz to Rotterdam. It was noteworthy that faher was always very clear about 

not making generalizations about the Germans. Of course, there were bad ones, but there were bad and good 

persons everywhere. When he arrived home, feeling more like merely another mouth to feed, he went back to the 

Hague where became part of the underground helping the Jews.  

When Father went to Canada he went filled with idealism. He wanted to be a gentleman farmer. Unfortunately, he 
went to Canada with the mental geography of the Netherlands. So, he rented a farm with 60 acres, which was large 

in Frisian terms, but which would have had to be 6,000 acres to be taken seriously in Canada. So, he took a series 

of jobs in factories until Mother and he decided to start their own import/export business. There were undoubtedly 

very difficult times, but it is a great tribute that as children we never heard a single word of hardship. Sometimes 

the presents at birthdays and Christmas were simple or even minimal, but there were always presents. There was 

always food. I was given chores, but also had free time when I would go for long hikes with my dog Rover and 

later Victor. 

There were strict rules. Dinner was at 6 p.m. I had no watch and one day I arrived back at 6:05 p.m. If you cannot 

be home in time for dinner, then you do not deserve dinner, said Mother. There was no spanking or corporeal 

punishment –ever. I was imply sent to my room and had a heartier appetite the next morning at breakfast.  

When I became a teenage the friction with my Father grew dramatically. Once, he chased me. I was faster than 
him so nothing mattered. By temperament we were very different. Father was spontaneous and potentially 

explosive. Twice, in the 25 years of his happy maariage with Mother he storned out of the house, slammed the 

door, and then, 5 minutes later, came back as if nothing had happened. I was very slow to get angry. But once it 

happened it took months for me to simmer down.  

Father seemed uninterested in my work but supported it absolutely. In 1972, I had come back home for 3 weeks 

to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary. The day I arrived he was admitted to hospital and diagnosed with 

terminal cancer. At the end of the three weeks I wanted to stay with my father for the final days. Indeed, I was 

mulling quitting university in order to save the family business. Father would have nothing of it. He refused. You 

have a task to do, he said and you must finish your task. He was like the mystics who knew better than I did what 

was expected of me. It was the most difficult act of obedience in my whole life. Every bone in my body to stay 

behind but I flew back to London and carried on as if nothing had happened. Ten days later, there was a call that 

he had died. My friend, Max Field, was there at the the time. He did his best to say comforting things. Ultimately, 
in order not to let my wonderful father down, I continued.  

There is a Harry Potter movie where one of the nasty persons wants to harm Harry, but explains that he is protected 

because he had parents who loved Him. I feel like that and am ever grateful.    
25 Zeeburg: http://www.warkumserfskip.nl/id340.htm 
26 Fig. 5a. Author on tractor. Personal collection. 

    Fig. 5b. Author on Empire State Building. Personal collection. 
27 There was a wonderful teacher of humanities, Professor Glickman, who always wore a gown, was under five 

feet tall, but when she spoke of Dante she encompassed the whole universe. Her lectures inspired me to sit with a 

beautiful young Italian girl, Ivana Belluz, learn Italian and read the Divina Commedia in the original out loud. 

There was Ted Rathé, who taught French with passion and led me to love the Pléaide, especially, Du Bellay. There 

was Ramsay Cook, a friend of Pierre Trudeau, who helped me to understand important dimensions of Canada’s 
history and our Prime Minister, whom I had occasion to meet several times in future. 

Cf. Ted Rathé: http://founders.laps.yorku.ca/files/2017/05/Ted-Rathe-e1495554172792.jpg 

Ramsay Cook: http://history.laps.yorku.ca/files/2016/07/RamsayCook.jpg 

Cf. http://www.yorku.ca/yul/profiles/past/nov97/current/dept/ncamp/cook.jpg 
28 Professor Conway was from the outset convinced that York was “too small” for my horizons. He spoke of a 

larger world. He was alwayd encouraging. During my M.A. year I would be invited to dinner with others such as 

Father Gregory Baum and Professor Brian Stock.  
29 Professor Conway was 32 years older. Mavor Moore was 29 years older. 
30 Dora de Pédery Hunt was Hungarian. Her hero was Leonardo. She made me fascinated by Leonardo long before 

I knew that I would become a Leonardo Scholar. Everything she did, she did with panache. She was head of the 

Helicon Society which had a debutante’s ball each year. The year I was doing my M.A., 1969-1970 she held it in 

the foyer, then the knight’s hall of the royal Ontario Museum. There I met a wonderful girl Maria Mester and we 

danced till 2:am at which time we went back to her home and danced till 6 a.m., then had a soup, and there was 

just time to rush to meet the university president, Claude Bissell, concerning a proposal to have Pierre Elliott 

Trudeau open a first national Student Culture Exhibition. 

To return to Auntie Dora: her studio was more like a Renaissance studio with tendencies in the direction of an 

alchemical study. It was much more than a medallist’s workshop. There were materals for making scuptuures, 

paintings and drawings.  Visiting her made me feel like a sorcerer’s apprentice. It was a world of wonder, magic 

http://founders.laps.yorku.ca/files/2017/05/Ted-Rathe-e1495554172792.jpg
http://history.laps.yorku.ca/files/2016/07/RamsayCook.jpg


                                                                                                                                                                                              
and creativity that Auntie opened to me. It was also the world of a truly free spirit, indomitable in her vision and 

indefatigable in her pursuit of an ideal far beyond the ordinary.  
31 Fig. 6a. John J. Conway: http://founders.laps.yorku.ca/community/past-college-masters/ 

    Fig. 6b. Mavor Moore: http://www.aportraitofcanada.ca/wp-

content/uploads/Prints/_mavor_moore__c.c.__1989_.jpg 

   Fig. 6 c. Author at Honours B.A. Graduation. Personal collection.     
32 Dave Brubeck: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dave_Brubeck 
33 Herb Alpert: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herb_Alpert 
34 Celia Franca was English, decided at 3 to become a ballet dancer, became one, came to Canada, founded the 
National Ballet of Canada, made it into a world class ballet. She became one of the first glowing examples in my 

life of how a person can have a dream, devote everything they have to it and make it all come true.  
35 Vida Peene was born into comfortable circumstances in Hamilton. At an early age, she developed a passion for 

opera. She founded the Canadian Opera Association. Her dream was that Toronto should have its own opera house, 

but felt it was premature. She was right. It happened a generation after her. But it was her dream and her vision 

that prepared the way. Vida always signed her letters, Thanking you for your kind patience and attention, Yours 

truly. I adopted this in my formal letters and remember Vida as a pratical visionary, someone who believed fully, 

worked fully and it led to fulfillment.   

36 In my second year, I participated in a conference organized by Harry Boyle and Dita Vadron from the CBC. In 

my third year, I organized what was probably the first conference to bring tograther 50 French Canadians (chosen 

by Yves Tardif, then president of the Young Liberals of Canada) and 50 English Canadians. Air Marshal Wilfred 
Austin "Wilf" Curtis, OC, CB, CBE, DSC & Bar, ED, CD, lent us 50 camp cots from the Airforce so that the 

French Canadian could share rooms with their English counterparts. It was a heated but wonderful experience.  
37 It was after an opening night at Sadler’s Wells. A friend had been to his wild parties in New York – not my 

scene. I had read of his wild life. What amazed me was to find a man who seemed profoundly shy. We had 10 

minutes of pleasant conversation, as I tried to reconcile the world’s greatest dancer on stage with this blushing 

individual who was almost trying to hide behind his wine glass. Vast inner worlds, was a concept that was 

beginning to take ever more remarkable contours, as I traveled the world.   
38 I only had two encounters with this truly astounding man. The first was at a party given by Louise Service (née 

Hemming). He arrived by car which drove himself. He continued driving himself to work every day till he was 

101. He had a little stroller to help his walking (just in case). When he entered he was immediately surrounded by 

women. At some point, we were introduced. We had a pleasant chat, he gave me his number and asked me to call 

him tomorrow morning at 9 a.m. 
I was 24. He was 95. Quite honestly, I thought he was just being polite and did not call. Three weeks later there 

was a world premiere of Shostakovich at the Queen Elizabeth Hall. Afterwards there was a reception for about 

1,000 hosted by the Duchess of Kent. I was blandly walking through the throng, when I bumped into Sir Robert. 

In mock anger, he said to me: you did not call me the next morning. I was devastated. Ever since I have not let age 

fool me and have tried to treat everyone I meet seriously. 

Soon after I left for Germany and paths never crossed again and the only reports I had were second-hand. When 

he turned 100 there was a birthday concert for him at the Royal Festival Hall attended by Her Majesty Queen 

Elizabeth and Prince Philip (http://genome.ch.bbc.co.uk/4bf3f3da17574bcab067ea6d8ee2be3e). When he was 101 

he remarried a 26 year old nurse. He died at 105. Apocryphal stories say it was from over exertion with his new 

wife. In any case, Sir Robert Mayer redefined all my notions of age and limits.  
39 Fig. 7a. Dora De Pédery Hunt: https://thediscoverblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/e001217412.jpg?w=519 

    Fig. 7b. Plaster cast for meadal of Paulinine McGibbon. Personal collection.  
40 Fig. 8a. Hon. Pauline McGibbon: 

http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/en/explore/online/jubilee/pics/mcgibbonportrait_lg.jpg 

    Fig 8b. Hon Pauline and Donald McGibbon. Christmas Card. Personal collection. 
41 Fig. 9a. Mary Lynn Hanley. Personal collection 

    Fig. 9b. Mark Cameron. Personal collection. 

    Re: Mark Cameron: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L45VchNIvTM 
    Cf. http://www.mrmark.ca/ 
42 Fig. 10a. Nofretete: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/Nofretete_Neues_Museum.jpg 

    Fig. 10b. Apollo Belvedere: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e6/Belvedere_Apollo_Pio-

Clementino_Inv1015.jpg 
43 Sarabangha: http://www.reocities.com/sarabhanga/index.html 
44 Anatomia occulta: http://mikeplato.myblog.it/media/01/02/1604781467.jpg 
45 Temple of Solomon: http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Judaism/The_Temple.html 
46 Fig. 11a. Meteora: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntI4059wCyY 

    Fig. 11b. Author on the North coast of Jersey. Personal collection.  
47 Nefertiti: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nefertiti_Bust 

http://www.aportraitofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/Prints/_mavor_moore__c.c.__1989_.jpg
http://www.aportraitofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/Prints/_mavor_moore__c.c.__1989_.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Marshal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_Bath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distinguished_Service_Cross_(United_Kingdom)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficiency_Decoration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Forces_Decoration
https://thediscoverblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/e001217412.jpg?w=519
http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/en/explore/online/jubilee/pics/mcgibbonportrait_lg.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L45VchNIvTM
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/Nofretete_Neues_Museum.jpg
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48 How to Achieve Flawless Beauty: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsjTdHd7e1o 
49 Apollo Belvedere: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_Belvedere 

Although there is no agreement as to the precise narrative detail being depicted, the conventional view 

has been that he has just slain the serpent Python, the chthonic serpent guarding Delphi—making the 

sculpture a Pythian Apollo. Alternatively, it may be the slaying of the giant Tityos, who threatened his 

mother Leto, or the episode of the Niobids. 
50 Ibid. Sacred: http://racines.traditions.free.fr/sacre/index.htm 
51 Fig. 12: As above so below: Quod superius, quod inferius: 

https://65.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_mc0dtaKgxV1rgdwgeo1_400.jpg 
52 Alcibiades: http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/plutarch/lives/alcibiades*.html 
53 Fig. 13a. Travelling scholar. Author in Wolfenbüttel. Personal collection. 

    Fig. 13b. Author on North coast of Jersey. Persoanl collection.  
54 A.J. Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 214. 
55 A.J. Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, p. 35 
56 Fig. 14a. Stag and Reindeer: http://images.slideplayer.com/33/10111442/slides/slide_7.jpg ; Lascaux: 

https://marcivermeersch.wordpress.com/2011/01/ 
   Fig. 14b. Bronze Stag: https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/564x/04/3f/0d/043f0d9dec9f6123a4eef69743960ccb.jpg 

   Fig. 14c. Deer with Elaborate Antlers: https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/564x/94/35/84/9435848d8e523907d3f77ff13ed2aae3.jpg 
57 Lascaux: http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/prehistoric/lascaux-cave-paintings.htm 
58 Vision Quest: http://www.tc.umn.edu/~call0031/jeffers.html 

Was Jeffers a vision quest site? 

The Jeffers site appears to fit the description of a location which would have been suitable for vision quests. 

Although not every Native American group undertook vision quests, the Dakota, Cheyenne, and Ojibwe did. The 

Cheyenne looked for vision quest and sacrifice locations that were not especially dangerous, such as on a hill on 

the south or west side of a river where they could see over the prairie, or at a point of rocks on the south or west 
side of a lake (Grinnell 1962:80-81). The Jeffers Petroglyphs site is located on the west side of the Little 

Cottonwood River on a high point that has a reasonably panoramic view of the prairie in a flat landscape. In Oglala 

(Lakota or Teton Dakota) religious practice a person might "cry for a vision" under the direction of a sacred person 

who instructed the person seeking the vision to go to a "sacred place, usually a hill or isolated place . . . and the 

novice was required to stay there alone, usually for four days, until he received a vision" (Lewis 1990:49; Powers 

1982:61). It was vitally important to someone seeking a vision not to forget the vision once it occurred. Pecking 

an image regarding what was in the vision before falling asleep after an exhausting quest may have been a memory 

device similar to writing down a dream in the morning so it would not be forgotten. Permanently recording the 

vision also commemorated and marked the spot for later journeys. Carving one’s dream symbol when visiting an 

important religious spot also identified that one was there. A traditional Oglala vision quest site such as the "paha 

wak’an" or sacred hill described by medical anthropologist, Thomas H. Lewis can have "thousands of weathered 

cloth-bound tobacco offerings and a scattering of rusting knives" and become "a familiar part of our landscape" 
(Lewis 1990:51). 
59 John McGovern, Personal Communication. 
60 Fig. 15a. Panchatantra: http://opheliathesis.blogspot.nl/2011_02_01_archive.html 

    Fig.15b. Jataka about a Tigress: http://i.dawn.com/large/2013/07/51f38357269d3.jpg 
61 Hind: http://users.cwnet.com/millenia/stagg.htm 

The hind represents not the sun, but it's mother, the heavenly firmament, the cosmos, which carries the 

stars, the sun and the moon in it's "horns". For these reasons, the Scythian stags often represented the 

horns of the stag like flames. 
62 Scythians: http://www.athenapub.com/8goldeer.htm 
63 Panchatantra: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panchatantra 
64 Bidpai Literature: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a7/Bidpai_pedigree.png 
65 Ethiopian Book of Enoch: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Enoch 

The second dream vision in this section of the Book of Enoch is an allegorical account of the history of Israel, 

that uses animals to represent human beings and human beings to represent angels. 

One of several hypothetical reconstructions of the meanings in the dream is as follows based on the works of R. 

H. Charles and G. H. Schodde: 

• White color for moral purity; Black color for sin and contamination of the fallen angels; Red the color 

for blood reference to his martydom 

• White bull is Adam; Female heifer is Eve; Red calf is Abel; Black calf is Cain; White calf is Seth; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chthonic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo#Graeco.E2.80.93Roman_epithets_and_cult_titles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tityos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niobids
http://images.slideplayer.com/33/10111442/slides/slide_7.jpg
http://opheliathesis.blogspot.nl/2011_02_01_archive.html
http://users.cwnet.com/millenia/stagg.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R._H._Charles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R._H._Charles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G._H._Schodde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cain_and_Abel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cain_and_Abel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seth


                                                                                                                                                                                              
• White bull / man is Noah; White bull is Shem; Red bull is Ham, son of Noah; Black bull is Japheth; 

Lord of the sheep is God; Fallen star is either Samyaza or Azazel; Elephants are Giants; Camels are 

Nephilim; Asses are Elioud; 

• Sheep are the faithful; Rams are leaders; Herds are the tribes of Israel; Wild Asses are Ishmael, and his 

descendants including the Midianites; Wild Boars are Esau and his descendants, Edom and Amalek; 

Bears (Hyenas/Wolves in Ethiopic) are the Egyptians; Dogs are Philistines; Tigers are Arimathea; 

Hyenas are Assyrians; Ravens (Crows) are Seleucids (Syrians); Kites are Ptolemies; Eagles are possibly 
Macedonians; Foxes are Ammonites and Moabites;65 

66 Enoch: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Enoch 
67 Fig. 16. Space filling doodle by author. Personal collection. 
68 Fig. 17. Space filling doodle by author. Personal collection. 
69 Fig. 18. Sitting bird by author. Personal collection. 
70 Fig. 19. Flying birds by author. Personal collection. 
71 Fig. 20a. Image of bird by author. Personal collection. 

    Fig. 20b. Image of bird by author. Personal collection 
72 Fig. 21a. Gold Armlet, British Museum: 

http://www.britishmuseum.org/collectionimages/AN00030/AN00030898_001_l.jpg 

    Fig. 21b. Birds fighting. Newspaper clipping.  
73 Fig. 22a. Two swans. Photograph. 

    Fig.22b. Two swans. Photograph. 
74 Fig. 23a. Kangaroos “wrestling.” Photograph 

    Fig. 23b. Kangaroos “wrestling.” Leather decoration. 
75  Fig. 24. Flying birds within a flying bird by author. Personal collection. 
76 Four Evangelists: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Evangelists 
77 4 Royal Stars: 

http://new.sumscorp.com/index.php?id=249&statement=get_obj&id_object=128430&session=ZW5nbGlzaDtlb

mdsaXNoO05ldyBNb2RlbHM7MTI0MzQxOzE3OzA7MDtJbnRlcm1lZGlhdGU7MDtsb29rdXA- 
78 Quatrefoil: https://www.fisheaters.com/symbols.html 
79 Christian Animal Symbolism: http://www.catholictradition.org/Saints/signs1.htm 
80 Animal symbolism: https://www.fisheaters.com/symbols.html 
81 Internal Alchemy: http://www.levity.com/alchemy/animal.html 
82  Fig. 25. Birds by author. Personal collection. 
83 T.S. Eliot, The Hollow Men: http://www.blight.com/~sparkle/poems/hollow.html 

     For thine is the Kingdom 

Between the conception 

And the creation 

Between the emotion 

And the response 

Falls the Shadow 

    Life is very long  

Between the desire 
And the spasm 

Between the potency 

And the existence 

Between the essence 

And the descent 

Falls the Shadow 

     For Thine is the Kingdom  
84 My friend Sergey Tarassov (Paris) studied with Rostropovich 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mstislav_Rostropovich) and affectionately called him Rosty.  

Cf. Bach Cello Suite No. 1, BWV 1007: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ml14kGHCBg0 
85 Fig 26a. Crime and Punishment: https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-

RFs9PmSzWGo/VM7SoMM3ALI/AAAAAAAADPk/phRQbjVMqvw/s1600/000314.jpg 
   Fig. 26b. Brothers Karamazov: 

https://www.google.nl/search?q=crime+and+punishment&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjT6t6

JjqbVAhXCAsAKHbGWBbcQ_AUICigB&biw=2048&bih=983#imgrc=KrIs1N9wAT7ZKM:&spf=150104331

1769 

  Fig. 26c. The Idiot: https://bookquoteshub.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/the-idiot-13.jpg 
86 Sonia Marmeladova in the novel "Crime and Punishment” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime_and_Punishment 
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  Figure 26b. Brothers Karamazov: 

https://www.google.nl/search?q=crime+and+punishment&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjT6t6

JjqbVAhXCAsAKHbGWBbcQ_AUICigB&biw=2048&bih=983#imgrc=KrIs1N9wAT7ZKM:&spf=150104331

1769 

  Fig. 26c. The Idiot: https://bookquoteshub.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/the-idiot-13.jpg 
87 Saint Augustine: http://jonathandodson.org/2006/07/augustine-and-the-beggar-nacho-libre-and-glory/ 
88 Fig. 27a. Three Tabernacles: http://www.templemount.org/3temples.jpg 
    Fig. 27b. Threefold Nature of Man: http://thepropheticscroll.org/home/images/stories/feastsmenorah7.jpg 
89 Fig. 28a. Trikarnashuddhi: http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-0tHjuT8Nq-

A/UHWwf1Wn1ZI/AAAAAAAAAIQ/FrSWEQ5ZBmY/s1600/unity+of+twd.jpg 

    Fig.28b. Symbol of the Holy Trinity: http://luisapiccarreta.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Symbol-of-The-

Holy-Trinity.jpg 

    Fig. 28c. Shema in Trefoil: http://www.biblewheel.com/images/ShemaTrefoil.gif 

    cf. Shema in Triquetra http://www.biblewheel.com/images/ShemaStructure_Composites.gif 

   Fig. 28d. Threefold List. Author 
90 Fig. 29. Some examples of associations of the number 3. Author. 
91 Fig. 30 a. 3 sons of Adam  

    Fig. 30b. 3 sons of Noah 

    Fig. 30c-d. T and O Map: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=world+as+trefoil&hl=en&gl=us&authuser=0&biw=1440&bih=731&source=

lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiO9PSW0aXRAhUCExoKHRNaC9EQ_AUIBigB#hl=en&gl=us&auth

user=0&tbm=isch&q=T+and+O+map&imgrc=WLdL-M97_KEhlM%3A 

    Fig. 30e. T and O Map: http://www.henry-davis.com/MAPS/EMwebpages/205mono.html 
92 3 Tabernacles: http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/tbr/img/03700.jpg 
93 Moses of Khoreme:  
http://www.forgottenbooks.org/readbook_text/Zoroaster_the_Prophet_of_Ancient_Iran_1000193501/299 

Moses of Khorene alludes to three princes of the earth, 'Zrvan, Titan, and Japhet' (Zrvan, Didan, 

Habedost). In his opinion, these are identical with ' Shem, Ham, and Japhet ' (Sem, Kam, Habet). He then 

goes on to state, upon the authority of the Berosian Sibyl], 'These divided the whole world between them. 

Over the other two, Zrvan gained the mastery, " he, of whom Zoroaster (Zradasht) king of the Bactrians, 

that is the Medes, states that he is the source and father of the gods.' Mos. Khor. 1. 17 (16) 

Zrvan (Zurvan), Titan, Japhet, are clearly the Greek Kronus, Titan, Iapetus (cf. Saturn, Jupiter Ammon, 

Iapetus).93 Hence, linking them with Shem, Ham, Japhet introduces a direct link between protagonists in Greek 

mythology and the Old Testament.  If Zrvan, Zurvan, Kronos, Saturn and Shem are identical, then a) Shem has 

Zoroastrian connections and b) Shem is the equivalent of a God, a Titan and a planet, as well as being a son of an 

Old Testament patriarch. 
94 Arcane Slavic azbuka: http://rustimes.com/blog/post_1223971036.html 

In the Slavic tradition, Noah, Shem, Ham, and Iapheth become: Ной, Сим, Хам, Йафет (Иафет) and are linked 

with different sections of the human anatomy. 
95 Josephus: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Josephustable3.jpg 

In Josephus, Ham is Africa but also Philistine and Canaan (i.e present day Israel). Japheth is mainly Turkey and 

Greece, while Shem is Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and even Pakistan. I 
96 Islam:  http://www.al-huda.com/TPOI_13.htm 

Nuh is known as Noah in Torah. He lived for nine hundred and fifty years and left a large progeny after 

him.  His eldest surviving son Yaffath (Japheth) went north west towards Europe and settled there.  His 

descendents are known as the Japhetic race. His middle son Sam (Shem) remained with his father in the 

Middle East. His descendents are known as the Semetic race. The youngest son Ham went south west and 
settled in northern Africa. His descendents are called the Hemetic race.  

In Islam, the sons are called Yaffath, Sam and Ham. Abū’l-Ghāzī’s 16th century version in terms Ham, Sam and 

Yafes is quite different: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oghuz_Khan: 

The account begins with descent from Adam to Noah, who after the flood sends his three sons to 

repopulate the earth: Ham was sent to Hindustan, Sam to Iran, and Yafes went to the banks of the Itil and 

Yaik rivers and had eight sons named Turk, Khazar, Saqlab, Rus, Ming, Chin, Kemeri, and Tarikh. As he 

was dying he established Turk as his successor. 
97 Satyavarman: http://viewzone2.com/nephilimx.html ; cf. http://forums.rasta-

man.co.uk/smf/index.php?topic=4614.10;wap2.  
98 Ham, Shem, Japheth: http://www.machanaim.org/images/philos/map-aviezer.jpg; cf. 

http://www.priest.ru/literat/image6.gif 
99 Hensel:Africa Polyglotta:  http://history-maps.ru/view-picture.php?id=807 
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100 Hence, being anti-Iraq, anti-Iran or anti-Afghan, is potentially being anti-Semitic. Meanwhile, the current usage 

highlights Semitism linked with Arabic, Hebrew, and Israel. Increasingly, there is a trend to hear only of Hebrew 

versions, where the order is often changed to Shem, Ham and Japheth and where the Semitic languages are seen 

as a source of all others. Whether all three originally sprang from India, as Ajit Vadakayil’swork would suggest, 

deserves further study. In any case, we need to study the whole range of stories if we are to understand how these 

many variants might help us to reconstruct or at least intuit the original oneness to which Godfrey Higgins referred. 
101 Fig. 31a. Breughel: Hunters, 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d8/Pieter_Bruegel_the_Elder_-

_Hunters_in_the_Snow_(Winter)_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg 

   Fig. 31b. Vincent van Gogh, Wheatfield with Crows: 

https://i2.wp.com/upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/A_Vincent_Van_Gogh.jpg 
102 Van Gogh: https://lilyinholland.wordpress.com/netherlands-writings/analyze-a-painting-van-gogh/ 
103 Tarkovsky: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solaris_(1972_film) 
104 Fig. 32a. Claude Monet, Etratat:  

http://artnc.org/sites/default/files/Monet,%20The%20Cliff,%20Etretat,%20Sunset,%2067_24_1%20(HB).jpg 

    Fig. 32b. https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Claude_Monet-

Etretat_the_Aval_door_fishing_boats_leaving_the_harbour_mg_1819.jpg 

    Fig. 32c. https://uploads4.wikiart.org/images/claude-monet/etretat-cliff-of-d-aval-sunset.jpg 
105 Canonical Hours: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonical_hours 
106 Fig. 33a. 7 Patalas: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-

EB_ivqabk1w/UGGL8l6t52I/AAAAAAAAALI/TamHug9revs/s1600/Siddha+Siddhanta.jpg 

    Fig. 33b-c. Simorghian Mithraism:  

http://www.shamogoloparvaneh.com/Myth_of_Simorghian_Mithraism_V0B.pdf 

   Fig. 33c. Ziggurat, 7 planets, 7 colours: http://image.slidesharecdn.com/chapter6-thesystemofantichrist-part2-

140526223353-phpapp01/95/chapter6-the-system-of-antichrist-part2-17-638.jpg?cb=1401143752 
107 Fig. 34. Descent into Individuality: https://www.quora.com/How-physically-different-were-the-people-of-the-

Satya-Yuga-from-the-people-of-Kali-Yuga 
108 Simorghian Mithraism: http://www.shamogoloparvaneh.com/Myth_of_Simorghian_Mithraism_V0B.pdf 
109 Triple Decker Universe: http://www.armenianhighland.com/images/nkarner/nkar_1628.jpg 

Three Part Mesopotamian Cosmos: 

 http://new-age-spirituality.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/fig5.png 

Paradiso: https://sites.duke.edu/danteslibrary/files/2016/05/6a00d83542d51e69e2014e61068874970c.jpg 

Dante Cosmos: https://www.tes.com/lessons/coh4mmmM3QZvSA/dante 
110 Babylonian candelabrum: http://thestygianport.blogspot.com/2007_11_01_archive.html 
111 Candelabrum: http://www.massonerialafenice.it/immagini/tavole/menorah_9.png 
112 Fig. 34a-b. Means of Certain Knowledge: http://www.bhagavadgitausa.com/TANTRA.htm 
113 Fig. 36. Two traditions of knowledge. Author 
114 Shukra: http://www.shreemaa.org/astrology-chapter-10-shukra-venus/ 

This leads to a series of contrasts  
Jupiter                                                       - Venus  

Brihaspati                                                 - Shukra 

Positive Qualities                                     - Negative Qualities  

Illuminates Expressions of Knowledge   - Employs Knowledge in Various Actions 

Inventor                                                    - Spirit to an Invention 

Reality of Gross Body                              - Experience World through Senses 

Form of all thoughts in Mind                   - Perception of Actual Inner Nature of Thoughts 
115 Faith without Works- Works without Faith: 

http://www.wisdomworld.org/additional/christianity/OphitesAndNazareans.html. Cf. Appendix 6. 
116 Works are to faith what the breath is to the body cf. James: 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=eNJKAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA157&lpg=PA157&dq=Works+are+to+faith+w
hat+the+breath+is+to+the+body&source=bl&ots=WAw6aMVif3&sig=GpLTuG5YB82LRYCU-

X5JRmtwovY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwisg9vnucPRAhUFNhoKHTNeAkUQ6AEIMzAF#v=onepage&q=

Works%20are%20to%20faith%20what%20the%20breath%20is%20to%20the%20body&f=false 
117 One of the greatest challenges in knowledge organization is that these fields, categories in classification 

schemes, keywords, in indexes, change with time and vary with cultures. 
118 We think we know as long as we assume the other is the same. Then one day we recognize what other means. 

We know more deeply when we discover how the other is other. 

One person speaks of love distinguishing clearly between agape, eros and philia. If the listener only has a category 

for eros, then there will not be a conversation where what one side says is the same as what the other side hears. 

A speaker may distinguish between physical and sexual, while the listener equates them. In which case, when a 

http://artnc.org/sites/default/files/Monet,%20The%20Cliff,%20Etretat,%20Sunset,%2067_24_1%20(HB).jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Claude_Monet-Etretat_the_Aval_door_fishing_boats_leaving_the_harbour_mg_1819.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Claude_Monet-Etretat_the_Aval_door_fishing_boats_leaving_the_harbour_mg_1819.jpg
http://thestygianport.blogspot.com/2007_11_01_archive.html
http://www.bhagavadgitausa.com/TANTRA.htm
http://www.wisdomworld.org/additional/christianity/OphitesAndNazareans.html


                                                                                                                                                                                              
speaker attempts to ask about the limits of the physical, the listener may only hear a proposition concerning the 

sexual. 
119 Fig. 37a. Vishnu: http://www.dollsofindia.com/images/products/vishnu-pictures/vishnu-lakshmi-IV29_l.jpg 

      Fig. 37b Churning of the Milky Way: http://www.aeongroup.com/axis2.jpg 
120 John 1:1-4 
121 Royal Road: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Road#/media/File:Map_achaemenid_empire_en.png 
122 14 Precious Things: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Road#/media/File:Map_achaemenid_empire_en.png 
123 Fig. 38a. Kartikeya: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/81/Murugan_by_Raja_Ravi_Varma.jpg 

    Fig. 38b. Lord Murugan, Kumara Purnima: https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/736x/d5/d2/a8/d5d2a8121a0b1a55be0add2dc75edabf.jpg 
124 Murugan: hthttp://www.dollsofindia.com/images/products/vishnu-pictures/vishnu-lakshmi-

IV29_l.jpgtp://murugan.org/ayyar_1.htm 
125 Sapta Loka: formerly: http://cycle-of-time.net/four_mayas.htm 

Cf.  http://www.mythologydictionary.com/sapta-loka-mythology.html 
126 Skanda: http://murugan.org/research/venkataraman.htm 
127 http://www.theyogasanctuary.net/tips-om.html 

, composed of nada, bindu and bija 
128 Kali Ma: 

http://www.soulsongyogawear.com.au/products/tshirtsampsinglets/yantrasymbols/tabid/443/Default.aspx 
129 Sri Yantra: http://www.shivashakti.com/yantra.htm 
130 Fig. 39a. Splitting of mango into 4 Vedas: http://tiruchendur.org/surasamhara-stucco.jpg 

      Fig. 39b. Mango Tree in Kanchipuram:   https://weekendholidays.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/dscn5252.jpg 

      Cf. Mango: https://navrangindia.wordpress.com/2015/01/13/very-old-600-ad-shiva-temple-representing-

earth-kanchipuramtamil-naduindia/ :  

There is another shrine of Shiva and Kamakshi under the Stala Vruksham – Temple tree, which is a 

mango tree said to be 3500 years old. The mango tree is said to be the embodiment of the four Vedas 

and the tree is said to bear fruits of four different tastes each season here. 
131 http://www.himalayanacademy.com/resources/books/dws/dws_r9_glossary-O-S.html 

amuda-valli and sundara-valli Accordingly amuda-valli became a heavenly child and was adopted by Indra as his 

daughter. The other one sundara-valli did penance in a hillock in Tamilnadu and was born as vaLLi. These are the 

two consorts of subrahmaNya. The first one devasenA who sits on the left of the Lord grants us heavenly bliss; 

the second one vaLLi sits on the right and confers on the devotee all earthly bliss. The spear of the Lord called vEl 

in Tamil confers moksha on the devotee. The two consorts and the vEl are said to represent the three Saktis -- 

Energies: Will, Action and Knowledge -- of the Lord namely, icchA-Sakti, kriyA-Sakti, and jnAna-Sakti. Sprung 

from Eye of Maha-Vishnu 

http://www.krishnamurthys.com/profvk/gohitvip/1201.html   

http://www.yogameditation.com/var/corporate/storage/images/media/images/bindu/26/26_sri_yantra/7514-2-

nor-NO/26_sri_yantra_image_400_w.jpg 
132  Gods: http://www.iranicaonline.org/uploads/files/dumezil_tab1.jpg 
133 Dumezil: http://www.indiastar.com/kak5.htm 

Gods: http://home.page.ch/pub/henaro@vtx.ch/indoeuro.gif 
134 Fig. 40a. Tuscany: https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/564x/b1/a1/a4/b1a1a48a96fa79a0fcb382bfcda42f15.jpg 

    Fig. 40b. Byzantium: https://nl.pinterest.com/pin/399131585701790195/ 
135 Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies:  

https://books.google.nl/books?id=TCWU_ua5kxgC&pg=PA140&lpg=PA140&dq=akasa,+avyakta,+avidya,+ma

ya&source=bl&ots=MeolVZOTy2&sig=5AoivLy_Jsj4UIPfSPZGwuvu&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false 
136 Fig. 41. Greek Charioteer of Delphi: http://www.wsj.com/articles/beauty-takes-a-victory-lap-in-this-

masterpiece-1470416619;  
137 Bhagavad Gita, Ch.13, verse 26: 
138 Bhagavad Gita, Ch. 7, Verse 5: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_(illusion) 
139 Katha-Upanishad: http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/sbe15/sbe15012.htm 
140 Fig. 42a. Girolamo di Bevenuto, Herkules am Scheideweg: 

http://de.wahooart.com/Art.nsf/O/8XZFYM/$File/Girolamo-Di-Benvenuto-Hercules-at-the-Crossroad.JPG 

     Fig. 42b. Titian, Sacred and Profane Love, Galleria Bogrhese: 
https://meetingwater.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/tiziano_-

_amor_sacro_y_amor_profano_galerc3ada_borghese_roma_1514.jpg 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/81/Murugan_by_Raja_Ravi_Varma.jpg
http://murugan.org/ayyar_1.htm
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https://navrangindia.wordpress.com/2015/01/13/very-old-600-ad-shiva-temple-representing-earth-kanchipuramtamil-naduindia/
https://navrangindia.wordpress.com/2015/01/13/very-old-600-ad-shiva-temple-representing-earth-kanchipuramtamil-naduindia/
http://www.himalayanacademy.com/resources/books/dws/dws_r9_glossary-O-S.html
http://www.krishnamurthys.com/profvk/gohitvip/1201.html
http://www.yogameditation.com/var/corporate/storage/images/media/images/bindu/26/26_sri_yantra/7514-2-nor-NO/26_sri_yantra_image_400_w.jpg
http://www.yogameditation.com/var/corporate/storage/images/media/images/bindu/26/26_sri_yantra/7514-2-nor-NO/26_sri_yantra_image_400_w.jpg
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141141 Hercules: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Choice_of_Hercules In the Annibale Carracci version 

(Capodimonte Gallery, Naples, https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ad/CarracciHercules.jpg :  

Behind Hercules is a palm, which, through the leaves and the branches (a symbol of military victory and 

fame), hints to Hercules' future heroic life. At the top of the hardest path is Hercules reward, Pegasus 
142 AC.7.34.6: http://www.bibleinterp.com/articles/2015/06/van398018.shtml 
143 Philo: 

https://books.google.nl/books?id=76QdAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA106&lpg=PA106&dq=charioteer+christianity&sou
rce=bl&ots=i452WWz7_8&sig=SKmUMObS3DfYkG4F1bBNbWE1Mxs&hl=nl&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiG6-

Hw_p3RAhVFvBoKHaIEC_sQ6AEIKjAC#v=onepage&q=charioteer%20christianity&f=false 
144 Ages of Man: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ages_of_Man 
145 Six Ages: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Ages_of_the_World 

The First Age "is from the beginning of the human race, that is, from Adam, who was the first man that 

was made, down to Noah, who constructed the ark at the time of the flood," i.e. the Antediluvian period. 

The Second Age "extends from that period on to Abraham, who was called the father indeed of all 

nations.." 

The Third Age "extends from Abraham on to David the king." 

The Fourth Age is "from David on to that captivity whereby the people of God passed over into 

Babylonia." 
The Fifth Age is "from that transmigration down to the advent of our Lord Jesus Christ." 

The Sixth Age: "With His [Jesus Christ's] coming the sixth age has entered on its process." 
146 Seven Ages of World: 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=_Jq1CgAAQBAJ&pg=PT866&lpg=PT866&dq=septem+aetates+mundi&s

ource=bl&ots=jeJWM0RI0M&sig=q9U-

iYXcjEXp_REUrJFNLWnErGo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiWn_vB4aDRAhXCXRoKHbpKDxIQ6AEIOT

AJ#v=onepage&q=septem%20aetates%20mundi&f=false 
147 Strong on Free Will  

https://www.blueletterbible.org/search/search.cfm?Criteria=free+will&t=KJV&ss=1#s=s_primary_0_1 
148 Strong, Hebrew http://www.eliyah.com/cgi-bin/strongs.cgi?file=hebrewlexicon&isindex=free+will 

5071 ndabah ned-aw-baw' from 5068; properly (abstractly) spontaneity, or (adjectively) spontaneous; also 

(concretely) a spontaneous or (by inference, in plural) abundant gift:--free(-will) offering, freely, plentiful, 
voluntary(-ily, offering), willing(-ly), offering). 
149 Pharisees: https://www.biblicaltraining.org/library/pharisees: 

The teachings of the Pharisees included predestination, or, as some have termed it, a teaching of special 

divine providence. 
150 In th KJV, the Pharisees are mentioned 85 times: 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/search/search.cfm?Criteria=pharisees&t=KJV&ss=1#s=s_primary_0_1 

In the KJV, the Sadducees are mentioned 14 times:  

https://www.blueletterbible.org/search/search.cfm?Criteria=sadducees&t=KJV&ss=1#s=s_primary_0_1 
151 Pharisees and Sadducees: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharisees 
152 Fig. 43a. Fra Angelico Annunciation, Madrid: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e8/La_Anunciaci%C3%B3n,_by_Fra_Angelico,_fro

m_Prado_in_Google_Earth_-_main_panel.jpg/1280px-

La_Anunciaci%C3%B3n,_by_Fra_Angelico,_from_Prado_in_Google_Earth_-_main_panel.jpg 
       Fig. 43b. Fra Angelico Annunciation, San Marco:   

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_ZYFOfcO01m8/TRB04GK_UgI/AAAAAAAAAJs/MH2xIWBEkFA/s1600/annunciat

ion-fra-angelico+2.jpg 
153 Alexander of Aphrodisias: http://www.informationphilosopher.com/solutions/philosophers/alexander/ 
154 Boethius: http://faculty.fordham.edu/klima/Blackwell-proofs/MP_C40.pdf 

“But I do not say that this freedom is the same in all beings. 

In supreme and divine substances there is clear judgment, uncorrupted will, and effective 

power to obtain what they desire. Human souls, however, are more free while they are engaged 

in contemplation of the divine mind, and less free when they are joined to bodies, and still 

less free when they are bound by earthly fetters. They are in utter slavery when they lose 

possession of their reason and give themselves wholly to vice. For when they turn away their 

eyes from the light of supreme truth to mean and dark things, they are blinded by a cloud 
of ignorance and obsessed by vicious passions. By yielding and consenting to these passions, 

they worsen the slavery to which they have brought themselves and are, as it were, the captives 

of their own freedom. Nevertheless, God, who beholds all things from eternity, foresees 

all these things in his providence and disposes each according to its predestined merits.” 
155 Thomas Aquinas: http://www.aquinasonline.com/Topics/freewill.html 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Choice_of_Hercules
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Ages_of_the_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_and_Eve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noah%27s_ark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antediluvian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylonian_captivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesus_Christ
http://www.eliyah.com/cgi-bin/strongs.cgi?file=hebrewlexicon&isindex=free+will
http://www.eliyah.com/cgi-bin/strongs.cgi?file=hebrewlexicon&isindex=5068
https://www.biblicaltraining.org/library/pharisees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharisees


                                                                                                                                                                                              
156 William of Ockham: https://theophilogue.com/tag/william-of-ockham-on-free-will/ 

Other important figures include Luis de Molina, and the Augustinian/Frankfurt School.  
157 Fig. 44a. Astapad Teerth: https://www.flickr.com/photos/herenow4u/8176532497/in/photostream/ 

     Fig. 44b. Domenico di Nicolo: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-

L2H5wCn4KRg/UOtIlujzwXI/AAAAAAAAAN0/CyS34r0cz4M/s1600/dante.jpg 
158 Muslim: http://www.askthesheikh.com/what-does-islam-say-about-free-will-and-determinismpredestination/ 

Shi’a theologians following the teachings of Ahlul-Bayt (a.s) reject both the dogma of absolute 
determinism as well as absolute free will. They believe in a matter in between. That means man has a free 

will in the matter of his actions although his free will is by divine decree. Because God is the ultimate 

and independent cause of all causes it is correct to relate all that exists to God (monotheism in acts). 

Similarly, because God has granted man free will in his actions, it is also correct to relate the actions of 

man to his own choice. For instance, God states in the Quran that He is Sustainer of all that is in the earth 

(11:6) and at the same time holds man responsible for the sustanence of his family (2:233). 
159 Quran: https://www.google.nl/search?domains=www.Wright-

house.com&q=free+will&sitesearch=www.Wright-house.com&sa=Google+Search&client=pub-

8434901418211998&ie=ISO-8859-1&oe=ISO-8859-

1&cof=GALT:%23008000%3BGL:1%3BDIV:%23F2F3F1%3BVLC:443366%3BAH:center%3BBGC:F2F3F1

%3BLBGC:BBDDFF%3BALC:0033A0%3BLC:0033A0%3BT:000000%3BGFNT:0033A0%3BGIMP:0033A0
%3BFORID:1&hl=en&gws_rd=cr&ei=BeZtWKi4JsPwapfOsFA 
160 A. J. Arberry, Discourses of Rumi, pp. 187-188. 
161 Ibid, pp. 187-188:  

The opponent says, God does not will evil in any way whatever.’ That is impossible, that he should will 

a thing and not its prerequisites. Amongst the prerequisites of God’s commandment and prohibition is the 

headstrong soul in man which by nature longs for evil and by nature runs awy from good. The perquisites 

of such a soul are all the evils that exist in the material world Di God not will these evils, He would not 

have willed the soul; and if he did not will the soul, He would not will the commandment and prohibition 

which are attached to the soul. If however God had approved those evils, He would not have issued 

commandments and prohibitions to the soul. This proves that evil is willed for the sake of something 

other.  

The opponent then says, ‘If God wills all good, and amonst such good things is the averting of evil, 

therefore he desires the averting of evíl’ – and evil cannot be averted unless evil exists. Or he says, ‘God 

will faith’ – and faith cannot exist except after unbelief, so that unbelief is a prerequisite of faith. The 

upshot is that the willing of evil is only reprehensible when it is willed for its own sake; when it is will 

for the sake of some good, then it is not reprehensible.161    

When Christianity absorbed into itself this basic view of human nature it transformed it into a doctrine 

of self-control and self-abnegation. A Christian tried ever after not to fail in steering his or her own 

soul. 
162 De Libero Arbitrio: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_libero_arbitrio_diatribe_sive_collatio 
163 Luther: http://history.hanover.edu/hhr/95/hhr95_2.html 

Luther argued that although human beings could will, they could only will evil. Anything good that 

appeared to come from humanity actually came from God; the human creature is merely an agent of 

divine providence. 

De libero arbitrio: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_libero_arbitrio_diatribe_sive_collatio 

While Luther and many of his fellow reformers prioritized the control and power which God held over 

creation, Erasmus prioritized the justice and liberality of God toward humankind. 

Luther and other reformers proposed that humanity was stripped of free will by sin and that divine 

predestination ruled all activity within the mortal realm. They held that God was completely omniscient 

and omnipotent; that anything which happened had to be the result of God's explicit will; and that God's 

foreknowledge of events in fact brought the events into being. 
164 Calvin: https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/did-john-calvin-believe-in-free-will 
165 Arminius: http://www.bible-researcher.com/arminianism.html cf. Arminius: 

https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/did-john-calvin-believe-in-free-will ;  

Cf.https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1651152278465459&set=p.1651152278465459&type=3&theater

:  
The providence of God is subordinate to creation and it is, therefore, necessary that it should not 

impinge against creation, which it would do, were it to inhibit or hidner the use of free will in man.  
166 Brethren: http://history.hanover.edu/hhr/95/hhr95_2.html 

https://theophilogue.com/tag/william-of-ockham-on-free-will/
http://history.hanover.edu/hhr/95/hhr95_2.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predestination
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The mainstream Protestant reformers argued that the human will lies in bondage to sin and can in no way 

earn salvation. The Brethren, from their beginning, denied this fundamental aspect of the Lutheran and 

Reformed confessions and affirmed the role of free will in the economy of human salvation. 
167 Fig. 45a. Egbert II van Heemskerck, Luther in Hell: 

https://farm8.staticflickr.com/7720/16590824994_13104c506b_o.jpg 

     Fig. 45b. Ibid, Calvin in Hell: http://monsterbrains.blogspot.nl/2015/04/egbert-ii-van-heemskerck-calvin-

and.html 
168 Brethren: http://history.hanover.edu/hhr/95/hhr95_2.html 
169 Freud: https://lesleychamberlain.wordpress.com/page/5/?r=1&l=ri&fst=0 
170 TULIP: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/rogereolson/2013/03/whats-wrong-with-calvinism/ 
171 Fig. 46. Stradanus, Inferno, Canto 8: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/68/Stradano_Inferno_Canto_08.jpg 
172 Calvinism: http://www.reformed.org/calvinism/ 
173 Strong: Heaven: 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/search/search.cfm?Criteria=heaven&t=KJV&ss=1#s=s_primary_0_1 

Hell: https://www.blueletterbible.org/search/search.cfm?Criteria=hell&t=KJV#s=s_primary_0_1 
174 Calvinism: http://www.reformed.org/calvinism/ 
175 Calvinism: http://www.reformed.org/calvinism/ 
176 Calvinism: http://www.reformed.org/calvinism/ 
177 Fig. 47a. Plan: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pilgrim's_Progress#/media/File:John_Bunyan,_The_Road_From_the_City_of

_Destruction_to_the_Celestial_City_1821_Cornell_CUL_PJM_1038_01.jpg 

    Fig. 47b. The Pilgrims Progress:  

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/be/2d/1a/be2d1aae3ce4e527eb4208fde4908a16.jpg 
178 Brethren: http://history.hanover.edu/hhr/95/hhr95_2.html 
179 Brethren: http://history.hanover.edu/hhr/95/hhr95_2.html 
180 However, fundamental issues require a clear answer. 
181 Chosen but Free: http://assets.bakerpublishinggroup.com/processed/book-
resources/files/Excerpt_9780764208447.pdf 

Cf. https://www.the-highway.com/free_Harrison.html 

Cf. Calvinism: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/rogereolson/2013/03/whats-wrong-with-calvinism/ 
182 Fig. 48a. Adam Kadmon: https://pikequotes.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/adam-kadmon.jpg?w=640 

     Fig. 48b. Baptism of Christ, Ravenna: http://lolamumba.wikispaces.com/file/view/adam-

kadmon.jpg/277598552/adam-kadmon.jpg 
183 Elect: https://www.blueletterbible.org/search/search.cfm?Criteria=elect&t=KJV&ss=1#s=s_primary_0_1 
184 144,000 sealed: https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+7&version=NIV The number is 

mentioned again in Revelation 14:1, 4-5. Since 1935, the Jehovah’s Witnesses have claimed that only 144,000 

(men) will go to heaven.  
185 If I opt for the predestination model, the good news is that I am predestined to succeed. The bad news is that I 

ultimately have no right to claim the glory. In the case of athletes, they are disqualified if they use steroids: outside 

help. In my case, if the victory is thanks only to the help of the Maker of all steroids, I too am disqualified.    

Even if they do not catch me, I am also caught up in a complex web of sleight-of-hand. I judge others based on 

dirty linen behind their façade but act as if, in my case, there were only a façade. In the word of computer interfaces, 

there is the expression WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get). We present ourselves as if the façade is 

WYSIWYG, but we are very careful to hide the chinks in our armour, meticulous in showing only clean linen. If 

I follow the predestination model, I am uncomfortable at any mention of faults, shortcomings, sin, not because I 

am a Persian, where it was unlawful to speak of forbidden things, 

(https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Y32Xz2_e_8gC&pg=PA263&lpg=PA263&dq=persia+forbidden+to+spea

k+of+unlawful+things&source=bl&ots=L3vDqlRHFI&sig=BTlgMnNIt83C7dStuH6v8QAa0ro&hl=en&sa=X&

ved=0ahUKEwiTsaih8qrRAhWCahoKHUVGAEUQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=persia%20forbidden%20to%20

speak%20of%20unlawful%20things&f=false), but because, some of these faults could also be associated with my 

person. It is like needing a nappy when eating messy spaghetti: extra caution to make sure the linen stays clean. 

But ultimately, there is still an uncomfortable discrepancy, no matter how deftly and eloquently I insist that the 

façade =  WYSIWYG = me, no matter how good an actor or chameleon I am, I know in my heart of hearts, that 

there is a lot hiding behind the façade/mask/veil, where there is an inner WYSIWYG. If I were completely honest, 

and not just with respect to the parts I choose to disclose, I would need to say that the façade = WYSIWYG = part 

of me, but that would be giving the game away. I would no longer be in my privileged position with a first-class 

ticket, and be like the others around me. For the moment, I prefer to preach that God is love, that he loves everyone 

equally. He just loves some like me more equally than others: this is what I think, but do not say. 

https://farm8.staticflickr.com/7720/16590824994_13104c506b_o.jpg
http://monsterbrains.blogspot.nl/2015/04/egbert-ii-van-heemskerck-calvin-and.html
http://monsterbrains.blogspot.nl/2015/04/egbert-ii-van-heemskerck-calvin-and.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pilgrim's_Progress#/media/File:John_Bunyan,_The_Road_From_the_City_of_Destruction_to_the_Celestial_City_1821_Cornell_CUL_PJM_1038_01.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pilgrim's_Progress#/media/File:John_Bunyan,_The_Road_From_the_City_of_Destruction_to_the_Celestial_City_1821_Cornell_CUL_PJM_1038_01.jpg
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+7&version=NIV
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Y32Xz2_e_8gC&pg=PA263&lpg=PA263&dq=persia+forbidden+to+speak+of+unlawful+things&source=bl&ots=L3vDqlRHFI&sig=BTlgMnNIt83C7dStuH6v8QAa0ro&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTsaih8qrRAhWCahoKHUVGAEUQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=persia%20forbidden%20to%20speak%20of%20unlawful%20things&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Y32Xz2_e_8gC&pg=PA263&lpg=PA263&dq=persia+forbidden+to+speak+of+unlawful+things&source=bl&ots=L3vDqlRHFI&sig=BTlgMnNIt83C7dStuH6v8QAa0ro&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTsaih8qrRAhWCahoKHUVGAEUQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=persia%20forbidden%20to%20speak%20of%20unlawful%20things&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Y32Xz2_e_8gC&pg=PA263&lpg=PA263&dq=persia+forbidden+to+speak+of+unlawful+things&source=bl&ots=L3vDqlRHFI&sig=BTlgMnNIt83C7dStuH6v8QAa0ro&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTsaih8qrRAhWCahoKHUVGAEUQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=persia%20forbidden%20to%20speak%20of%20unlawful%20things&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Y32Xz2_e_8gC&pg=PA263&lpg=PA263&dq=persia+forbidden+to+speak+of+unlawful+things&source=bl&ots=L3vDqlRHFI&sig=BTlgMnNIt83C7dStuH6v8QAa0ro&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTsaih8qrRAhWCahoKHUVGAEUQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=persia%20forbidden%20to%20speak%20of%20unlawful%20things&f=false


                                                                                                                                                                                              
My best friends are those who also have a ticket. As such they know the rules and only show the façade. The 

present is fun, fun, or Happy, Happy, joy, joy, as the Canadians say (cf. The Ren & Stimpy Show:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVM1nUmDHHc) and the future is paradise.  If, on the other hand, I choose 

free-will, I may have many more uncertainties, but if I have friends, after they have seen the dirty laundry, they 

are also likely to remain steadfast, not quite in the same way as a wife in sickness and in health, but in a way more 

seriously. They are friends not just for life, but to help us both get to the after-life. I no longer have anything to 

hide. I can open my heart, speak openly and be myself without fear. A friend reminds me that God sees everything 

anyway, even when I try to show only my façade.     
186 Open Theism: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_theism cf. Calvinism and Robots: 

https://apolojet.wordpress.com/tag/sovereignty-of-god/ ; cf. God’s Sovereignty versus Man’s Free Will: 

http://godsplanforall.com/free-online-book/part-iii/chapter-22-gods-sovereignty-versus-mans-free-will/ : 
To believe that man has no free will is not an option because there are many verses in the Bible that 

support the concept of free will, for example: Deuteronomy 30:19, John 7:17, 2 Corinthians 9:7, Galatians 

6:7-10 and James 4:7-8. It is important to believe in free will as taught in the Bible. Remove the concept 

of free will and we create a huge problem in understanding many aspects of life, including the 

understanding of God’s love and His judgements. Without free will, our prayers and our relationship with 

God would become meaningless and we really would be reduced to mere robots. Yes, a robot can make 

choices, but it cannot have relationships. 

Cf. D. A Carson: 

https://books.google.nl/books?id=gLxKAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA66&lpg=PA66&dq=God's+sovereignty+reduces+

humans+to+robots&source=bl&ots=ChMbqjffwv&sig=Q0MfZ61eYqri0xXL6hufrxNIyZc&hl=nl&sa=X&ved=

0ahUKEwinqO65nNrRAhXCuRoKHe1aBrYQ6AEIKTAC#v=onepage&q=God's%20sovereignty%20reduces%
20humans%20to%20robots&f=false ; cf.  
187 Totally Depraved: https://www.calvinistcorner.com/tulip.htm: 

The doctrine of Total Depravity is derived from scriptures that reveal human character: Man’s heart is 

evil (Mark 7:21-23) and sick Jer. 17:9). Man is a slave of sin (Rom. 6:20). He does not seek for God 

(Rom. 3:10-12). He cannot understand spiritual things (1 Cor. 2:14). He is at enmity with God (Eph. 

2:15). And, is by nature a child of wrath (Eph. 2:3). The Calvinist asks the question, "In light of the 

scriptures that declare man’s true nature as being utterly lost and incapable, how is it possible for 

anyone to choose or desire God?" The answer is, "He cannot. Therefore, God must predestine." 
188 Other such passages include Paul citing Isaiah: "As it is written, there is none righteous, no, not one: there is 

none that understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God... Therefore, by the deeds of the law there shall no 

flesh be justified in his sight... For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God; Being justified freely by 

his grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus." (Romans 3:10); For whoever keeps the whole law and 

yet stumbles at just one point is guilty of breaking all of it. (James 2:10); “there is none good but one, that is, God." 

(Mark 10:18). But then to compare finite man with infinite God is a also a category mistake. And how do we 

reconcile “The LORD is good to all, And His mercies are over all His works. (Psalms 145:9). Cf. 

http://biblehub.com/mark/10-18.htm 
189 Fig. 49a. Vincit Omnia Veritas: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Bm626VOCMAApIoS.jpg 

     Fig. 49b. Paolo Coelho, Telling the truth and making someone cry: 

http://www.bestsayingsquotes.com/files/truth-quotes-images-7-c66a6b71.jpg 

     Fig. 49c. Lao Tze: https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/2622245.Lao_Tzu 

     Fig. 49d. Buddha: There are only two mistakes: 

https://tonyevansdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/20130924-085526.jpg 

Cf. Knowledge: http://www.bhagavadgitausa.com/TANTRA.htm 
190 Promises: http://www.patheos.com/blogs/christiancrier/2017/01/05/how-do-i-know-which-bible-promises-

are-for-me/ 
191 Role of grace of our Lord: Acts 15:10: 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+15&version=NIV 

believes: John 11 25-26: https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John%2011:25-26 

calls the name of the Lord: Acts 2:21 : https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+2&version=NIV 

fears him: Acts 10:35: http://biblehub.com/acts/10-35.htm 

obeys him: Hebrews 5:9: http://biblehub.com/hebrews/5-9.htm 

does what is right: Acts 10:34 : https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+10&version=NIV 

has faith: Hebrews 10:39 : https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews+10&version=NIV 

loves the truth: 2 Thessalonians 2:10 : http://biblehub.com/2_thessalonians/2-10.htm 

is holy:  1 Peter 1:16: http://biblehub.com/1_peter/1-16.htm 
192 More than 39,000 sects: http://www.thecatholictreasurechest.com/errprot.htm 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_theism
https://apolojet.wordpress.com/tag/sovereignty-of-god/
http://godsplanforall.com/free-online-book/part-iii/chapter-22-gods-sovereignty-versus-mans-free-will/
https://books.google.nl/books?id=gLxKAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA66&lpg=PA66&dq=God's+sovereignty+reduces+humans+to+robots&source=bl&ots=ChMbqjffwv&sig=Q0MfZ61eYqri0xXL6hufrxNIyZc&hl=nl&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwinqO65nNrRAhXCuRoKHe1aBrYQ6AEIKTAC#v=onepage&q=God's%20sovereignty%20reduces%20humans%20to%20robots&f=false
https://books.google.nl/books?id=gLxKAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA66&lpg=PA66&dq=God's+sovereignty+reduces+humans+to+robots&source=bl&ots=ChMbqjffwv&sig=Q0MfZ61eYqri0xXL6hufrxNIyZc&hl=nl&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwinqO65nNrRAhXCuRoKHe1aBrYQ6AEIKTAC#v=onepage&q=God's%20sovereignty%20reduces%20humans%20to%20robots&f=false
https://books.google.nl/books?id=gLxKAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA66&lpg=PA66&dq=God's+sovereignty+reduces+humans+to+robots&source=bl&ots=ChMbqjffwv&sig=Q0MfZ61eYqri0xXL6hufrxNIyZc&hl=nl&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwinqO65nNrRAhXCuRoKHe1aBrYQ6AEIKTAC#v=onepage&q=God's%20sovereignty%20reduces%20humans%20to%20robots&f=false
https://books.google.nl/books?id=gLxKAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA66&lpg=PA66&dq=God's+sovereignty+reduces+humans+to+robots&source=bl&ots=ChMbqjffwv&sig=Q0MfZ61eYqri0xXL6hufrxNIyZc&hl=nl&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwinqO65nNrRAhXCuRoKHe1aBrYQ6AEIKTAC#v=onepage&q=God's%20sovereignty%20reduces%20humans%20to%20robots&f=false
https://www.calvinistcorner.com/tulip.htm
http://www.bestsayingsquotes.com/files/truth-quotes-images-7-c66a6b71.jpg
http://www.thecatholictreasurechest.com/errprot.htm


                                                                                                                                                                                              
Of course, each sect is able to assure us that they alone have a direct hotline to God, complete with his lists of the 

chosen, elect, predestined.  
193 List of questions. Author. Personal collection. 
194 Sometimes, what we think is true knowledge may only be a means of certain knowledge (figure 24), but still 

be neither certain nor knowledge. Sometimes we may be tempted to tell one truth in order to keep hidden other 

truths about ourselves or about a situation. Insincerity can easily become a subtle version of lying. 
195 Colonel Wilson was another character, who could have come straight out of a novel. He was the only living 
posthumous Victoria Cross (V.C.). During the war, he had been badly wounded in Africa in a forest. Natives found 

him and nursed him back to health in the course of a year. While in Africa he learned Swahili. When he eventually 

got back to London, he found that he had been declared dead, and his wife had remarried. He faced reality, found 

a new wife and started a new life. At first glance, he simply seemed to be a rather pleasant colonel. But quite 

quickly, one perceived that this was someone who, when death looked him in the eye, he looked death in the eye 

and won. Unflinchable bravery shone from his face even as he quietly walked the corridors of London House: 

another inspiration of the nobility, which humans can achieve, when pushed to the absolute limits of their being.   
196 Bloomsbury Group: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloomsbury_Group 
197 The Hemmings were the oldest Canadian family in London. They gave a garden party on Canada day, 1 July, 

each year. Somehow, I got everything confused and got it into my head that the party was for 2 to 4 in the afternoon. 

In fact, it was from 6 to 8. I arrived around 2:30. Alice, the hostess was puzzled, almost annoyed and sent me to 
the study. After fifteen minutes or so, Colonel Hemming walked in. He was like a walking encyclopaedia of 

anecdotes. He had done a B.A. at McGill, then went to Sorbonne just as World War 1 had broken out. He joined 

the military, inventing some pre-radar gadgets. He was friends with Sir William Lawrence Bragg; was a member 

of the Royal Institution. His day job was head of the Municipal Journal.  

They had an amazing life history. Alice had begun in radio and film in Canada. In the 1930’s soon after their 

wedding they were in Berlin. On the day that the Reichstag burned down, she danced with Ian Fleming, of James 

Bond fame, who was then a Times correspondent, who used to contact his brother, Peter, in Moscow, with the area 

code, 007. One day in 1975, Alice took me to the British American Ball, of which she was a patron and we met 

Peter Ustinov, Douglas Fairbanks Junior and the Lord Mayor of London. Afterwards, she proposed we do some 

gogo dancing (she 70, me 27), and so I danced with someone who danked with Ian Fleming.  In the early 17th 

century the Hemming family had helped to have Shakespeare published. It was as if they were a secret clan fighting 

t help good causes throughout the centuries. They knew all the characters who belonged in/to novels and they 
could easily be novel characterrs themeselves.    

Harold’s son, John Hemming, was an explorer, who became famous for his adventures in South America in seach 

of Inca gold and subequently became President of the Royal Geographical Society. Mrs. Alice Hemming was the 

president of the Commonwealth Countries League, knew the wives of all the ambassadors personally and usually 

knew about diplomatic incidents a few days before they became news. Behind the scenes she played the role of 

someone who put out fires metaphorically.    

Every Sunday there was a Sunday lunch. I was invited as an honorary member of the family. Typically, there 

would be some local figure from diplomatic circles: e.g. the Crown Prince of Tonga who was visiting, and quite 

often it would be a female personality, e.g. Vida Menzies, an expert in the Alexander method from Jamaica. The 

conversations would not infrequently turn to the theme of women’s lib, a theme that Alice Hemming championed 

and Harold supported within limits. There were two dogs in the house: a little terrier called (Mr.) Pip and Charlie, 
a large, usually gentle Labrador retriever. Whenever the women’s lib theme was exaggerated Harold would initiate 

the Grr club. In the middle of this placid Sunday lunch he would make a soft but unmistakeable grr. Charlie would 

immediately grr and often so too would Pip. I too was expected to follow suit with my own grr. All this was a sign 

that Alice (or Moofie as she was affectionately called) had gone a little too far. There were no arguments, no 

debates or recriminations. Usually the conversation took an immediate turn to more friendly territory. If not another 

round of grrs would come from the Grr club. It was not the picture of British society we had read about in our 

schoolbooks, but it wonderfully civilized in its own way.  

The garden of their home had a door which opened up onto Primrose Hill. After a storm, Harold would typically 

go out on the hill to collect fallen branches to serve as wood for the fireplaces in the home. At her school, Harold’s 

granddaughter, Sophie, was asked to write an essay about her family. She reported that her grandfather collected 

wood on Primrose Hill. So modest was Harold that it was this and not his morning drive to the city in his Bentley 

that impressed his gransdaughter. I used this anecdote in the memorial service for him at Saint Martins in the 
Fields.  

198 Dr. Ronald Ng grew up in Hong Kong as did his then fiancé, Tisa Ho, who was studying in France. Because 

Ronald did not speak French, I served as liaison, finding her via a dormitory telephone. In the end, I was asked to 

be their best man. Ronald also had a very good laugh. He was a man of many layers professionally and personally. 

Professionally he came for the M.R.C.P. Ultimately, he had two F.R.C.P.s, one in London, one in Edinburgh. He 

loved good food. He had a very wide ranging, encyclopaedic mind. He had a large, largely unseen, inner world. 

We had splendid times together. We seldom see one another but he is one of my favourite friends.  



                                                                                                                                                                                              
He had two sons. One of them, Andrew, became one of the youngest professors at Stanford; founded Coursera, 

led Google’s Artificial Intelligence group; then headed Baidu’s Artificial Intelligence group before starting his 

own company. Ronald is a great fan of Coursera online courses and has complete over 130 of them. He is a life-

long learner in a very special sense. A tendency towards the encyclopaedic is one of our bonds.   
199 Fig. 51. List of questions for London Conversations, Rob Bircher. Personal collection.  
200 Fig 52a. Meteora. Photograph Rolf Gerling. Personal collection.  

     Fig. 52b. View from the River of Knowledge in the cave of Heaven near Silifke, Turkey. Photograph Rolf 

Gerling. Personal collection. 
201 Andreas Vorster is an epitome of charm and loyalty. He is extremely attractive, musically gifted, religious. He 

has the manners of polite society in a bygone age. He is also extremely intelligent and became a successful 

practitioner of international law.  
Our common interests in church and religion led us to see all the cathedrals of England and Wales with the 

exception of Saint Davids in Wales, stopping by to see special sites such as Tintern Abbey on the way. Andreas 

was excellent with puns and always a joy to be with.  

He married Christiane, a brilliant art historian/archaeologist with a PhD. Some sceptics feared she would be too 

high powered. They have been happily married for over 35 years.   
202 Rolf Gerling was doing a doctorate in Economics, but also received a diploma in Jungian Psychology. He had 

a remarkable capacity to listen. Initially, the conversations began in an almost academic fashion with me trying to 

summarize the major historical events connected with the place we were about to see. But quite quickly, it became 

clear that there was no limit to the topics for discussion. There were only two exceptions: given the important role 

he was destined to play in the business world, it seemed prudent that there was nothing in our relationship which 

ill minded persons could misinterpret. So, I hid any potential feelings with respect to him. Secondly, I hid the 

sorrow I felt, knowing that my mother was dying. I went off one evening in the hills above Athens, to cry on my 

own. But for the rest it was one unforgettably wonderful journey to see the world outwards and to dare to explore 

and share inner worlds. It was a milestone in my understanding of friendship. 

A result of these experiences was to reflect anew on the meaning and potentials of conversation. 

With Rolf, I also encountered something I had noticed with my friend John Gordon in Canada. We would have a 

discussion and then he would want some time on his own. With John, it was often just to another side of the room. 

With Rolf, it was always to a separate room. I was beginning to learn that spirits, who have large inner worlds also 

needed “down time” to nurture these worlds. This insight helped me articulate levels 13 to 15 of conversation 

(figure 55) and was also a step towards my decision that I was not a chameleon (Appendix 2).  

I encouraged Rolf to marry Catherine and to accept the challenge of taking over his father’s firm. He did both 

these things, not because of me, but because he chose to.  

His family insurance company had re-insured two buildings in New York. On September 11, 2001, he lost 574 

million dollars. In the first five years of the new millennium, he lost 4 billion euros. His net worth is now a mere 

$1.65 billion. Thereafter, he was never quite the same. He has a serious hobby, listening to American music (cf. 

Alfried Krupp). When I asked him whether he planned to share the results he said no. The more I learned about 

his retreat from helping others, the more there was a subtle retreat in our friendship.  
203 Frau Gisela Comes is the widow of a medical doctor. She comes from Silesis where the family had a landed 
estate (Gut), since at least the 16th century. At the end of the war, the Russians had come and they had one night 

to flee with whatever goods they were able to load onto a wagon pulled by a tractor. They came to Wolfenbüttel 

and started anew from scratch. Soon afterward th husband died and Gisela, as a single mother brought up four 

children on her own with dignity. She introduced me to the untold stories of human bravery and endurance and 

helped us make the conference a reality. There was also another remarkable lady, Brunhilde Zipse.  
204 Frau Dr. Maria Münding had done a doctorate on Mediaeval literature in Munich. Then she had become modern, 

as a leading scholar on Duke Anton Ulrich in the 17th century. She is modesty personified. She has dedicated 

herself entirely to a bygone age as if her life-calling was to resuscitate it back to life. She is almost monastic in her 

dedication. I had never really encountered such a complete devotion to learning. Wolfenbüttel was showing me 

examples, which I did not necessarily wish to follow, but which had a fascination in themselves.  
205 Sara Dewhirst was a wonderfully charming English girl from Yorkshire working on a doctorate in the history 

of German Literature with a focus on Baroque theatre. There was a strange contradiction between the directness 
of her Yorkshire roots and the elaborate play of the baroque. I nearly fell madly in love with her, but once again 

the duty gods were reining in my natural feelings like double charioteers. Sara added grace and a natural mirth to 

our meetings. She still calls forth wonderful reminiscences. She returned to England, married, became Professor 

Sara Smart and is also a governor of Exeter School.  
206 Michael Giesecke was a student of Professor Reinhart Koselleck at Beielfeld. He did his Habilitationschrift on 

Der Buchdruck in der frühen Neuzeit (1991), which became the standard work in the field. He was a 

Gesprächspartner. We had wonderful debates. He is what could be called worthwhile difficult: beneath a slightly 



                                                                                                                                                                                              
gruff Lutheran exterior, lies a heart of gold. We went together to London and we are still in touch. He is a wonderful 

mind. In his retirement, he has rebuilt a home in Aspenstedt in Lower Saxony and his wife has become an expert 

on ancient recipes of jam making and the like.  
207 Dr. med. Philipp von Moreau is an Arzt, Facharzt für Psychosom. Medizin & Psychotherapie 

Weiterbildungen: Homöopathie, Psychoanalyse, Psychotherapie. He was at the time a friend of Rolf. He came 

from a Huguenot Family with good connections. He shared a box at the opera with the Wittelsbacher family. He 

has a country place. There is something very gentle about him. He assumes that one has inner worlds. But as with 
some priests, there is a professional persona, where he is almost always playing a role. It is very diifcult to talk 

with Philipp without the Dr. med. and the von. But he is a splendid person. Philipp taught me how difficult it is to 

have deep, old family connections. It is very difficult to avoid the ballast of history and simply be „oneself “ in the 

now. 
208 In 1939, there was an Austro-German expedition to K2 which was unsuccessful. As the party made its way 

down, they learned that World War II had broken out and they were interned in a prisoner of war camp near 

Dehradun in Northern India. After numerous attempts, they escaped in 1944. One group with Peter Aufschnaiter 

and Heinrich Harrer went across the mountains to Lhasa where Harrer became the teacher of the young Dalai 

Lama, as described in his book, Seven Years in Tibet, one of the books that inspired me as a boy. Another group, 

led by Heinz von Have went to Burma. Von Have’s son was Heino von Have, whose godfather was Heinrich 

Harrer. Heino studied commerce in Zurich with Rolf. Our group of persons was beginning to link different spheres 
of my interests.   
209 Catherine McLeod, is a character almost impossible to describe. She had a rare, delicate beauty. Her 

grandmother had been Carl Gustav Jung’s secretary. She was trained as a Jungian psychoanalyst. Her father had 

gone to Canada and married a North American Indian woman. Catherine is a crossroads of cultures who is 

wonderful but a challenge to understand.  
210 Just North of Tarsus we were approaching a junction which led off to Lake Van. I had described possible routes 

to Enid Hamilton, my mystic friend. She had been very reticent about Eastern Turkey and had suggested against 

it. We were a few days ahead of schedule so it seemed ebtirely feasible. Just as the turnoff approached a little 

sparrow collided with the window of the jeep and died. We took this as a sign and did not turn off for Lake Van.  

For the next 10 days, we made our way through Cappadocia, Hattusas and Ankara. We were just starting the final 

lap which would take us back to Istanbul when there was a sickening noise in the gear box. We looked around. 

Across the street happened to be the only Range Rover repair station outside of Istanbul in the whole of Turkey. 
They were not able to do miracles but provided a makeshift repair so that we could get back to Istanbul. Had we 

turned off to go to Lake Van the incident would have happened somewhere in the middle of noewhere and we 

would have been in serious troubles. We were both beginning to appreciate the value of having mystics who were 

on our side and giving us advice.   
211 Fig 53. Wolfenbüttel Conversations. Programme. Personal collection.  
212 Fig. 54a. Wolfenbüttel Conversations group. Personal collection 

     Fig. 54b. Florence Bayon. The girl I wanted to marry. Personal collection.    
213 Fig. 55. Fifteen stages in conversation. Author.  
214 Conversation: https://nl.pinterest.com/pin/516928863462264454/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Aufschnaiter

